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TEN CENTS PER WEEK
11•.•
MACON CHAMPION
CONFESSES CRIME
0 --JOINS SOLDIERS
•
Big Meeting of Farmers' Union is
Being Held in Central Labor Hall
—Session Behind Closed Doors.
came through, and it was so dark.
and by Mallory's schoolhouse and pick
• 4 up all the bats and caps I could find
and cut them up and stick them under
a log or logs. I did as directed ex-
cept that I put them in the creek. I
found a cap or two and hat or two."
Soldiers Sent Out.
• Dotal of doidiars Guardia. After getting the tonteseion Judge
Wells started a woad of soldierst
under Lieut. N. J. Wilburn, for the
creek to fled all the hats and caps he
could. Judge Wells said he would no
Issue warrants now, but If the present
grand jury failed to indict any of the
men under arrest that he would Inv
mediately have the men implicated
arrested and ask Judge Cook for an-
other grand jury.
The river was so high the soldiers
-atild-net-reesh-theeiseer- but a stoma
Is guarding the place until the water
subsides.
Politics Elimistatt• ld.
One of the most happy results of
the many happenings of the past few
days, the importance of which is real-
ized by every one fainiiIar with Callo-
way county affairs, is that the old fac-
tional feeling In the night rider prose
cottons has lieen averted and it la
now apparent that the best element
of bothaides aril working In harmony
member of the night riders. The tio rid the county of the scourge ot
confession is sworn to. and Implicates night riders.,
about fifteen men who are not under , After the 'trials Saturday It was
arrest. The confession Is as follows: freely asserted that before two days
"The • agent. Macon Champion. had elapsed the old sores In the roan-
says that a few days before theerald_ ty wodT41 be reopened and perhaps per-
on AI Perry I was at D. L. Thomas' sonal feeling fanned until An out-
store, celled me out and break would occur Monday. This
said: 'Let's -join the -night riders. dreadedamatingency Was averted by
Tere is a weale let or fee attuned the cool-beaded leaders Of both sides,
to it. He mid that they were work• wok realise that factions had nothing
b 0̂ UNP-e&A .rlabt_biolow_chis atidiares- -Tluw got
aad folines- him down there: that he together, aceording to well authentl
eaves pet himself in and me, too. rated information, sad agreed to lay
The. we an west down to,tb. lane to. aside alepast differences for the pres-
ward Buffalo, 'and said that ent lime at least. and will work to-
ile would get over into the fence eor- gather to bring about a return to law
ner and get the man out to take ua and order. Wise heeds believe that
in. — told me to no down on in this a permanent union may I).
lay Mete knee. and I got down, and effeeted and the county freed net-toner
of night riders but of personal preju-
dices. to a great extent
eves ?edge Wells and Judge Cook
werw us opposite sides. In county and
district pirlitiee, and have been firm
in the antagonism of each ether. polar
rally, but it cannot be disputed that
both have arisen to the occasion and
are working toward the same end.
The Attorneys,
Attorney F'. F Arnie. of Murray,
who Ir retained to defend the Callo-
way rounte night riders. asked The
gun to correct the statement made
Saturday that he had retained II. E.
Gilbert. a eoung Paducah attorney. to
MOW him. Hon. J. C. Spelght, Mr.
Arrlw's taw partner, was in Murray
Monday consulting with Mr. Acre*.
and the Mende of some of the ac-
cused men, hut whether an arrange-
ment was made was not given out.
I. •
•
Tells County Judge Wells
Where Paraphernalia
Is Hidden.
Place on Blood River.
DEA'ELOPMENTS AT MURIL1V
Murray, KY., April 14.--Sol4iers
are guarding a cave on Blood river,
aighersiaMittsadere are alleged to have
hidden their paraphelnella —
it N stated that Champion was
mustered into the notional guard.
Company if, of the Second regiment,
. and is on guard today.
Joe Bell, the alleged night ,rider
leader, was arrested again today and
made bond the second time.
It is believed more arrests will be
made today, although the grand jury
bas made public no indictments.
Judge Wells has made public the
confession of 'Maros Champion, a
he got down He told we to bold OP
my right nand, and be took a Mere of
/NW out of his coat pocket and read
the oath to Me. I cannot repeat the
oath.
Ti. Tell Memel !kWh.
'After giving the oath Whick was
to the effect that If I gave it away I
would he ki:led Ind ended 'so help
me God ' He mid to me If you do
not understand the oath it means this,
if Om ever tell it tlust a clique of
them would take my head.
"Told me that on Monday night
they were going to have a mewling
down in an old field close to Jeff
Kimbroa. I told him I did not know
the 11,11?-ffe said come down tie
road and yeet will meet up with some
of them who would show me the way.
I went on Monday night to - and
called -- out, and we went on to
- and called - -e-out. He was
sick and couldn't go. -- came
there whfat we were talking to--.
We went on to —'s and called 
out and he said he couldn't go. He
stolid go as they came on back.
Right below  - 's we met --
went on to --'s and met --- and
--- and they joined our crowd. We
went on to the meeting place In an
old field came to Jeff Kimbroat
Inatruesed as to tilsonting.
"Just before getting to the old field
atl'that had masks put them on.
AMant had none but was. furnished
one soon after he got .there. That
group kept coming up from different
directions, but when they reached
there they were masked. That is
rerognized Joe Bell and that Joe Boll
lined us- up two and two and told tic
to rIcie nbt farther than ten feet and
If IlItIlekihd, oft the Might those on the
left do the shooting. We lined RP
and rods on Shout 115 or 200 strong.
We went On dad glit Just below Mel.
lory school bottle. •
"Some fellow says, 'I am awful
tired, I want to get Up 'Under and hit
that tarty or fifty.
and I think that will rest me,
Whiledad of Al Perry,
'We wert on to below Noah
Mood)a and ltoi down and hitched
our horses. end shout half of them
ate. ed with their horse,.. The other
hell went on to Al Perry's. Some
one of the leaders said if Perry fired
for all of us to open fire on him.
They told us to lie down aronnd the
homes We went to the house and
surrounded the house and laid down
se ordered. Captain Bell relied for
Al Perry. Said hello to Mr: Periv
about two or three. time,. He (lune
outs The leaders had a talk with him
and loft k to a oir Ra to whether
they would vrblephIrn or not, and they
voted to whip and whipped him. W.
then went on back to our horsey' and
left. I dropped out below John Mot,-
fran'a and went home. I lost a sack
that WW1
"Before we got cm our horses the
leaders helloed for No. 2 Clique. and
1 A ritlIVerPe MP to start Ti ps(1
morning .by daylight or a little befor,
While cane Are Active.
Morgantown. Ky., April I (Spe-
cial.) +Wbitecatis burned the home
of Toni glee, a cripple, two miler
from here Rims served severe! jail
terms for bootlegging. He narrowly
escaped from his burning home.
PUGILIST REFUSeatTO
CONTINUE PRIZE FIGHT.
N,..•elust le. Pa . April 14.- Mike
hreck Fayed himself a knockout by
Tony Odra here 'today by refusing to
begin the tenth of a scheduled twelve
round hput. He claimed that Ross
1111 him twice on the jaw am be was
flitting down aft* the gong rang In
the nfille Sehreek wee all but- out
when the ninth round cloned.
New York ttayorahy Neil,
New York, April 14.-The suit
Drought by William R. Hearst to test
the right of George B. McClellan to
the office or ma)or of New York city
was called for trial before the 'peel-
ate division of the supreme court.
The suit had Its orleln In the citr
election of 1904., when McClellan and
Hearst were rival candidates for the
mayoralty. Mr. Hearst alleges that
Mr. McClellan's election was brought
about by fraud at the polls. The con
test has been dragging through tit^
New York courts for more than two
)ears.
ARGUIENT BEGUN
IN HOWARD'S PLEA
FOR PARDON TODAY
Frark fort. Ky.. April 14 Rm.( lal
tittorney Smith begun his argu-
ment this morning before the gover-
nor In the Howard case The 'sowers
ease is to follow.
Attorney General James Brtnthit!
hae appo!nted John F. I.ockett. of
Heeatereolc, first ailtablfatitt attorney
'oral.
B. L Barnett, Stalk Organizer,
Called Meeting to Arrange
Agreement With Plantere'
Association.
About 1.4' membersof the Farm-
ers' Bung are meeting today In Cen-
tral Labor hall, where a joint meeting
of the WOW and the high officials of
the Planters' Protective association MANY
was scheduled to take place. None of
the latter,' however, were In attend-
ance. Felix Ewing sent word that
business prevents his presence, and
although .1ohn Id. Allen Is in the city,
he is not partielpating to the confer-
BASEBALL SEASON
OPENS IN iCITIES
THIS AFtERNOON
New l'ork Will Have Con-
tinuous Baseball Until
Seamen Ends.
Prospects for Fans Gathered
The McCracken County ass:lactation
offered to send a committee of three
to the conference but R. L. Barnett.
state organiger for the union, said the
conference was to be with men, har-
ing authority to represent the associa-
tion of the whole state of Kentucky,
so nothing came of that.
The attitude of the association to-
ward the Union is expressed in the
term "standing pat." Felix Ewing a
few weeks ago In a public letter pro-
nounced all other organisations, how-
eter friendly In their attitude, inimi-
cal to the interests of the Planters'
Protective association', but the Me-
er/aches County association does not
Intellitret this in • hostile sense toward
the union. The officials of the unite]
say they are determined not to inter-
fere with the association and its mein
hers, and after today's session there
will be no fighting inside against the
union -or-any o1lic*-170 "01
It le also discovered in talking
among the members that the majority
of them are in favor of the loose leaf
pool. which is in vogue in this state
now. The holdings of the union have
been sold stet the money divided.
The meeting this morning was call-
ed to order at Ili o'clock aad R. L.
Barnett, state organiser. was elected
chalrinan. and C. 0 Pogue, of Critten-
dep county, secretary. Tile Aloe coun-
ted organized were all renweented
AdamiromeM was Mlles at neon, and
this afternoon the executive session
was resumed.
Aseocialkm's Attitude.
MT. J. Yerbrougle chairman of
the McCracken county executive oast-
metes., Mated this morning that be
thought eo aseosiation official would
have any authority to go into the
meeting Motley called by the farmers'
union people. "We are not antagon-
izing the farmers' union in any way,
but we have established our system
of handling tobacco and it has proven
soecepsful, and thereas no reason to
make any change." he said. From
his talk it was plain that in order to
eat together the farmers' union Must
come over to the sanoctatkru.
. 'RUSE FISHER ALIVE *
Reese Fisher is barely alive at his
home in Benton. This morning it was
reported that his body was cold, but
be lingered all day In a comatose con-
dition.
UNION DEPOT COMPANY
Stockholders of the Paducah Union
Depot company bald their anneal
meeting this morning at the Palmer
House and officers for 1908 were se-
lected ad follows: Predident-J. T.
Harahan; vice president, I. G. illawn;
treasurer, Otto F. New; secretary. B.
A Beek. The directors were elected
as follows: Charles Reed. J. T. Hara-
han, I, G. [lawn, W. F. Paxton, J. J.
Gann, Josph L. Friedman tied 14. C
Rhodes. The only change Wks the
toeetnn of Me Friedman a director to
sue need Mr. George Thompson, who
has moved from the city.
WEATHER.
at Parks Today. I
OFFICIO AMC DESERTED
Chicago, April 14.-Reports from
all the cities where the American and
National leagues play today indicate
games will optii-eit'agedble
time. Cincinnati and I. Louis are
threatened with show
Natkesal League.
Boston at Brooklyn.
New York at Philadeiph a.
Pittsburg at St. Louis.
Chicago at Cincinnati
Atneriona League.
Detroit at ailing°.
St. Louis at Cleveland.
Philadelphia. at New York.
Washington at Boston.
New York. April 14.-Today is the
day for the brass bands to blare and
the mobs to roar for the the great
double barreled, six months' circus of
baseball has been turned loose in the
land. Weather permitting, all of the
clubs el the National and American
leagues *tart today in the pennant
ace for Ifftre.
'Me -::faelt"
are hasping blessing upon the bead of
Harry Wright, A. G. Spalding, or who
ever It was that invented baseball.
For more than a month their appetite
has been whetted by the roseate re-
porn from the southern training
camps. •
If they do not turn out in full
forte in every city of the two circuits
to wee the first ball tossed this after-
noon it will be the fault of the
weather man.
New York Is to pee the celebrated
Highlands rs make their bow at the
'home grounds. (imaging the Philadel-
phia team in combat royal, while the
Giants will wrestle with the "Phil.
lies" ithe Quaker City.
Frominow until the second week
of October New York is to have con-
and "fens" are king forward to
tinuous bcasetes4;:d both managers
the banner year in the history of the
game.
AT SAN DIEGO
San Diego, April II.-bWireleas dis
patches state that the battleship squad
ron will arrive at 2 o'clotk. The re-
ception piano arc compete. Governor
Gillette is here in charge of the offi-
cial reception.
NEW YOU CONVENTION
New York, April 14.-The Injunc-
tion restraining the state Denkeratie
convention from meeting today was
dismissed and the convention will
proceed.
ogne IRVAN BURIED
Murray, Ky., April 14.
The body of Mr. Genie treas, a well
known merchant, who 440d at Hardin
yesterday, after a week's Illness of
preumonia, was brought to this
'dace today for burial In the city
cemetery, funeral services being con-
ducted by the Rev. H. B. Taylor, pas-
tor of the Baptist church. Mr. keen
was a son of the late Hardin Irran,
eho was one of the wealthiest men In
the Purchase. for whom' the town of
Hardin was named. Genie Irvan had
conducted a •large general store at
Hardin elms.. it was (minded and had
Nen prOf porous. Besides a wife he
leaves two children. Everette and Lois
!reale Mrs. liven has been visiting
in New Mexico and reached home only
a few hours before her husband's
death.
JAPAN IMPATIENT
AT CHINA'S DELAY
—BARON HAYASHI
l of Japan, Informed the foreign ones
IN 
Itotiay that .lsi,ati s growing Weary of
ithe Chime* government's delay inglippressing the antlaineallette boyoottstootera tometo nod probably Wed, and mat vopeee force is.•••• relations
temperature rstor- berfalaielf governin • sfe going to
day, 711; eat today, be. be we pttaine+1.
• •
Pekin, April 14 Baron Hayashi,
Wood Jones and Jesse Edwards
Draw Ten Years for Robbery of
Kerry Slayden at Hands of Jury.
What the McCracken County FIRE BUGS' WORK
Criminal Court is Doing 
in' IN CHELSEA BLAZE
POLICE BELIEVE
Way of Punishing Offenders
—Some Other Verdicts.
Ten years. the limit of the law, is
what Wood Jones and Jesse Edwards.
young white men, were given by tbe
jury in circuit court this morning for
robbing Kerry fillarden a /Woodville
farmer of $1.05 in an alley near the
Jackson .foundry. Officer
Wiant, of Metropolis, who caught the
men, was present at the trial and as-
sisted the prosecution materialleen its
-Wiaat recovered 4141,._of
the money and a lot of clothing, that
the men had bought with the remain-
der, aocounting for all that Siayden
lost except $2.
Jodie Davis, colored, was given one
year In the penitentiary for shooting'
John Grogan during a fight at a col-
ored social.
A fine of $200) was given Mollie
Newt for violating the contempt rule
Issued by Judge Reed last week. The
Neef woman occupies the same house
w-hereshe was forbidden to conduct
an immoral resort. She was convicted
and (tried in police court for tieing
whisky and the contempt proceed-
irgs foliewed. The case was tried
a jury and the verdict, inameing a
fine of $200 was returned. .
Other Canes.
The grand jury returned an indict-
nest this morning against Al Beaton
charging him with malicious shooting
Barksdale Maiming. The trial of the
ease waseteet'for-tornorrowse -
Boyd Monty was indicted for grand
larceny, the charge being the theft of
$140 from the Fowler residence .os
Itelltucke•avellue- •
On motion of the defense the em-
bezzlement ease against H. E. Hub-
bard was continued until the Septem-
ber term of court and he was remand-
ed to jail. He is charged with anis-
appropriaCng funds, wfileh came Into
his possession, while collecting for the
Rhodes-Burford Furniture company.
REFUSES TO CONSID• ER.
Illinois. %liners Will Not Bend Debar
gates to Toledo.
Springtielre III April 14.--ffhe
United Mine Workers of Illinois re-
fused to reconsider the decision not
to send delegates, to the interstate
pieeting in Toledo this week.
It is believed that various rub-com-
mittees have formulated plans that
will probably be adopted by both the
mIners and operators, and that may
ultimately produce an early agree-
ment
Boston, April I4.-A quarter of a
million dollars are in the 'Chelsea re-
lief fund today. Children, who were
separated from their- parents are be-
ing returned to them. Children were
gathered in the city hall, where par-
ents found them.
Boston, April 14:-Two alleged
firebugs were arrested here. The
o-r-deeTilted' he has evidence-that
four fires were burning in Chelsea at
One time.
MANGLED BODY POUND.
Head Alrnont Severed-Arms Tofu
Prom Sockets.
St. Paul, April le-With head al-
most severed and arms torn from
their sockets the body of a man, be-
lieved to be William House, of
Stonington, Ill., was picked up on
the Omaha tracks near Hazel Park, a
suburb of this city today. The Man
hid evidently been struck by the
treip.
In the man's clothing was found a
receipted money order dated March
23, addressed to William Houser, of
Stonington, Ill. It was sent by A. R.
Grenburg, of Dehatur, 111. .
FEDERAL. COURTS
AFTER REBATERS
IN SOUTH WEST
Little, Rock, Ark.. April 14.-The
federal grand jury returned indict-
ments against the Missouri 'Pacific
and Iron Mountain roads, the former
general freight and traffic mapagers
of the two roads and T. Howars
Bunch, a prominent grain dealer,
charging the granting and receiving
of rebates. There are fifty-eight coun •
The maximum penalty each defendant
may pay is $1,600,000. The inter
state commerce commission's agent
developed the evidence. Vouchers of
the railroad showed alleged rebates of
$16,000. Warrants were served on
the roads and Bunch. The traffic
managers' names are withheld until
the warrants are served.
MORE THAN FIVE HUNDRED HOGSHEADS
OF ASSOCIATION TOBACCO ARE SOLD HERE
Biggest Day's Business Assoc.
JOHNSON'S HOPES
jaws Has gajoyed la pa Chicago. April 14.- Governor
Johnson, of Minnesota, Is here today
ducah in its History. ,, at headquarters, conferring with his
campaign managers. He expects to
get an instructed delegation from FM-
nois•
The biggest one day's sales of asso-
ciation tobacco made. this season was
the purchase of E. J. O'Brien & com-
pany, and local buyers of 53$ hogs-
heads yesterday at prices ranging
from 7 to 12 cents, the average price
being about ten and one-half cents.
Over OM hoghseeds were bought by
O'Brien, who bought all the Frettch
owlet types on the market. W. B.
Kennedy also made big purchases fo.-
interests, which he represents as
broker.
Today Salesman Veen has a large
force of hands employed in getting
the sample* of [void types out of the
bins, where the unsold types are kept
He Is badly pressed for room and
more bins wit, be constructed, so feet
are the types now pouring in on the
market. He now has about 6,004) hogs
head, to offer or almost as many as
handled all last yeAr.
SUMMER SCHEDULE OF
CITY POLICE FORCE
Beginning May I the patrolmen In
the city will work from ri oarlock in
the morning until 7 o'clock at night,
'according to the new sichednie pre-
pared hi Chief Collins for the summer
• mosths At present the night work la
divided, one squad going to work at
1 o'clock in the morning and working
until 1 o'clock In the afternoon. The
day men will patrol only tett hones
Tee new echedele meets with the sat-
isfaction of the patrolmen, who like it
better than wicking half the slide
and ball of tba day.
LOCAL OPTION RESULTS
San Francisco, April 14.-North-
ern California went wet in the Pier-
Ilona Isere yesterday. The southern
part of the state went dry.
Has No Clandidatel.
Des Moines, Iowa, April 14 -Iowa
Democracy is without a gubernatorial
candidate. John Dennison, the only
candidate, has withdrawn.
CITY BUYER WILL
HAVE OFFICE WITH
MAYOR J. P. SMITH
House cleaning is the order of the
day at the city hall, and new floor
coverings are being laid In the rooms
Ar soon as the mayor's office is re-
furnished Mayor Smith will occupy
the second room, while 'Mies Kate
Nunnemsrher, the mayor's stenog-
rapher, and CIIN Buyer Ed R
ITT 'have desk,' in the front office,
thus affording the mayor the privacy
he requires for his official business.
(Ity Buyer Miller Is now acquainting
himself with the details of his work
and will be read, to enter scilicet,
on his chitin at twee.
CONGRESS PLANS
TO END PRESENT
SESSION MAY 15
Republican and Democratic
Leaders Agree to Do Noth-
ing More This Term.
Providing President Accepts
Situation as Suggested.
WANT NO SPECIAL SlialS1ON
Washington, April 14.--Congrens
will adjourn on May 15, if tentative
agreements made today by the Demo-
ecisatie and Republican-..leadera in, tha. -
hogse and senate are carried out. The
agreement to adjourn at this early
date carries with It the understanding
that none of the measures demanded
le, the president shall pass, and will
provide further that the president will .
accept the situation and wilt not all
a special eension after the election.
'flue Democrats have made all of
the campaign speeches for general dis
tribution, and the Reoutilicans do not
care to take up any bill which might
provoke a long political discussion.
Senators Aldrich and Hale got" toa
gether and both agreed dolt the ses-
sion might as well be ended without
further delay. Senators Culberson
and Bacon and others on the Demo-
ciatic side were consulted, and they
agreed to the plan to get away.
Meanwhile Representative Watson
the Republican whip In the house. had
a talk with the president_ as to meas-
itee-s--44/-liribl&dilisedattrid thiff jao
the house 'leaders to adjourn earl).
provided the president would agree to
not call an extra :session as s000 as
theyas a.djourned and begin a firto
lave the bills he has been advocating
rsed
This part of the program remains
unsettled, and Mr Watson- and other
„tlep.tlhutioffcan leprelteddd.enrst 
 in 
Jule. teo whaw atiNite botamoelk
tonight.
HII t 11117111/NESS MAN
Riemovnit TO BENTON%
Paducah is about to lose one of her
brightest young hardware men, for
Mr. S. It. Holland, who has been with
the It. W. fienneberger company for
ate past ten years, will in a day or
two assume the duties of a responsi•
ble position with the McGregor Hard
ware company at Benton. Mr. Ho.
land is thoroughly grounded In th?
hardware business, having been with
the Belknap Hardware company at
Louisville, as well as with the Henne-
berger company Many warm friends
here join In regrets for his departure
and best wishes for deserved success.
TUBEItCTIAMEI isosrrraz
NEEDED IN TRW COUNTY,
Secretary Toner, of the Charity
club has been investigating the neei
for an outdoor tuberculosis hospital
.n connection with the club work in
this city, lie says that he knows of
at least a dozen women in variona
stages of the disease, who are dated
admittance either to the county sani-
tarium or Riverside hospital, because
of the nature of the disease from
which they suffer. 801111c of thom ar.
oily in the preliminary stages and
the open-air treatment, which has re-
cently been recommended and approv-
ed by many physicians, might eccomp-
'aft an entire cure. It has been sug-
gested that sorb a hospital be made
a part of the new institution, which is
to be established through the joint
efforts of the c'ty and county, for the
'reatment of contagious ..diseases
.•01
TO DISCUSS FRANCHISE
Mayor Smith has called the general
eotincli to meet tonight as committee
et the whole to consider the fran-
chise of the ,Paclinsab Nortern rail-
road. The representatives of the COM-
parry will be present, sod such citi-
zens as may have persona/ interests
involved in the proposed route int).
he city
EASY FOR OLLIE
Again 011ie James will have DO op-
position for the Democratic nomina-
'ion for enngrevis from the First dis-
;rice The entree Homed today with
no other name betfore the committee
The committee will meet here fietur-
day, declare, the nominations 'closed,
rell of the primary and formally DOM
!rate Conersestrain James.
Grain Market.
Lolls ' 4 Wheat, 96% .
corn, 67, oats, 63. 4...
Al A THE rAmitoit Ey4IrjGSt7N. •110*- • 4.../ Teltailete, APRIL 14.
COAL IR SCHOOL NOM
•
'
MEET AT KNOXV11110 TtaDAY
}OH Senes1014.
I.
Men Who Were tut Paducah hem
Eakayisog Hospitality of Naafi
Knoxville, Tenn., April 14.—The
largest meeting of coal men ever held
in the south is on at Knoxville. Great
preparations have been made by the
coal operators of the T-ennessee-Ken-
tucks coal fl:eds to show the visitints
coal men a good time. It is a Joint
meeting of the members of the Seuth-
eastern Retail Coal Merchants' asso-
ciation and the Kentweite-Tennessee
Retail Coal Dealers' essociation. Since
the coal operators are to be on heed
it may be said that it is a meeting of
the operators and dealers of the south'
east and Kentucky, the invitations be-
ing to all dealers and operators,
whether members of either 1111110Cid-
tion or not.
Thenperators have arranged for a
banquet, steamboat and trolley rides,
a visit to the mines and a big Korus-
cation of Ko Koala. The convention
was opened with an address of wel-
come front the mayor of the city and
responses were made by George IC
Chowning, of Shelbyville, !Ky., and-C.
-O. Harper, -of Borne:Err —
A joint -session of Wednesdas more
lug will be addressed by L. Green.
tranic manager of the Southern rail-
way; C. D. Boyd, general freight
agent of the Louisville and Nashville
railroad; De Los Bull. president of
the retail coal men, and J. A. Yar-
brough, of Charlotte, N. C.
ResOlatiens of FiespIrt.
Whereas, It has pleased Dielne
Provideace in His inscrutable wisdom
to remove from our midst and take
to ails heavenly home our late be-
loved brother, John T. Fish, late
tramline and financial secretary of
our order. Therefore be it
Reao:ved, That this lodge. Catholic
Knights of America, branch No. hi,
or Paducah, Ky., has suffered the loss
of a zealous, efficient and worthy-
member and brother; a :oss that wilt
ever --be noticetLattyLfeit and-:one- that.
Is a sad blow to our order.
Resolved, That the city has lost a
good citiaen; one who spread a good
example as a law-abiding, industriods
and exemplary man.
Reeolved,.That we sincerely condole
with his wife, daughter, sisters ann
brother, and hope ' that while his
memory will, we are certain, ever re-
main green in their memory and also
in the memory of thin order, that the
hea:ing hand o Moo Will gradually
Th,ets-one male students of the
High school were "on the carpet" be.
fore Superintendent Carnagey this
morning for plotting to be tardy yew-
terday morning, because the teachers
had made a rule that students must
not enter the sillool grounds before
the regular tints. Yesterday the boys
it Is alleged, met 1 agreement on a
street cerner and after waiting ,unth
the-last bell had sounded and, the
Pupils were seated in their places,
marched in a body to the school. The4
were given a relYrimand this morning
and allowed to go under promise to
be good hereafter.
'Mr. J. Berry, who was to have
addressed the High school pupils this
morning, telephoned Superintendent
Carnagey he would be unable to be
present and requested that he be
given a date later in the week, which
was done.
, Miss Elisabeth Daugherty.. teacher
of the Seventh grade at the High
school, ta Ill today.
Miss Lucy Moore, teacher of the
fifth grade at the Longfellow school.
is off duty today on account of sick-
ness.
Shigestisas far '1..1m-heals' Meeting
Frisby, May. S. IVO&
(Chapters 13, 14. 15, Keith's, El
mentary Education.)
The questions on "Theory and Prat'
thy of l'reachilig" for the teachers'
egamilaation will - be limed %Moe
xelitTs
questions for study'will be very help-
ful to those who are preparing for
that examination.
1.. Discuss the nature of attentkni
and interest, giving, the factors that
make%for the continuasce of each.
2. The self grows through its
activity. .Attention assures this ac-
tivity. Therefore. how does attention
foster - apperception? What is the
eflect of attention upon the retention
of experiences? Explain the sentene‘
"Attention is the sine qua non of In-
struction."
'ii. Upon what things does class in-
terest depend?
4. Upon what things does class
attention depend!
5. Show the relation of participa-
tion to class interest and attention.
67 How are habitia - of attention
rormed and what are their values?
Sillatelor resefftlailentleres-OT Ttiferest
7. Read the preJace in connection
with Chapter" XIV. and dheuets the
points of both. Wier, should the
teacher be mature? What is it to be
mature! Hew can the teacher corn.
to understand the development of the
child? NA'hy is guidance necessary for
inexperienced teachers?
S. What should be-the underlytag
9. Read and discuss in a critical
way the theses of Chapter XV. What
would you think of these theses as
assuage the misname- of-tleele grief bassi points in a teaciaer'e conception
ewer their heavy affliction, of what his work Involves?
Resolved, That a copy of these reso, land dominating motive of the teacher?
latioss be spread upon a memorial 10. Raid the "Analytical Sum
page of the records of or order; that
a copy thereof be furnished to otir
late brother's bereaved family and
thee they be published in the Padu-
cah Daily Sun.
WILLIAM ROBERTSON,
, A. W. GREIF,
;T. L. A. M. GREIF.
The headache of a woman is natur-
al, but that of a man is usually ac-
quired.
mary" asking yourself regarding each
pentane*, "Is it true " -What rela-
tion does It bear to effective teach-
ing?" J. -A. CARNAGEY.
Superintendent.
April 10, 1908.
In after years a courtship may be
converted into a battleship.
When a young man squanders n
month's salary on an engagement ring
—that is love.
THE WRONG END OF THE HORN.
"Ahl That's a new wrinkle, is
. f
51klmak how d• you like that?
"Oh, your Uncle Willy is on to all
such tricks as that!
4 21'
Th. Elopehant: know whin
you are well cu neat t ier••, my friend.
• 
•••I
•• • mot tr,
,JUST a word of suggestion to you: A lot of
men who inteni to buy ,clothes before
Easter will wait until the last minute. Let them;
you be early, so we can be sure things are just
right, without rushing.
TThe finest clothes made are here; perfect tailoring, correct instyle, exact in fit. Roxboro, Hart, Schaffner & Marx and
other pemier lines are shown in profusion. All the smart "jungle"
colors in browns, grays, tans, olives, mode and English pin stripes;
all well represented. As for the price, you just decide for yourself
how much you want to spend; we're here to see that you get the
greatest possible value for the money.
Roxboro Clothes for Men $20 to $50
Roxboro Clothes for Young Men $18 to $35
Other Leading Lines *7.50 to $26
you'LL never see or wear better shirtsthan the ones which we are showing
for Easter. The patterns are. bright and
new and in perfect accord with the dktatew
of refind taste. •
Wallerstein's Special $1 to $2.50
Cluett and Star $1.50 to $2.50
E... s W. $2.50 to $3.50
OUR Hat Department is, as usual, themecca of particular men who appre-
ciate thoughtful and consistendy good ser-
vice as well as an ample selection of the
newest blocks. A detailed descripticn of -
the new things would be impracticable;
c‘crrp“,..s
-(ht easter grallusinwlit.-
suffice it to say that we are exclusive agents
for Knox, Ludlow and imperial, as well as
distributors for John B. Stetson's and have
a thoroughly represcntativeshowing of each
one of thesetworld famous makes.
$2.00 to $15.00
THE name "Keiser" on a cravat is a per-fectly satisfactorp guarantee of style
and good taste to well informed men.
They're always good. But never b: fore
has this famous studio evolved a more varied
and strikingly beautiful display than we are
showing.
Ydrokawf
tA1145 ANC) 
8015
1369 AIM 
amakay
ES TAP I ISHII) asAti
t 11,4 •PI 1 .1 )
50c to $2.00
sOSIDORo
C Larlics
"ihr Raster eritlwatialop-
 immogigng
GOY. JOHNSON
(A EST OF HON4)11 IT it NQUIKT
IN LOUIS% ILIA.: LAST NIGHT.
Minnesota Executive Dines at Home
of His BOOM and Is Principal
Speaker.
Loutsville, Ky., April 14.—Gover-
nor Johnson, of Minnesota. was given
his first formal ,ntroduction to the
Democrats of Kentucky at a banquet
of the Jefferson club, whore bp deliv-
ered the principal addres• of the even-
ing. H4 was introduced by Goverior
Allison. a Republican.
Johnson's speech, while rather
brief, touched upon DentorraVe prin-
("Plea Abel the development of letter-
sonfiri l doctrines by present das
needs.
HOTEL ARRIVALS
KX-PITCHIM AN VONGRIRRMAN.
J. K. Truer, Once F11111110U• is Natiosal
Leeway., Gets (i. 0. P. Nomination.
Pittsburg. April 14.—Almost likes
page from "The Arabian Nights" is
the story of the life of John K. Tenet,
who, to the angels* of every one, was
nominated by the Republican conven-
tion for miOnsber of congress from the
Twenty-fourth congressional district
to succeed Ernest F. Acbeson, who to-
fourteen years has held the *eat and
was supposed to have almost a life.
claim on it•
Leae than twenty yeears ago. John
K. Tener was famous as a- National
league baseball pitcher. Today, be- '
rides being sure of a seat in congress, '
Mr. Tener Is the grand exalted ruler
of the Elks, and is • banker whose
check would be honored without ques-
tion for 51,000,000.
From 18$5 to 1889 John Tenet eras ,
a pitcher for the Pittsburg, and CIO,
cago teams. In 1889 A. G. Spitted -
n sent a team of ball la ag P s'rs around 1
Vu' world. and Tener was selected as I
Sue of the pitchers. ,
Tener then retired from baseball
rad started in the real estate businees ,
in Charleroi. ha the Monongahela '
St._ Niebolas—J. C. Meister. St. river, forty miles aiteere Pittsburg
Louis; J. W. Williams. Maylits:c1: D. Pie 'bought and sold coal lands, built
G. Martin, Victor Martin, New Burn...Anuses and then started a bank.
side; J. B. Dunteavy, St. Louis; Roy
Griffith, Elisabetittown; M, M. Scott.
Murray: T. D. Spence. Woodville;
Rudolph Kohlert, Elizabethtown; H.
B. Fox, Marion; W. E. Scott, Murray:
J. M. Peterson, Knosville; it. C..,
Jackson, Ft. Wayne; J. M. Givens.
Sikeston; J. C. Roberts. Joplin. . -
Palmer—M. E. Ramsey, St. Louie:
L E. Abliott, St. Louis; H. K, Peter-
son, St. Louis; J. C. eutherland, St.
Louis; J. -C. Nugent, einelnasti: T.
A Down*, Louisville; Frank Stanley,
New York; G. W. Goldie. New York:
Lee Plecla, Memphis; Lose Cruteiver.
New York,
Belvectere—D. Morgan. Memphis;
.1. A. Paige sad L J. Davis, May-fleld;
T. W. Patterson, Murray , L. B. Dew-
s!, Salt like City; George C. Cole.
Cincinnati; H. F Dane. St. Look; M.
Davis, indianepolle: _Morgan Green.
McKenzie, Tenn.; T. W, Harnett, Tr s-
ecant. Tenn.
New Bich mon d -- Dora Si ti m Id t
Mrs. Birdie Martin and 'Airs. Ella
Rush. Metropolis; Mrs. C. Webb,
Unionviiie; D. H. Hewes. Barlow;
Robert Mlle, La Centrr. E. M. Wool-
dridge, HaMiettaberg; R.. F. Babb,
Corsicana. Tux.; Haien GUE2s and 1..
ill. Giles, T. KrunaSsld, Mo.
Time Isn't Wary in bonslon.
The operation of the great basking '
houses of London Is typical of Fine-
land. The bankers, like most of the
bustnsss men of the metropolis, ere
very polite. but also like other -Dog-
nehmen, carry on business in a way
that seems extremely deliberate to
Amerieans, says the Kansas City Star,
An American called It one of the Lon-
don batiks a few days ago to buy a
New York draft for $10. It eras then
shout 10: lie o'clock In the morning.
The teflon- requested a memorandum
of his wants and then. bowiag,sake
"Thank you, sir. The draft al :
THE "TENANT WEST" le
THE "ONE Rio WORRY"
%VITA, PROPERTY OWNIDEts
--r "alb THEY itECOIKK
ADYERTISEIts.
•{4.,
•
bie ready for you at 3:30 o'clock this
afternoon. Will you call for it or
nag I mail it to you?"
This was not an isolated ease. It
Is simply London's way. When a
person makes a deposit be is given no
maye or deposit book, and he Is re-
quired to pay a small amount for bit
checkbook. On beginning business
with the bank be signs bin name in a
large record book and (be signatures
on the checks he draws subsequently.
which, of course, most rorrespotel
with that in the large book. are the
Oily evidence of deposit he has to of-
fer. A sontan depositor must, In•
sisdiatoly upon her marriage, furnish
the bank wall her new slastetur,
;Some bankers eve, require her to
;produce the certifliate of her mar-
The paying teller is provided with
a sniall above: and when a person
withdraws • portion of his account
r tasbitei A i he.14,44he th•rk lifts th.•
;money In the shovel and front thisi.
utensil empties the rola upon the
counter in front of the ('ustomer.
Indignant 'ittsen— Say! Your
boy threw ik•ttlil• at me Just now and
basely nsimee_d sus. Mr. Grimm- Tee
,say he mowed sr? indignant Citiarn
, —That's sinned underetoud myself in
I remark. Mr. Grogaa-- it was not
ion) b'y --New Century.
c••••••••••
•
Send a Copy of
THE DAILY .SUN
To a Friend One Year
for $2.50
WE are making a special mailingrate of $2.50, payable in ad-,
vance, for The Daily Sun, which af-
fords you an opportunity to remember
your relatives or, friends very nicely
with what is virtually a daily letter
from home.
• We.
Phone 358
And the Paper Will Start
At Once.
• •
• •
• 1
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-The next ttrn• you went to monks,
t•k• som• on. of your 'Iasi"
vtwio•-'
In the divine kingdom the plies of
urvicv 1§ thy vac vt. ' -464'
Seseiteer "woos. ttot, ••••••,-
Si
•4
•
a
•
•
•
•
sir
•
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VIORE JAPANESE
SNAPSHOTS
The Fussy Things One Sees
ia
Smiling Rouad the World
as the tiain moved away. This shout
is really more of a screech than a
good, round cheer, such as would be
heard in America, for it seems as if
there is some physical reason why
the Japanese people cannot raise their
voices without producing the most
blood-curdling sounds. The street
cries are all strident and unpleasant;
(he commands of officers to their men
tinny and rasping-like, while Japanese
, singing, to a foreigner, Is conducive to
nervous prostration.
• • •
I have spoken somewhat of the ex-
, ' ternal attlthde of these people. Of
their interior attitude of heart and
mind much more might be said, espe-
cially in regard to their late war with
Russia, which was going ,on at the
time of my visit. This was some-
thing they would not talk about. Any
6(Cu,yrigbt,•ph U. B'''') an adroit change of the conversationI 
mention of the subject was met with
While at the Imperial hotel, Tokio, luta other channels; but intense
we were permitted to witness a por-
tion of • Japanese wedding, that is,
the feast and reception. Like our He-
brew friends In America. the Jape
now hire the parlors of a hotel, chiefly
because their lin* doll houses are so
small. It was very funny: the women
all like embarrassed images, done up
in their best kimonos and not saying
a word, while the men, In stiff, badly-
Meng European "store clothes,' stsaid
around In 11We groups and talked,
looking like animated tailors' dum-
mies.
One young man picked out a native
sir on the piano with one finger,
while the children were the only ones
who were at all happy, or didn't look
as it they wished they hadn't ranee.
Says Mrs. Peace to Miss Sharp, a
Caller: "My husband and I never dis-
pute before the children. When a
quarrel seems imminent, we always
send them out"
Miss Sharp: "Alt, I've often won-
dered why they're so much, in the
street!"
Hateful thing, wasn't she?
MARSHALL P. WILDER
• • •
Japenese trains are small and slow,
seem Out to think it necessary
ever to be on time Smoking is
lowed in every class, even in the
sleeping cars
The bedding Hi demi and sufficient,
but there are no springs in the beds,
absolutely do privacy, and one ,tiny
window tor the whole compartment,
public opinion being usually divided
as to whether It shall be opened or
elosed.
This reminds me of a story my
friend. Col. Cody ("Halal° Rill") used
to tell. He said that owe upon a time
-'au Englishman who had -never been
the west before was eta guest. They
-mane riding through a Rock Mountain
canyon one day, when suddenly a tre-
mendous gust of wind came swooping
down upon them, and actually carried
the EnglIshmaa clear off the wagon
s.4tt After be had been picked up, he
• combed the sand giskgravel out of his
-whiskers and sale
"I say! I think you overdo ver.tila.
ties in this bloomtni eount171"
.Ity berth was over the wheels, sad
this, together with a roadbed of which
a coal railroad 1n Pennsylvania would
be ashamed, produced such jolts and
humps that my brain felt as though it
bad been through an MC-heater. The
compartment was full, one occupant
being a German army °Seer, who, be-
side being In full uniform, even to
enormous fur-lined overcoat, sword
and spurn. brojight In to choke the
little available space a satchel, a
large fist wicker hamper and a pack-
ing Cos. He also had a very indult-
Wows and tar-reaching snore with
m
The third occupant being a travel.
Ins Catholic priest and, like the sot-
sicked Out a Native Air on the Piano,
lier. a men of huge proportions, I was
lather Interested to know will( h of
hose ass to occupy the berth over
no. for it seemed a flimsy sort of st-
ele and I took particular pains to see
hat it was well propped up.
I wan rather relieved to find 11 was
e be the soldier, for 1 consoled Myself
with the old adage that the pen is
• flightier than the sword and decided
. t would bes a worse calamity to have
he church down on me than the army.
(yen if sleep with all these consider.
thins had been possible, the frequent
tops would have completely put it to
light, for the moment a train arrives
• station, no matter what the time
tf night, the sellers of lunch bons,
tot milk, ti's or tobacco begin to cry.
heir wares, In tones that are Ilk* the
railings of lost souls, and for peietrit-
ion and volume unequalled by &tu-
bing In my experience.
The sellers of tea at the stations will
lye one a small teapot filled with
iot tea, and a tiny cup, all for three
en, or a cent and a half in American
110UPy.
• • •
At the railroad stations dosing the
war with Russia one was sure to see
sarties of woundsei eoldiers returning
`rem the front; or those who were de.
parting-for the seat of war These
saner were always Weeded by
sit lobinp, who waved
 •
Always Walk Ahead of the Horse and
Dray.
patriotism, the most supreme coati-
tit.nee in their ultimate mimetic
reigned in every heart. Examples of
the most heroic self-sacrifice were not
lacking A Japanese mother had
given her three sons to the war. The
float was reported slain. She smiled
and said, "It Is wei. I am happy."
The send lay dead upon the field.
She 'tuned again, and said, "I am
still happy.- Tae third gave up his
life, and they said to her: -At last you
weep!" "Yes!" she said. -but it is
because 1 have no more sons to elVe
to my beloved country!"
Now, this Is all very beautiful, but
as my mission In life is laughter in-
stead of tears, I want to say that it
reminds me of a little story of oar
country and our war—Ote war of the
great rebellion. When, in answer to
the call for' troops, the blood of our
noble volunteers had been poured out
upon atouthern fields for three long
years, there Geese_ a...Alm pt.. men
called "leseaty junipers'' Who, acttng
as substitutes for drafted men and
taking a large sum of money for the
Job. sometimes "lumped the bounty.
and disappeared instead of going to
the front to serve Uncle Sam. These
men were subjected to a medical ex-
amination which. la the hands of ua-
scrupulous physicians (who received a
large tee U the man "passed"), was
not always as rtgurous as it shouldtbe.
A doctor who was seen coming out of
the examining room with a very sour."
face was greeted by a friend with a
-Hello, Doc! What's the matter?
Didn't you pass your man?"
"Pass nothin'!"
"Why, he looked all right!"
right! Why he was sound as •
nut, but the celeste) of the regiment
suggested we stand him up on a high
table and make him jump to the floor,
and, by Jove! it his confounded glass
e)e didn t fall out and spoil the whole
business!"
• • •
The working class still cling to the
ancient costume and methods. To-day
ladders are made of bamboo, the' rungs
lashed fast with rope, as they have
been made for generations. The
streets are watered with little carts
having a row of holes at the back,
and pulled by men, who fill them slow-
ly and laboriously one bucket at a
time, while the sidewalks are watered
by two perforated auckets, suspended
from • bamboo pole laid across the
shoulders of • Ens., who trots in and
out between the people, turning and
twisting until the walk is thoroughly
sprinkled.
Everything seems to be dame the
hat dest way, and those who work,
work very hard The few men who
have a horse 11 ray never sit and drive,
uven when the dray Is empty, but al-
ways walk ahead. dragging the patient
brute along Loads are more frequent-
ly t art I'd on hand-carta, pulled by
men, %omega or boys. In going up •
hill three or four men will pull or
lough, intoning a sort of droning song
as they work.
In the country districts life In Ita
most primitive mod ancient aspects
11111) Mt‘e n in the rice fields men
emil s,fie.n work side by side, their
ankles Weeding from contact with the
stubble, wielding tools of a pattern as
old as the cultivation of the grain.
The evoluUon of,,, the new Japan
from the chrysalis of the old la an in-
teresting study just now All signs
point toward the springing up of a
new troantfy, fullaedged, ready to
spread Its bright wings and fly away
from the old, that has wrapped It
Close for so many centuries; but the
time _is sot yet.
The New Owe.
Mrs. Viradsworth—ma you vls[t any
of the European parliaments during
your trip?
I 'Mrs. Nurlche—Oh, yes, indeed,
But the one we most desired to visit
wasn't in Session during our stay at
the capitol.
Mns Wadsworth — The Ituselan
Mrs. N rkhe--Ne; the Hungartim
TROOPS GUARD
CHELSEA RUINS
Donations for Relief of Sailer
era Coming in Fast.
Nothing Can He Ostend as Fire.rader-
writers View Huinte--latteut He.
turns Place Lose ist .11 5,1575.000-
,-
INSUILtNCE ONLY 11.1400.4100.
Boston, April 14.—The total loss by
the fire at Chelsea is estimated at $5.-
57.-e0100 as fellows:
Churches and schools $ 52,5,000
Public buildings  475,000
etories, business blocks
and contents  S25,0',10
Dwelling houses  .3.750,000
The insurance of $1,500,000 is di-
vided among about eighty companies.
The terrttory swept bf the fire is
350 acre; the number homeless Is
-070-0-0-,- deaths, three
The work of relief in already well
in hand, and eulescriptions are so
oral that the mayor of Chelsea ha -
withdraw% golarral appeal and con-
fined ft to1,1111414rhuatette, '
so .1susued.411astr1ct. sras_clettelY.1)1 -
ttolled by tualitit. The work of guard
howevisi. consisted mostly in keepint,
the people from venturing too 04.0
the standing walls.
There• was little ,property remain-
ing to bsUguarded, so thoroughly tell
the arta- been swept by dames.
fact, the underwriters who sleeted tie.
ruins today saw no PrOlikei ofsalv-
age of any description.
NEW POLICEMAN
JAMES MOCIRF: ELFXITIN) TO PO-
SITION ON THE FORCE.
Fred Sluentler Is Made Eireman at
( 'seat Stet is sn--Plambbig
( tont met Let,
• .
Jams Moore, a grocerytnan. of
Tennesse et-reet, was elected- to serve
Oil the police force by the-fire and po-
lice conunieeioners last night to.suc-
ceed ilklward AltlexamlOr. whose rester
t n was tendered and  accepted.
r. 'UR/melee will enter bust/wee
Fired atornzle.r was elected to fill
the vacancy In the bre department
used be the- nosigization of Samuel
White, of Central station. wbo gave
up his position some time ago to go to
Cairo.
The bids from plumbers to install
a toilet room In Me Fire station atd
Tenth and Clay streets were opened
and the contract was awarded to lesi
Hannan, who was the.lowest bidder,
hie bid being $73. The other bias
reamed from $150 to $175.
He Had.
Elmitbkins-1 understand that you
have put all your property in your
wife's name.
Btffklne--Practioaly so: I've
bought her a new bat—Toth' Top-''
tem.
_
TROUBLE CEASED
When Proper Food Was Pound.
Good news benefits both parties—
the teller and the one' to whom the
glad story Is told.
A ntan out in Dakota told another
man how he had been set on his feet:
as It were, by a good doctor who
knew how to treat stomach cases.
In a really scientific way—by the use
o; proper food.
"About five years ago," writs, the
man. "I was suffeling from desPePala
Sae In the stomach and I was on the
v4 rge of nervous prostration. when I
rnet a maa Who told me bow he had
been rebored of a similar trouble.
"LIP had suffered with stsnnaril
trouble for years as\ a result of eat,
in Improper food, lie was at the
time I write, doing the work of an
ordinary *borer and said he never
felt so well.
"His doctor had emptied the stom-
ach and then prescribed nothing hut
Grape-Nuts, soft boiled eggs, and dry
toast. He got well under this treat-
ment, I folksered his advice and lived
en Grape-Nuts with cream, fruit and
'toast for a mon4h. My trouble ceased
almost immediately.
"The strengthening effect on my
nerves was re gradual I can'Oltast tell
when I began to improve, but in a
few weeks I could sit contentedly for
hours whereas before, I was restless
and nervous. In a month or two I
ceeld sleep the moment I lay down.
"When my little boy was ,a year
and a half old he had a bad attack of
Indigestion ehile I was away from
hemp. He vomited four days and
nights. I had never seen Grape-Nut
recommended for babies but I de-
cided I would try It. I warmed and
softened the food In water that had
been boiled, two teaspoonfuls Water,
three teaspoonfuls rich milk.
"As his stonsach got better, I left
out the water end used only warm
Milk. He is now a strong, active child
of two years and eats Grape-Nuts
three .1,1mee a dey." 'mores a rea-
son."
Nam,' given hi, Poftum liatthe
Creek. Mich. Read "The Road to
•
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GET READY TOMORROW
FOR EASTER!
•
()N'T wait until the last day to select your
suit because then will not be taken care of
as well, due to the fact that our Alteration Depart-
ment will be crowded with work. No extra charge
for alterations and reduced prices on all cloth suits
at our store during the remainder of this week.
$28.00 Sultes—Hajah Panamas, Chiffon Panama, Silk Suits in
great numbers at this pr.ce. Before this s aeon we were enable to of-
fer well made clothes like these for that money, but sight v thn .r. in e
heart of the spring season we desire to sell a majority of tar cloth
suits aud-thars why we alrow ih-em . triiii so small i7 pro t. These
are piettily made, with the long dip fronts, some with the new kimono
sleeves, others in the more staple styles. They range in all colors and
were you to pay as much as $35 for these suits you would not be pay-
ing more than they are worth.
We suggest that you make your purchase for Easter at once as we are
well prepared in our alteration room to let you have them for Sunday's
wear. Do not wait until the last day of the week or even Friday to
get your suit but come in the morning, and come with a feeling that
you are going to get a $35 suit for $25, and vt it altered in time to
wear Easter. No extra charge for alterations and a fit guaranteed.
LINEN SUITS—Not the ordinary kind of plain suits, but the
kind that are prettily trimmed and well made. They are not expen-
sive, either. The line ranges this season #0th_.$10_to $25 and to get
your snit early means a saving of from 17 to 19 on every getmenryou
by frym us. W
• 
e have them in all colors svid white.
r
'
Pitil SEE CHANCE FOR ANY BUT TAFT
WAY ENQUIRER CORRESPONDENT HAS Ii
How Figures Point Out Result
of Repi 1, lean Contest for
'Nomination.
The Cincinnati Enquirer's Colum-
bus correspondent says:
' Vs'ithin a week the season for favor-
ite Bone in the presidential comcs,
will hare closed. After that the gun-
ning will be in free territory. Today
Pennsslvania chose her delegates, and
there is a strong indaation that they
will be for Senator Philander C. Knox
ter one ballot at least. There are 30
delegates yet to be selected in New
York and 4 in Illinois. The same pre-
sumption exists that the New York
delegates,should be for Governor
Hughes and the Illinois &legates for
Speaker Joseph G. Cannon. Since the
bolt of Charles William Barnes, of A!-
bans. and hie colleague from that dis-
trict in New York from Hughes to
Taft it is not safe to presume too far
on the other repreeentstites from
that state. As stated in the beginning
Secretary Tuft Ints the favorite sons
off his mind. Their states have
spoken, and the worst is known. Re
viewing the ground and 'summing up
the :reruns, the Ohio candidate should
felicitate himself. The results show
that he has broken into every state
sere Indiana and Pennsylvania. and
not a single outsider has succeeded in
getting ar foothold in Ohio. In the
Sixth dietriet_ a second convent:on
hvs selected two &legates for Senator
Joseph Hsesen Foceker. To again
presume,: it is safe 'to say that as be-
tween Taft and any other candidate
save the senator they would vote for
the home product. Therefore it Is
entirely proper to say that the Taft
goal line has not been crossed.
On the other ,hand, the secretary
has secured delegates in New York
as against Hughes: in Wisconsin ag
against Robert LaFollette, and In 111i.
note-kg against Speaker Joseph G.
Cannon. It is no secret that in at
leapt ,one Indiana delegation be Is the
second choice as agalhst lice Presi-
dent Charles. W. Fairbanks. In only
4 states there have been Instructions
for candidates ether than the Ohio
men. That 44 to say.tilour states out-
side of thaw knoAnello have ta7Orii0
sons- In MOosourt one district in-
dorsed Hughes and another instructed
for him, but both are contesting dee-
gallons. In the First district of Ken-
iiicka Fairbanks' and Taft have each
A stet of delegates. In South Carol4na.
it IS said Cannon le the choice of two
colored delegates eleeeed at a. conven-
tion irregular even Poi that Itig-rag
country. In several of the youthern
slates some colored delegates have 
bees Instructed to support Foraker,
but, like the others, they are net
,seheduled as regular, having been
choose, with pre:11,110km and without
rule-
lise sate
ress,.nt
territory (Slew Mexico) and the two
insular posscisiona have selected_ dele-
gates,' and of thle number only Dela-
ware. Rhode Island. 'Porto Rico and
Loutsiana have not given instructlotts
Ae a-emitter of fact, all of the dele-
gates earned in Louistana are irotwgu
lar. ;that section of the party which
is /Waterfall( to go on the Stete ballot
will hold a convention on May 11, and
as a restilt'there will be two sets tit
delegates. Taft has delegates flow
every state and territorial possession
SZVP Indiana, and the list above given
While the Massachusetts conventior
yesterday did not instruct its deie
Wei, or even express a preference.
the platform declaration Is quite sat-
isfactory to the campaign managers
here The admission that a majority
of the delegates floored a Taft in
doreement is Accepted sea fair equiv-
alent for Instruction, seeing that P
stops the mouth of United States Sen-
ator Murray Crane.
SULLIVAN
WILL DOMINATE ILLINOIS DEMO-
CIATIC CONVENTION
Bryan Not Pleaned With Situation Baal
Big Ross of State Will He In
Coatrol.
Springfield, Ill., April 14.—Th.
Democrat* state convention, which ta.
to be laid here April 23. will be dom-
inated by Roger C. Sultl-van. as NAM
ocratic oonsgaltions have been to;
several years. This does not mean
that William Jennings Bryan is in any
danger of loping the Illinois delega-
tion to the national convention, but P.
means that on all questions outside
of the Bryan indorsement Sullivan
will have things his own wits.. It was
conceded by Sullivan., some time ago
that Bryan could hat-e the linnet
delegation instructed for dim, but he
reserved the right to control the state
convention on all other matters. in-
cluding the naming of delcgates. It
Mobs now as if the elmon-pure Bryan
men--the distInguiehed Democrats
who have been lighting Roger Sulli-
van for several yeare--would be se-
lected to slay at home. while Sullivan
men will be put on ttie nation& dele-
gation under fnetrOctions to vete for
Mr. Dry-en. This is exactly what Mr
Bryan protested against a few weeks
ago, when he came here to address
the State Federation of Bryan clubs
Ile declared then that only men whit
are shwerelv for him twhottld be, allow-
ed to go. to the national convention.
that he Wanted all his Onemloat "In
ftont of hints" that he "wanted no
more tlgtoi eat' bushwhackers But
abooreing I. present -at 'oil,
ife be tJunti
in Denver in the Democratic national
.onvention, voting ter Bryan—at
least once.
*INIPORTANT DIX'ISION.
Loveliest's Crone), Dr. Fizz Mal Vivo
Decided Non-Intoxicating by the
* Court.
A case of much interest was tried
'est Tuesday, before Judge Emery.
where ,George Ficklin, of this city,
was charged with feeling intoxicating
iquora. and the evidence showed he
old Dr. Fizz, Creme and Vivo, pre-
.ared by A. M. Lees-Juin -a Co., and
Ate proof all wen: to show these hey-,
e-agse we-re notointoxieating, and the
.ase was dismissed, as no violation of
he law could be proven.
The decision of the court will act
!avorably with the sale of Dr. Fizz,
and Cremo, which are prepared
and sold by A. M. Laevison a Co., of
his city.
ltt' TyntrIc
. : .
_Taylor.Trotwood Coate*.
All candidates in the Taylor-Trot-
wood magazine contest are requested
to have their totes and coupons in the
Daily Sum office not later than 11
o'clock Wednesday morning. Coupons
coming in later than 11 o'clock cats
not be counted in time to appear in
the afternoon per.
No Ssvetiseart lag.
In Cornish chapels the invariable
rule Is for the men to it on one aide
of the Winding and the women on the
other. A visitor and his fiancee, who
were staying in the district, went to
the chapel, and just before the ser-
vice began the young man was greatly
astonished when the chapel steward.
eeeing that the couple were seated in
the same pew, came over to him, and
In an audible voree said: "Come on
out of that, me son. We don't Ave
no sweetheartini here."
Try the Sun for Job Work.
Gifts
for
SECOND to Christmas, oniy, Easter isthe great gift seas3n of the year. Our
assortment of suitable Easter gifts is large
and the range in price and variety of articles
shown makes a pleasing selection at ths
store ag easy matter. • •
Brooches _50c to $15.00
Collar Pins.........._,...50c to 33.00
Necklaces Ao /1s.00
Lockets -  /1 00 to 120.00
Hat Pins  —25e to 13.00
Scarf Pins._ .50e to 110.00
tuff Buttons to $1 701
We also have the newest spring styles in
Jewelry. Novelties a large variety.
••••.-se
IF$146 wash lInE PA CA!! EVENING SUN • TT Feist% WHIT 141e
•
c„
•
11101W- VabLICalb %tins
arr111101100N AND 111111KLY.
IPUN PUBLISHING COMPANY.
Offmaroaetten.
F. g. PIBHLR. TreOdeat.
IL 3. PAXTON. Genoese Menages
Metered at the postolice at Patiosale
Wee me second class matte/.
sarnscnarTION PA
Mg DAILY MM.
fly Carrier, per week 
Tip awe. per month, In Odvaille.. .ab
Pp maw. per year, in advance -.OLIO
111111 WEEKLY stag.
Wee year. by mail, postage Paid • •111-00)
Address THE SUN. Paducah, try-
Gem Ili South Third. Peones UL
Peen* & Teleusg. Chicago end Mew
Work. repreepeatatIves.
THE SUN oat be found at tee reUeer-
log places.
E. D. Clements se Ces
Van Coen Bros
- Palmer House
1111111.1 
TUESDAY, APRIL
CIRCULATION (STATEMENT.
OIL • March-190S.
2 3933 17 
 2924 18;
4 3922 19
6 3921 20  ..3945
3937 21 3943
7 3940 23 3940
9 3936 24  '940
4•11-1-1.
••• 5
11 3912 26 '1962
12' 3929 27 3971
11 3938 28 3977
14 3944 30 3978
16 3936 31 39  '7
•
_ 102.516
Average for March, 1908 3943
Average for March, 1907 3844
Increase  99
Personally appeared before me, this
April 1. 190e, R. D. McMillen, busi-
ness manager of The Sun. who affirms
that the above statement of the cir-
culation of The Sun for the month of
March. 190. is true to the best of his
knowledge and belief. -
My commeeion expires January
10, 1912.
PTTER Pt•RYEAR.
, Notary Public.
-,--riasylervoista7-
• "Today. eibatever nese annoy,
The word for me is joe,"just Manley
joy."
 Tuniutz.
▪ Lerieb man go away froni"this
place and state that I have ut-
teretl'ean unkind weed of Mr.
Taft. lie is. an able and dis-
tinguished Americ-an citizen. who
has Outwit himself to be endowed
with patriotiem and statesman-
ship. mid If he.should he nomi-
natett, ane rus strength admits'
of it, I ehali feend fighting
his berths OR tl!' Ilene line
otele Teary of the.c wee hese
traelteca m • at repoeIng in the
shacks of their luxurious home..
Thus speakf United States Senator-
elect W. 0. Bradley. and his state-
ment may be accspted with the degree
of credibility accorded he a court of
law to a declaration against Interest.
Secretary of War Taft certainly is
5 a etatesmae, aed just as certainly as
Senator-elect Bradl,y made that
statement. he will be called urea to
,fiflhi his pledge to Taft, if he is alive.
'No one can question the senator't
fighting qualilles, and he Is making a
splendid teboweag for Fairbanks.. con-
sidering that Mr. Bradley is the only
'man in Kentucky, wbo favors Mr.
Fairbanks.
THE END OF DEBOE.
lion. A. S. Bennett, secretary.
has at the dirsetion of the chair-
of the state central commit-
tee. cal1,41 a meeting of the mem-
bers in Louisville next Wednes-
day for the purpose of consider-
ing the appeal from the decision
of Chairman W. J. Deboe in
favor of, Fairbanks delegates in
the Fire district. -The ex-sena-
tor seems to be UP *MOW it
What Chairman Ernst will do to
hint will be a plenty and it must
be a: pie-avant as drawing "a per
diem per clae" Tor sleeping in
senatorial halls.
day lesseabow them are Mee are in
the esitimatou of the good Republiettes
of the state
The coniruittetee rules say that in
contest* thobe delegation hearink
erodes:leafs sigeed by the chairman o011'
their county are tq be tesattel MI the
pieliminary trgar testis:on. Dettue
procteal : ihsow out deleiratiene
favering•Taft, elso bore mesh creden- Half ot Navy Appropriation*
lisle, and to seat 'Fairbanks &lege- Are MAIM/4M lit.
Cons. Eight of the thirteen county
delegations bearing credentials signed
by their county chairmen were for
Taft. Eighty-seven of the 140 dele-
gates having ouch credentials were for
Taft.
The state central committee bas one
thing only to detede: Must a tempor-
ary chairman, acting contrary to the
rules pre,eribed, or a majority of
delegates. insOsing on theirright to
be heard. prevail in a convention of
Kentucky Republicans?
PROGRESS MADE
IN THE HOUSE
-0
AN END TO NIGHT RIDING.
"The tide tan turned and thee/eight
riders are on the run in Kentucky,'
says the Owensboro Messenger.
"With such fearless and breve cit.-
ceit judges as W. el. Reed, who at
Benton a well as Paducah, powerfully!aligning themselves in preparation for
impressed his grand juries with the 'a fight on that subject.
supreme necessity of ferreting out Hope of the officers o( the navy
these outlaws. the dastardly work Ili and marine corps for an Increase in
these marauders will YOOn end. In- pay were daehed to the ground ;filen
dictments were quickly returned in on the point of order by Madden, of
39:14 Judge Reed's court and the ladieted illinuis. the provision for such an in
39Ze •
tar point by Mndd. of Maryland, 'the
I. etereeted-and----put waseetrtekerr erut @TY
3945 jail
amencimeut by tiartboldt, of Mower..
prohheiting naval or tagretie bands ace
cepting pr:iate employment in compe"
fition with civilian . musicians,
lost.
No lacreased Salary Will Be_ Allowed
(Akers of Nary-Akirich 11111 De.
bided Before Hone' tornatittee.
BUREAU OF NINES APPROVED
"Ite good effect of his aggressive
course has already been felt in the
atijoining county Of Calloway. whero
eight or ten night riders have been
arrested and jailed, pending the as-
bthrg of the-wrand-hrry: ff-
Cook will be as feerneas and deter-
• as Judge Reed. the disgrace
that has been brought upon Calloway
can bs speedily wiped out.
"It is of interest to note that of
the men arrested for night riding in
Calloway -county only oneeseems 'o
be a representative citizen. One is
an ex-convict, who served a term for
ccuntedfeiting: another is also an
alegedeeunterfelter: others are men
who have been arrested before for
criminal conduct: still dthers ire
wild and irresponsible young boys.
They were not accus,11 of visiting
punishment upon farmers because of
deft coons on the tobacco question.
They wire terrorizing their neighbors
by night because of private spitce
and grlevaneet. "Mese *ere gitity of
deviltry for deviltry's sake only--
chi...41y because they reveled in la's-
'This is what night riding would
lead to in any section. It would be-
-mtne a &oak (- r evildoers to vent
their epee and spleen upon their
better neIghboes. But we belleve.the
-Lime h-as, ---now-co•nee- 4n Kenerike
when law-abiding men are Nib
aroused to the great danger of toler-
ating th's form of disorder and rhea
mill firmly join he the determinatior
to put a stop to lti Public sentiment
has Von awakened to the perils of
the night riding practices and public
sentiment will hut a stop to lee
The Kentecky State Journal is
Democratic through and through, and
while it may be depended upon to
view the Republican factional situa-
tion with equanimity, it cannot be
expected to do either Eerie to tbe
troversy exact justice. Yet, the
truth 'a that Deese deserves every-
thing the State Journal predicts for
. film. No more revolutionary me"-
ode to eInteal a convention against
the will of nearlv two-thirds of the
delegations mid delegates, were ever
adopted. If the plain meaning of the
rules of the state central committee
ore to govern presiding officers of
conventiOne, Dem* deliberately ig-
nored the authority under which he
was acting, and proceeded to work
his own sweet will, anticipating the
meeting of A quorum before the oppo-
viten) ehould desert him, thus giving
him the advantatte Of presiding over
• a oonsention In fact, and meting on
the opposition the (Own) df being
bolters.
AIR SHIP
WHICH WILL - RE SENT UP Al
PADUCAH 314 FLEET ONE.
Can Be Managed in the Wind and on.
Iteturn Tele te Ise is
Preemiesi.
The airship America. wheh is ti
make flights over Paducah on May I
and 2, is shown making a trial nigh:
at ('lilt-ago a few day, ago. Tie
America._which was built for the,ex
press purpose of being entered in th
international races at Belt Lake Cie
next Jew_ is said to be one of th,
most modern and most sclentificale
cenetructed airships in existence, an
at the Vial made faster time again*
a strong head of wind than any othe
ship on record. The • America we
make at least one retern Meet to th-
ee (sons which It-starts. lets belie
guaranteed lAt J. W. Crawford. grit
eral contracting agent. Special excel'
seen retort have teen secured for th
dates mentioned and large crowds o
visitors are expected here that week
Capt. William Mattery; who Inv:Intel
Stud roestrueted the Altlerlee,
of the most noted and daring sera,
navigators In the country, aid has tie
distil...0On of being the only areonan
while eV( r crossed Lake Michigan- la al
airship.
HARRY 1.1A)VD TAK11,34 DICK
BRAHIC TO .VIN('ENNICs.
"Chtef" Harry Lloyd and Itichar.
Brahic left this "morning for %emcee
nee, Ind- to play bell during the IP
prdacatag meson. Lkest7 I. malesgel
of the Vincennes teem in the Hastert
fettled. league 'this year,- end bore
Bralec,'the star peel:ter of the Padu
cah team, to serve the Eastern league
batters with benders. Chief leeed
has **need a good team, and Monde)
he team will start eifilletion games
it Is Lloyd's intention to extend tie
league" to Paducah next year in a re-
vival of the Kitt,, and with a 111th
Ruppert he thinks the league will be s
go, Probably Evansville and Terre
Haute will be dropped fro! the Cen-
tral leagUte and It this be. done- 'a
complete chain would be mad.
Delos met hie match. The con-
vention was taken away from him,
and he never for an Instant itresided
Over a body having a quoeien. It
Ito* him and tit nyeophante two
hairs to find out jest where the)' Were
fin their own esthoatioa. It remaise
for the state central °amenities !Deur-
Livery Baru Burnet at Barlow...
The Moore livers barn burned at
Barlow Friday night, calming a loss
of several thousand dollars on the
vehicle, and feed5 but all. the live
stock were tiered The loss was par-
tial* covered by insurance,
4.-
Wash ngton. April 14.-Pnlooked
for pitress was made by the house
consideration of the naval appro-
priation bill. When it was laid aside
for the day it had been one half dis-
posed of, and the advocates of Mt
four battlesh10,11..proposition were
-Senate. -
The brief peoples of the senate was
devoted to the transaction of routine.
Ineiness and the delivery of a speec
hy Scott, of West Virginia. chairman
of the committee on buildings-and
grousds: Scott ;jeweled for adequate
appropriations for public buildings le
this city, ;.so that official busittess
might be trensacted with the greatest
efficiency and economy.
The .telrich Bill.
Washinaton, April 14.-The Ald-
rich financial bill•as passed by the
senate. was handled without gloves
by speakers before the house commit.
tee on banking and currency, which
Is eoneidering the measure. With the
rxeePtleMeof_Charies C. Glover. presi-
dent of the Riggs National bank
this city, none of those who spoke
fevered, the_Parrage_at this. time clan
emergency clause. Sentiment was ai•
most unanimous teet if a permanent
Muncie! bill (satinet become a law
now. Ito attempt should be made ti.
amend He present laws.
The speakers who foenwed. Glover
-epreienting interests in MInneaPoils.
3t. Paul. Boston. New _York. Riche
-nond. Va.. took issue with tale state-
!bent that financial conditions have
net Iniproved, and said they saw no
'Ens of an impending panic. One
-If the geetions most freely criticised
-vas the LaFollette amendment pro-
..idtrz that no national hank assorts-
'on !hal: Invest any part of its funds
,irpo-its stocks or other tv..curi-
!es or any corporations or aesocia-
Ions any officer or director of which
're officers. or directors ,of such bank-
eig association.
The claim -was made that this would
Inn' the most desirable men of a
-community out of the directorate of
he bank. :en meet currency bill was
'evolve! by many speakers, and, the
•ppoi ment of a cornmiasiodi to in-
testigate the whole subject and re-
sort to congress nag generally favored
learings wel he resumed tomorrow.
roraker Offen. Amendment.
WashInitton, April 14,- Senator
Joraker introduced an amendment to
he railroad rate law passed June V.
ilecon, providing that the commoditils
lause shall not apply to properties
reined ty railroads prior to the pass-
ge of the law.
Bureau of Mines.
Washington, April 14.-The house
ommittres on mines and mining
greed to recontinend the primate of
he bill for the establiehmeot of a
iureau of mines in the department ot
he interior.
By the terms of the till, it shall be
hs province and' duty of the new
mrP1111 "to faster, promote and de.
elop the 'mining Industries of the
'need States; make a diligent in.
estigation of the methods of mlnlog:
tfety of miners; possible improve..
sert of conditions nailer witielaLiatm
_ operations are tented out teen-
neat of ore,: use of explosives and
lectricity; prevenlion of accidental
settee of mineral puolucts and mar-
et' for same, and of other matter;
eertinent to the aid of Industries, MR
'rout time to time to make such pub-
ic reports as the secretary of the in-
mstigations and Information obtained
rith the eecommendation of such
grew."
Provision Is made for the govern-
fleet of the berg. elder the wet,-
try of the interior, by a commission
o be appointed by the president at re
metal salary of $6,000. e
Car Whet O Week.
Butler, Pa., April 14.---SiXteen
workmen were Injured, thfee 'robes
lily fatally,. at Evans City in a wreck
on the PItteburg. Harmont & NIA
Castle railway. Tweet7-one men were
riding In a reel car when the coupling
broke and car shot down a grade
and jumped the track over an
bankinent.
Policeman is Mho,.
Chir ago, A pill 14, -- Policeman
JainrelThea was found dying with a
bpliet hole through his lungs. It le
not known whether he wag Murdered
Of eOnlinitted suicide.
5he
MYSTERY
$3, Stewart Psdeard White
And Samuel Hopkins edema
COpyrIg&L, 19u7, Ii NI, Clore. Phillips & Co.
(Coothsued from belt Issue.)
CHAPTER NVIII.
HAT eyenieg I smoked in a
splendid ibulatktu while the
men ss le:Terre apart. I hail
nothing to do but awoke as/ to
:liew my cod, which was bitter. 'Mere
!MIMI he no doubt, however I may have
saved my race, that conguand had
been taken teen me by ehat rascal.
Handy Solomon. I was in two minds
as to'whether or ute I should uttetupt
to warn Darrow or the doctor. Yet
what could I say HIM against whom
should I warn them? The tueu hod
grUITIbled, AS men always do irrupt+.
in Nieuwe, and had perhaps talked a
little wildly. but that was melting.
The only Indisputal•le free 1 maid
adduce warsthat 'I bad allowed my
tutherity to slip thrteigh my fingers.
And ndequately to excuse that I should
are to eoufese that 1 was a writer
end no Undler of men. •
I absudoned the uupleasantetraineof
thought with a snort of disgust, but It
had lcd me to another. In the joy And
ertainty of Wing I bed prsetlesily
lost slat of the rcaeoa for my cerniug.
With me it hml nerays been netresthe
sffventure than the story. Ply wilting
37111Pt•direr:-v-trrtlinatiorrof -whirr
life effered ate. I 'had' set sail pose
scoot! by the sa0e idea of ferretine.
eat- Pr, Sehenuei bootee Investieuttione.'
but the gradual des-Argument of affui:-.4
had ended by ithsort,ing my every fac-
ulty. Now, cast int. Jo eddy be nay
change of fortunes, the original Idea
regaltes1 It. force. I was ent of the
we've emvertunent of nrftere. with
leisene no myseasties and tuyelsought
naturally turned with curieelly agate
to the leboratery in the valley.
le:arrow's 'Merit tires" were agehi
panititg the sky. I had nottreel them
frion time to 111)4., always with in-
ereng;ng wonder. The men aceepted
them staidly es only 011e of lb.' unex-
plained pbenemena of apnoea- expert
else.', bat 1 had r.,,t ne yet hit me a
larpoeseeig.that stilted me. They %ten,
suit allied to t he „aurora. Thee differed
Ily trete the ordinary itelintale
Palaiti.ittana staial *Lamely resttintiled
Moreseectskasii elnigreencesi lied eeer-atem.
The pleat was tool, l'he tears bright.
I revived to investigate.
Without further delay I aromas to sue
feet teud set osl' into the darkpeee.•Int-
tutelletely oag ,f the group ckeecluel
himself from the fire awl kerns] me.
"Geeng for a little walk, sir:- asked
4Laull • Solomon enterey. -That** quite
right illY1 proper. Nottalte liken little
walk a get you fit and right for your
lie held • eine to my- eleuw. We got
just ii far As the stockade In G* heel
of the irrupts. The tiehts we could
make out new acrree the zenith, but
°wine ti the preeiiltatice of the cliff,.
enda se riot et the arroyo bed it was-
impotsible to see mere_ Ilandy SOO
ruou felt the defenses carefully.
"A man woakl think. sir. It wan a
canniesti island." he cemented. "All so
tight and tidylike here. It would take
a ahlys guns to better bee down. A
mart might dig under theme here two
gale logs if so ewe was against him.
lAke to try it. Bier
"No." I auewered gruffly.
From that time on 1 was virtually a
prlioner, yet no carefully was my sur-
veillance accomplished that I. coved
place my finger on nothing defines.
Some one always accompanied me on
my walks, and in the evening I was
herded as closely as any cattle.
Handy Solomon took the tlfrectloo of
affairs oft my handle. Ton may be Pere
be get no very heavy tasks. 'rho men
cut r. little wood. earnest up a few
pellet of water. That was all.
LnekIng In' entire to stir about. they
cume to spend most of their time lying
eta their toalot watching the sky. This
In turn bred a languor which le the'
sickest, most soul and temper destroy -
lug affeir Invested by the devil. They
could not muster up energy enough to
wait doers the bomb and back. aged
yet they were wearied to eleath ef the
initetiou. After a little they became
irritates toward one another Each
suspect's* the other of doing lees thui
he sleeted. You who knew men will
retinae what this meant.
The aturoenbere of our temp became
early. I reeeentsed the precursor hf its
becoming dangerous. One day on n
walk It the hills Icame on Thrneklee
sad Pule ty lug on thetr rimier-he els
int down fixedly at Pe se hermer-
hornet (-amp_ This was nothing ex-
traordinary, hut they started amities,
to their feet when they saw me and
made • it!. growthor ender their bre.iths.
All this that! bare told you so brief-
er took time. It was 'Ube eating
throuzh of men's spirits be that worst
.if eorrosiees, idleases. I eonceive it
uerlessellsere to weary you with the de-
tails.
The altnalien less as yet tutensy,
but not Marmite: Om* *Teeing I
overbeard tite beginuing of on teems!
pee to meet este...Doe to the sailiey.
1hat was fteatr as destatil went. I he
WIMP eonvinosel at last that I pleould
in woos wny warn Perry lisrrow.
'fbat atrium a •Iniplat etsMilith Prole).
sLiou. &me ft not? Rut If yuu
%top to think oue momeut of the dIf
fieultles of my Keeton you wilt pee
that it an.. not TVA easy an nteftret it
nppenrs. Teirrow stilt vieited net In
the evening The men never nilowed
nia even the ettnnret of private even-
muntenilon while he wan wit!) tin. One
or two took pains to stretch oot
tWOen IN. Twice.' arose when the as.
ihtint did. revolved to seeompany him
part way beck, ilteth times pieu rows.
One onedeted its resolettel)
in the optvirtnnity
8 illnzie Amyl apart. The crew mere
leg 07 Imo of look. But
we understood each other.
I wan sot eperiulteel to row out to
the IA (luting Lakes wIthnut, ~ore
fherefere I sever attempted to visit
her astsln. 'file men %%ere hot anxious
to do so. Their awe of Ake captain
made theta only too glad to escape bin
n•diee Teat empty shell of it par
reputation was nuy only hope. It
shielded the arms and umniuultion.
As I look base on It now the period
seems to me to lie' OW Of &VIM* is)
tette& trout*. Tito moo had not tab
su the palms to crystallize their ideas
I really theik their (-unveiling em,
tem was that of curiosity. They want
ed to see In amid a dtellesite tan
pule, to chsuage that desire to one of
."'telits impieties mute front Percy Dar
!'o and his Idle talk of voodoos A
astiel he was directing his remarks to
the sullen nigger.
"Voodoesr be said. "Of eouree
there are. Don't fool yourself for a
ininute on that. There are gout ones
and had oars. Yoe ran tame theta
If you know how, aud they will de
anything yoti waist them to." Pair
!hackled in his throat. "You don't be-
ileve it?" drawled the isseistaut, turn-
ing to him. "Well. It's so. You know
that heavy box we are sei careful of?
WelL that's got a tame voodoo in ite'
The others laughed.
"What he like" tucked the ulgger
gravely.
"He's a fise voodoo, with weivery
inns and green *yea and red Flows."
Watching narrowly Its effect he se-aux
off Into one of the genutne old cream-
ing voodoo songs, one, so eommen
down %sorb, now so rarely heard. Na
one knows what the words mean-obey
are generally held to be charua wont,
only-a magic gibberish. Hut the utile
ger sprang serene the•fire like light-
. esineMenseleesseet- 44.pae,-
setre Darrow by the shoulders.
"Doan you! Doan your' be gasped,
shaking, the assistant vloleutly back
and forth. "Dat he King Vomits%) song!
DM call him all de voceloo-aill"
He stared wildly about a the dark-
ness as though ezpectiug see the
night threnied,. There was a moment
of confusion. Eager for any (tearless I
Maned under any breath: "Danger!
Loo
ank:klatr.runt tell whetber or not Dar-
row ismer me. Ile left soon after.
The tnentIon_ef the twee had (mewed
the men's late/test.
"Well." Pule began, "we've bees
here on thin spot for a Meg time."
"A year and fire months," reekeneal
Th.or.t ematklentwean
4In a lot In that Hoece.: -
...The"lf he':Ietitshe,s"s-n. 
eesteseeder-whiser4hrieetle deneele -
There was 114) an- weg le this, and
the tent lawyer toe* :new Met,
suppose we're all gutting testable
waaesr
see"
"Aril list's ear four Deader' for as
end hir. F:sCPA her,. -I 'it•peeset tte-
men deietlet the seboomer go ('Sr seoth-
leg."
"kw° hundreeteaseit! fifty a Newt).-
rial.1 I and then would hare laid the
words kith.
They cried oat In prolonged anion-
belneent. •
"teeventeen menthe." pursued the lo-
gician after a few it tete Its scretch-
ed with a tone ef lease -"flue makes
over Comm miner west. been out. .11ow
much do yen suppose his outfit stands
him?" he appesleel to ate.
"I'm sure I can't tell you." I replied
shortly. •
"Well, It's a pile bf money anyway."
Nobody said anything for some time,
, "Wonder what they're done?" Pula
asked agate. '
"Something tbst payS Mg." 'Three-
kles supplied the desired asiawer.
-1 t suggested Derdems.
"e oodotee nuattered the elms= '••
'That's to scare us oat," said Mandy
Solomon, with vast contempt. "Theses
what makes me sure it is the meet."
Pula muttered some or Use jargon of
alchemy.:Ttiat.s
It." approved Handy Solo-
mon. -If we eutild get"-
"We wouldn't know bow to we It."
interrepted
-The hook"- saki Tbracletter.
"Well, the book"- asserted Pula
puguacieusly. -How de s,nt kuow
whet It witt.l•e? It may tea the 'dolor.-
opher'.4 stone and it may he 4111e 14
these other things. And theu whereei
re her
It wan attoundlug to bear this tem-
mum bandied ahuut eeriouely. Anti
yet they mere than half Iwilev ell, for
Hist/ were deep Kell men of the Old
reboot. and this was in print. Three-
Ides yoked approxlmatly the gencrid
fittttrule.
"Philosopher's stone or not now-
thing's rip. The old hew took too good
care of that I•as. and he's ;mending too,
ameit money to be doing it for Me
ben It It.
-
dome "lie male drawees. He say
thatl.'..)o know vent I rink?" melled Per.
Mauer had entered owe of his
birn•lt. hatieding moods fir4)tio which
these men expected oracles.
"Get him claret'," he mutiened. "1 see
kW fail-full of denenes." '
They emptied to "him elth vast re-
spect sad store whitely impressed So
deep wee the sense of asp that Hands
selnetton unbent enough to whisper to
JOHN A. WILLIAMS
DIED LIST NIGHT
V1 ell known Mail Carrier Sue
combs to Tubereeloais
Sirs, Sarah iftlissw Iterlot• Snow Dee
After Legg Illswes at Her
Meuse,.
D. C. A1t.V101 OF OHIO STI:1 Ill'
Mr John Allard Williams, the pop-
ular mall carrier, died last night at
1:30 o'clock at the resident's. of his
sister, Mrs. Emma Allison. 829
Broadway, after a lingering illness of
conaumptIon. It ha's been four months
since Mr. Williams was able to attend
to les duties, and for four weeks be
has be, coneaed to his bed.
Mr. Williams was born In Paducah
38 jeers ago, and lived here all his
life. After graduating from the
tachools he was associated with Mn
Joseph idiedertnan in Wildness and
liaer VIM .TobaNin Calla' aid' Lloyd
W. Robertson. In 1893 he became a
wall carrier and made the demartineet
a faithful and eMeient stmeleele
Moe Lydia WillIains, his mother.
survives. and he leaves one brother,
Mr. Pearly Williams, of Cairo. lie
esasea easetter setetheeltasour ante ott1t.
the l'nited States Latter Carriers' ale
emeatIon. 'Me Williams carried .eV-
"rat policies of Insurance on his life.
He was; a quiet and unasnuming man,
but nevertheless popular with a wide
range of friends.
The funeral service will be held to
Morrow afternoon at the residence,
the Rev. David C. Wright officiating.
The bureau will be held in Oak Grove,
Use Masons keying charge of the eery-
mettles.
1111••••mAI. 4111 •
Wm. Nienh
Mrs. Sarah Milne Iverlett Snow.
II rears old, died this morning at 4
o'clock at her residence, 627 Smith
t3leth street, after a long Illness. Mrs
Snow was born* in Paris. France, but
she had resided In Paducala SIM'. she
Easter 13 the prescribed
time to break away from
your old winter habits.
Here ar• e the finest
spring habits that put one
in tune with the customs
and costumes the day.:
Hined Albert* Wok
with silk topprr, Hot/tied
waistcoat And white scarf,
striped trouiers, spats and
shining shoes.
ti RIVER NEWS
River Wages.
ealgo .... ...... 45.3 0:61 it'd
Cbattaaooga-Misslag.
Cinc.amiti  pal 1.5 rise
Evansville'  3G.6 1.4 (al
4.7 0.3 fall
was 10 years old. Mrs. Snow was .e.eneesetver  •
deaths se,414111"4"4444-411"ttliV'ecal }vent-ago. she was unr* )1.5t Carmel . : . '-
teed to Harr'') Snow She leaves two
dauglaters, Miss May iverlett sad Mr.
J. ke, Morgan, and two sons, Fred and
Marlys iverlett. employee of Louis
Clark's grocery Mrs. Clara Wald,.
of Stulthland, is a skater mid Leo
Leathers. of Waverly. Tenn., is bey
brother. Mrs. Strew was a well liked
woman and had many friends, who
tieve over her death. The funeral
will be held tomorrow afternoon at
2:30 o'clock with burial in Oak
Grove cemetery. Thee Rev, D. E.
Dodd zI preach the tumoral.
. •
D. C. Adams,
Mr. D. C. Adams, 12.12 (Maio street.
fed 60 rears. died this atorterse tiC
4:45 e'clo‘k of eompliestions after a'
long illness. 11r. Adams leaves the
following • hildren• E F. Adams, 0
H. Adams and W S Adaina, all of,1
thin city. Mr E F. Adams Is a Clerk
at the poittoMee. He also testes fire
daughters: Mrs. Al Wyatt, Mrs, Er-
nest GriBth, Mrs, Limie Hobbs, Mrs
Minnie Roads. The fusersl process
aton will leave the bens, tomorrow
morning at 11 o'clock and the burial
Will take place at 12 o'clock at Mt.
istegah eemiekre. meaty.
lettebure • 
et. Louis 
Mt: Vernon
Pedueals  
14.3 0.2 rise
tee 2.2 fall
19.9 el fall
s 35.1 0.6 fall
Veil 7 fall
With a good freight list, Ay Dick
Fowler pulled out for Cairo this morn
tug Tv11 the stroke of o'clock. The
yacket had a good trade yesterdaTeend
on the down trip today the boat was
Weil loaded ,ertili cabllage (Or the
lower ;endings. •
Tbe John 8. Hopkins was In an1
Out for FivaesvUle today oa tithe.
The Jew Fow:er will be tlk• packet in
the trade tomorrow. ,
The Wee Spot_ is in from lb* Tea-
newer r4ver w1th a tow 6f ties.
The Betties Owen was over the
river texles- with gnod trips and
brought over loads at corn and bay.
Th. Goof gp Coweiog Made her 1w'.
regular trips today from Metropolis,
and her piasee,nger list was larger than
usual.
The Clyde returned from Joppe last
sight and will leave tomorrow even-
ing for the Tennessee river.
Another drop ot 4(.7 was takes 'es.
terday by the river and this moraine
in Waves 
LUTIIIELL DBMS 
at 7 o'clock the gauge was bare to
38.5, Weather clovady with the wind
hithe east. Business was good with
tbeotheittrts-and"orodure was moving
St. Sapllicvlt4Yltned4Ps.pank the T. le Davis
"" RAr.."'"A„r""mvam riminulAjoc. v pa°111 Pnedttisgailithasfonr01 ‘10.37111141,:::1.altoula 
lag
shot a rebuilding on the ways. Some
Olfele looked as good as when she hit
the water for the first time,
The City Of Saltillo wet leave St.
Neil kimono, ssecror.a,,,, comity leen Louis this afternoon and will arrive
hiss ‘sTigt. 111,-;01..,. ,,lie..k „1ceny.. Therd at the ,wharfboat tomorrew night et
route up the Tennessee river.
The Georgia Lee. eg mule to Mem-
phis front Cincinnati, did not arrive
101.14,0oe =emotes to The son 'last neighitA.ttbie ttt P t! Clyde111 d In-today,a 
th-• aft. -I- moo n Theodore Listtre'I afternoon for the Cumberlitad river
branded as all.ohitely false, the story after a tow of ties.
5i'Iit °et frurn lierfeY Yolo"TtIV Ihiltle; The Inverness, of the Ars? & Lordhe had received a third warning from
Ike' night riders, who left a, knot of 
Tie company fleet. will remain at the
bank for some Bide., Repairs will•bete)tle at his gate sad the warning: l vial:de before the boat Is putt Into *or--This Is yen,.' lapt eresnare. Yen 
de 
p again.not obey ordere roll will get this, We
mean buttinees." signed "Night Ride 
m
The Golden Red had up steam this
1.1 orning and lilt for the Tenses/pee
"I dotal take say Meek la en* We-
ser's talk ordinarily. lie's a fort leek,-
ger But when his eye looks like that
then you want ta listen (ewe, lk sees
thihis than, Lots of theme -be's seen
thliage. Even 'net year-the Opium -
let told shoot her ti.ree /lark
Throe why we were no really for her,"
cht:ck
(To he (oatemed la next Wine.)
TOTT DON'T HtVE TO WAIT
VW, dose sakes yes tortbette? Lee-te
keeps your whole Isolclos Milt. Rohl es VAS
siovo•• - beet piss oworyilveer& Prtovill coats.
For hotIFC numbers, door plates,
brass stencils, brass and aluminum
che( kg of all kinds, rubber tepe signs,
markers. See The Diamond Stamp
Works, 116e8onkh Third. Phone 358.
river on her regular trip to the lightThe article in the Times continued
housep in the Fourteenth dintrictas follews:
The John Rummers Is towing logs"After receiving the' third threat
In the Ohio 161.,,r from about PittsLuttrell sent his wife and cbild to a
relative's house and since then he has
been boarding In PatIvreah. Promtnent
farmers beet* advised him to move,
slating they besot heard 5 great deal
of talk and believed the totem came
from deternlined men.
acree"Lutatnreld l ahascozay filintetlefahronuot enfojprty.
pieta] but a short times ago. He Vies
as soon as he can well he will leave the
elite. r. Luttrell will move to Tea.nesapee
Mr. Lut t nIl sfly/i that the only
notices he as reeelved have been
printed le tem 1411n. anti that the tit 1 61
0110 ••• SIMI` iv&evatred
"I have stayed at 4pme almeet PV -
err night for the last week and will
stay here tinkers I theleM to 1110VP to
Mleriertfppi, whore I hme on a deal
for al tract of timber land for over a
cyeer I went there to 100 at the
Property early last fall.'t
burg to Cairo
The C'hatianocea will arrive late
title afteraena from the Tenneentee
river on her regular irlp
The H. W Bettor! left yesterday
for elarksvele and will return (00101
and tomorrow leave on her regular
trip up Cemberiand river
Foreceate.
The Ohio at Evansville and Mt.
Vernon continue falling during
the next 26 hours. At Padnesh, oil
continue falling for several dare At
Cairo will rite about 0.2 of a foot
more and heet.n to fall by tonight.
The Tennessee from Florence to
the month, will continue falling for
several days.
The illesithippl from below fit.
limits to above Cairo, will continue te
rise slowly euring the next 36 beim.
The Wabash at Mt Carmel. wilt
continue to ritia slowly for 24 boatel
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Wednesday's Specials
IDEAL MEAT MARKET
Phone 742. 510-512 Broadway
Omega Flour, sack 85C
Woodcock Flour, sack 85C
Tomatoes, 3 soins- 2 5C
Beech Nat Jams, per
-- glass_ 15C, 200. 30C
Can (lora- 100
Can Peas.........--.124v0.
Asparagus, bunch - 50.
Oranges, doz...__20c. 300
FISH
Croppies Mack Bass
Halibut S0.1111(111
Spanish Mackerel
Red Snapper
Frog Legs Bull Frogs
Sugar, 17 Dm -$1.00
Lemons, doz _.- 12 3i C
French Peas, can......_20P
Mushrooms, cani.-- 200
Strawberries
Cranberries
Celery
Beans
Peas
Beets
Remember we have opened a
strictly up-to-date Fancy
Grocery. Give is a call.
IN SOCIAL CIRCLES
The marriage, will take place at 9
4)'elock and the reception is froth
9:30 until II o'clock. The engage-
ment of Miss Scott to Mr. Bewley was
announced several weeks ago.
Mies Scott is one of the most point-
lar.of a «eerie of charming girls whiled
made their debut, winter_ before last.
Her gracious manner and winsome
personality have easily emphaelze3
e her hold upon a social life that was
hers by eight of 4anifly prominence.
She is the only daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Prank L. Scott and iehili strik-
ingly handsome girl of superior men-
tality.43he was graduated with honors
tiom notable old Monticello Seminars
at Godfrey, Ililuois. A charter mem-
ber and officer of the Kalosophie
club. a leading literary club of the
younger tee of glebe and prominent
In other club work, Miss Scott will be
a distinct loss. to Paducah club and
i
(aosIng a great deal of excitefuent social life. .
along the crowded street. one lady be. Me. Bewley Is a leading young bust-
ing narrowly entered by the falling netts man and capitalist of Fort
wire, Mitch struck the ear track and Worth, Texas, and belongs to a prone -
formed a circuit, neat family of that city.- He Is the
-BO/Ter -111M-1.
of anything in monumental work large Souring mill of Fort Worth an
should see the artistic display of mar- is prominently identiflea with a rigni-
Die and granite st the shop cif MAI- her of private corporations. Mr. Rea -
lism Lydon, West Trimble street, be. ley's cordial, agreeable manner won
fore placing their orders. him many 1Freads during a recent
- -Varno Lac niakve old furniture visit to Paducah.
Ipok like new,' Hank & 'Sava. Miss Scott and Mr. Rowley met'
- Miss Nellie Grogan, who was op- when Miss Scott was the guest of her
crated on at the railroad hospital for school friend, Mise Anne Stripling, of
appendicitas yesterday afternoon. le Sort Worth.
gettieg along nicely this morning ,andi
no doubts are enteutalned as to her Of Inhered Here.
lie...very. Today's Commercial Appeal says:
, "In honor of Miss Mabel Maitland.
the Memphis girl who a short time ago
%t Ali booked over the Orpheum circuit
01 theaters, and who made her Mem-
phis debut last night, a party of six-
teen oegepted•two boxes at the Orph-
eunt theater. The party was giver.
by Jacob Wagoaer, and was attended
by- Mrs. P. V. hovel:tee. Mr. and Mrs:
C. Leland. MIA Leland of Alabama,
Pariee liming, Mr. and Mrs Run-
kert, Dr, and Mrs. Floyd Ferguson. of
Dye rshurg, parents of • Miss Maitland.
Mr. and Mrs. 14. C. Calcutt, Mr. and
Mrs. Dorsey White and..afr. and Mrs'.
Eela'r 'Woolen. When Miss areitlandcare) for ten days. ' made her appearance on the stage she
Th.• trainmen report that little in- -was presented with two : handsome
conveneenee ham )et bowl' eta-outlier, it Moral pieces:. one of which nearly hid
hr reason of the coneodidatath of see- flee from view and had' to be carried
prat biotic rtatanie along the Illinois off the stage by i employes."
Central. Day opeators are kept at Mies Maitland who was Miss Daisy
all II''' hiati"" beta.'" ratInc" and Ferguson, of Dyersburg, Tenn., gave
Melon except at ' Krebs:, which hase a rizeital'aiere eeveral years ago for the.
h"-t1 chteed e4hir"IY• It Is 4'xi"'eteo benefit of the ,Ramsey poeiety of the
that the ne"l 'era"' will be rehilinhd Methodist church. She has a number. _._
le A "art while, ,i of friends in Paducah.
Tii. coal (elute is now working
p. rfeetely and the Leonard Martin <Om
party, which put up the job, today
flniebed toasting on care the last of thf..
large amount of machinery that they
THE LOCAL NETS
tut 7- oat MM.-
Broadway. Phone 196.
- Varno 1.1C for floors. Sold by
Haub _11 Dates.
-Forms for real estate agent's for
sate at this office.
- Mr. H. C. Hollins has left the
cite for a few months. and I have ac-
quired an leterest in hie businees and
shall look after it for hats. Any in-
formation with relerence to any
branch of it will receive prompt at-
tention if you will call up The Sun
office. • Both phoues.358. E. J. Pax-
ton. •
-Screen enamel precents rust. Get
P at Hank Davis.
- Dr. 11 arner. veterivarian. Treat-_
ment .of domestic animals. Both
phones 131.
W.. can give you the finest car-
e:eve tile tit) for vieddiug. halt
Oats afire estfae_71tor-eirrebsolk-
er than these. charged for like service
its any city In America. Our service
Is second in none, and the bye 111
ell). Patna,. Transfer Cempany.
. --Maseline Polish for re-retched
furniture. 25e, at Hank & Davis! '
-If you want a nice lawn sow
Rummel's -lawn grata seed. Flower
.d that gtow. Ilrunsun's Flower
Sho.rsa9
- Place "our orders for ,wedding
invItai ems at home. The Syn is
*hosing as great an assortmeiot as
)90 a ill Mei an:. *here, at prices
vetch lower than you will have to
else% h. re.
- -New Era Paint goes farthest
Hank d Davie- sell it.
('it eubseribers to The Daily
Stun who wish theedellverY err their
papers stolped mueterrotify our col-
lectors or make the requiems dee...!
to The Sun office. No di tention will
te. _paid ••• such orders when given
eatel•rs. Sun Publisching Co.
-W. F..Perry, painter and deco-
rator. estimates furnished, prices rea-
sonable. Old phone le56. Shop and
residence s26 Clark.
- For wall paper of all kinds,.
from the eheapeet to the best, NANA
UAllY & lembaugh, 321 Kentucky
avenue. Both phones.
- Moe Sophia linker. 7.51 South
Twelfth street, was etrecken with,
paralysis yesterday afternoon bow.?
3 and 4 oa lock at the store of I. R.
.0,4110" eanttainl• For a while Mier.
Baker was in a serious Condition, but
this afternuou she Is much improved.
-Cameras. Cameras. Camerae, and
kodstk supplies of all kinds a R. D.
Clements & Co.
A trolley wire broke at Sixth sue
Dr mid way late yesterday afternoon,
FINE CIGAR CASE
I 0 FOR SALE
•
e es. offering for mar. at
lieu,, !price, fine
. 14 gv Mk
/UV. plate Os.* p nto •
4. ,fittipp,d *Mt III4144t4111141'
all 111/• tali 41•1 its -re
Is anft pro(
mod a 5 foot turv...I section.
all 61 one p1.4 v. WP-Iff4,11 Use-,
room at
PAW.
, hencelthe low
Gilbert's DregStore
oasd
to her sisters, Mrs. Eibrldge Palmer
and Miss France* Gould. 1014 Clark
street. . .
I 1“.. James E. Englieh will retura
today from Louisville. where' he has!Wedding of Mi.. Scoll, and Mr. llo•W- been on a business trip.
ley Will le. a Home Iverettiony Mrs. George E. Moore-, of St. Louis,
With Reeeptiote is on a visit to her parents, Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. Frank L. Scott have Mos. Edward Riley, of South Fourth
,issued invitations to the marriage street.
Iceremony and wedding reception of Mr. Fred Acker.. Sixth and Clark
their daughter, Miss Marjorie Scott, streets, has returned front a business
and Mr. Edwin Elmore Bewley, on trip to Louisville.
Wednesday evening, April 29, at the I Miss Beside Tsai!. of dioseington,
Scott home, 333 North Ninth street. and Miss Myrtle Harris, of ndana,
are guests of the Misses Melt n, 1220 
eMonroe street. •
Mims Helen Savage. of Jackson
Tenn., has returned home after a vast
to her sister, Mrs. M. E. Dodd, of
North Fifth street.
. Mee. Guy Nance. of South Third
street, went to Benton today to visit
her aunt. Mrs. Samuel Graham, Dr.
Graham is very ill.
The Rev: W. E. Cave went to Hen-
derson this morning to attend meet-
ing of the presbytery of the Presby-
terian chuxch. -
Mr. and Mrs .'R. II. MeGeire. 2009
Trimble street, left today for Dur-
wbod, Okla.. to remain several
months for the benefit of Mrs. Mc.
Guire's health.
Mr. F. S.' Johnston, of the Johns-
ton Fuel company, bas gone to-Knox-
ville. Tenn.,•to represent the coal deal-
ere of this city.
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Grosshart. 908
Jackeon street, are the parents of a
fine baby girl, born this morning.
Mr. W. B. Kennedy returned from
May fie ngt-Id this morni, after a short
Thejilitree Central pay car is sehed
tiled to reacts Paduseeth Thunsday_at Ia
oTiorit' and -twirl stay. over Were 'the
remainder of the day. As usual the
stores Will keep open that night.
Large elaesee are being instructed-
et the me of air applianeetv by the
demonstrators with air ear Nee 10,
whets bal. been in the Minot'. Central
Delphic (lab.
The Delphic club held an Interest-
ing seseion Ibis morning at the Car-
. 'lege, library. The program was a
4- hereto re t be used in the cafe varied one. "Public Inettuction--e-E1
se.:--eon work. Asner." was discussed very compTre
benelvely by Mrs. Mildred Davis. -The
!Khedives and Egyptian Finance" was
'Ably featured by AtrA. George tiour-
I
• noy. "Abbas II. His Family Life and
i ensseeslens." was agreeably ,sketched
le Mrs. James Campbell Fattiness-.
ATT AND MACK FOUND Tillet7-
Kgspre Obelleks" was entertaining
SELES letNVII4 TED. 
dde
ly presented by Mies Mettle Fowker,V 
IN A HURRY
lose (*tostudtted Saturday
'ennel Ilteturnad ‘Ionday
Honing.
.-obber1 store Saturday night, rapt-
need at Princeton, Sunday. presented
lie pollee court Monday. case ordered
irks circuit court where indietmenie
were returned Monday afternoon, plea
f guilty entered and setetenced te the
aitentinry some day, was the way
things wore made to happen for Rob-
ert Wyatt and Gene Mack, colored.
who robbed Lee illte's grocery at
Tenth and Husband% streets. They at-
empted to heave town on an Illinois
faentral freight than to Princeton and
were lolled in the ear by the conduc-
tor, who reported to the police. Both
contested to the theft and Wyatt wa.
given one year. apd Stack two Pelle+
le the penitentiary.
Mies Fred-Paxten 14:f11 iFrive fionW'
thi- everting from Marysville, Mee
Night and-where she is attending the Convent of
the Sacred Heart, to spend the Easter
holidays with her parents, Mr. and
'Mrs., W, F. Paxton, loge Jefferson
street.
Mr. Spencer Starks returned this
wording from the south, where he haa
on a six months' business trip.
Mr. Charles Dell has returned to
Terre Haute, after a short visit to his
parents, 'Mr. and Mrs. Richard Bel).
of the Mayfield road. Mr. Bell Is a
student at Rose Polytechnic institute.
:Weser*. Arthur and Michael Knowles
went tb Dixon today on a,, business
trip. "
Iresthosimune
years ago, when the G. A. R. an-
nual department eneampment wale
held In Roston, as the *cleaning were
nterchLag.along one of the Sventiee a
lady, who had secured an elevated po-
sition ow getsgoala a wagon in aside
treet, became conspicuous by the en
thuslaem she displayed and Was Ms-
aiiirstled with the lack of it in' the by-
standers. "Cheer!" said nhe " Why
don't you cheer I guess you'd cheey
If you'd lost two husbands in the' war
as I did."
M**0•111' Nel
Paducah !odge, No. 127, will meet
In special communication at 1:30 p.
-on. Wednesday for the purpose of at-
tending the funeral of our late
brother, J. Allard Williams. All Mae.
ter Masons fraternalls invited to at-
tend.
(Signed):
0 T ANDERSON, Master.
frrtnt) ACKER. Seree.
-----
Nothing Makes n44101,101a1las-
Captain William L. Reed went to
Princeton this morning after accept-
ing recruits in the city.
Mr. (leerge Dickerson went to
Nashville this morning for a visit
after spending several weeks here
with relatives.
Mr. Julian Greer went to Eddyville
this morning on a business trip.
Dr. II T. Rivers and Dr. H. G.
Beynolde went to Princeton this morn
inx on business.
Mr. Frank Andres arrived homb
this evening Dorn St 1.011111, accompa-
nied by his fates. Mr. John Andrew
who will make this his home__ '-
Miss Kate Edwards, of Metropon
Is the guest of Moe Bell Andres,
1271 Meyers street.
-Mr. and Moe T. J. Powell,. of Live.
fegeton county. were guests --bf Dr.
and Mrs. E. C. Goodloe, of Little Cy-
press, today.
Mree Mary. E. Arnholt has returned
to her home lit Oentralia, Ill., after a
*'!alt to Mrs. F. N. Burger, 1512 South
Flfth street.
Mrs. John Smith, of Mayfield. has
returned home after a visit to Mrs. F.
N Burger. 1512 South Fifth street_
SD. James Vaughan arrived in the
city this morning from Mayfield on a
business trip.
Mrs. J. P. Tuck, 1234 Jefferson
street, left this Morning for Cetitral
City-on a visit to her parents.
Mrs_ George Bibb, of Memphis, ar-
dyed this morning on a visit to her
husband. who is confined in the Illi-
nois Central hospital.
REVIVALS
IN PRO6RFIk4 AT TWO METRO.
• DIST CilltItC41E.S.,
Soul-Ttrilirning- Sermon. Being prearbeii
While .‘ttrudance and Interest
Are Increasing '
A dee:did Increase 'In attendance
aas noticeable last evening at the re-
vival eervisea now in progress 'at the
IS roa
s
d vtay Methodijtl church. He re-
afterahe night servjees will be held in
the auditorium of the-church. wakh
aa-s comfortably filled last night. Dr
arlavan preeehed a strong and perti-
nent sermon based on the text l'Know-
leg the Terror of the Lord We Per-
sonde Men," from 2 Corinthians 5:11
The points made were terrible Red
legical and he was followed with
close attention. The singing was
spirited and the ehoir was accompan-
ied by Mr. Bamberg, of the Third
St•riet Methodist church on the horn.
A nember of the ntioistere of the city
were in the congregations.
Dc. Sullivan's topic for tonight is
"A :trait and the Method of His Re-
vival." Thai afternoon at 3:3s1 o'clock
he apeake on "Diffic:nities In the Home
fyr Refigious Life." The public is-
cordially welcome at both services.
Mechatairaborg Revival.
Souls are being saved nightly at the
aiechanIceburg Methodist church
Where the Rev. .1. B. Kendall is hold-
ing a revival. Meetings are held at
2 and 7:34) o'clock and the attendance
:it'd interest are Increasing.
The listptistst.
Two splendid services were held
yesterday at the Pirst Baptist church
in the series of Sunday school lec-
ture*, that will be given this week.
Dr. H. -Eloyce Taylor, of Murray.
preache4 two sermons relating to the
work on Sunday school, and last night
the church was crowded. This after-
noon the Rev. W. J. Mahoney, secre-
tary of the state 1111sidea hoard of
Kentucky: spoke on "Tbe Teach. r
Preparing the Lesson." This evening
at 8 o'clock his -subject will be: "At
the Fect-of the Master Teacher."
Tomofrow afternooll.....Dr. 'Mahoney
will speak on "The Evangelistic Spirit
in the Sunday School." Dr. Calvin
M., Thompson, of •LoulsvIffe, may not
arrive in time Friday evening to
speak. but If he does not, the Rev. J.
D. Maddox, of Oweustxml.-secretvry-
:file Ministerial association, will fill
the. pulpit.
LEWIS. MITTEN BY 110D
WOLF,. DIES AT 'PHA WEE,
(iv:Mee. Me, AprIl .14. -lierbeit
heels, who was bitten by a mad wolf
crn February 23. (led here. Mel wolf'
afflicted with rates,' came out 0 the
swamp and ran through the steeecs
here at the tine-, biting Lewis. Rich-
ard atokee and James Tucker. All
three imniediatelc went to su. Louts
for treatment. Lewis returned home
against the advice of the physicans,
without having received full. treat-
mime Stokes and Tattier, who re-
mained for full treataleast, are well.
Lewis was It years.Old'and was ens•
ployed in the Frisco pound house.
lk. and Mrs, Henry Rudy are re- Flee out of
rehiring the congratulations of their th:rtineye last night at 8:30 o'clock of
friends today over the aeriesl of a the residence of Mr John Rock, 224
son In their home this morning. 
.
North Sixth street. live fire depart-
Mrs, Leffert I. Burk has returned wet was coiled no defense was
to her home at )iarttitas.on-tawiled. dos. ̀by the Leese, hteg e's...kao_somplied with. W. is .1Imkper sales hauled Will -sell at a bargain Ad-. ----
e supaey.
burned the Soot
In t'ouuty Court.
Thll of the late Herman Bait-
NEWS OF COURTS ,
nom rellces Down!
men was entered for probate in the
county court. it provides that after
his daughters, Laura, Lula aud Min-
nie Reuther are paid $1,o0o eas Is.
when they are 21 jeare old, or homier
if they marry, the remainder of hi*
estate Is lo go to his wife who us
made executrix of the estate.. Should
the wife marry a-gain the estate is. to
lw divided antoqg his daughters
equally. Mrs.- Reimer is to consul
the deeedeut's brothar. before trans-
acting important business. The will
was' dated March 26, lasle, and wit-
pessed.by W. II. Rottgeriug and Hen-
ry Meyer.
No inelkinsents.
The grand jury yesterday reported
they would return no IndfCtniznts
against Henry Hovekamp" and Will
Husbands for breaking up the "Old
Terrell" paiade at Fourth street and
Pluadway during Chrietmas time, and
reeommended that the men be dis-
missed from their bonds.
Feed Wyatt, a Nashville youth, wise
indicted for robbing Dan Ligon of 25
cents.
Marriage Lkenses.
C. ft. Turner and Amelia Hutchi-
eon.
Claude Armstreeng and Emma Bag-
laud.
W: S. Smith and Addle Logan.
In Pollee cone.
--The docket. today was: Drunk-
Jim 'Jones, colored, $1 and cots.
Breach of peace-Doc Fields, $5 and
no costs. Malicious cutting-John
Rodgers, continued until April 27.
Ma-ecious shooting-1.1h eicirrow, con-.
tinued until April 27. Carrying eon-
-0(.214-d a deadly weapon-hin Morrow,
continued until Apr11 27. Breach of
peace-Jim White. ;50 and coste.
Hoe seb rea k leg- Ida Scott and George
Edwards, colored, held to grand jury
and bond fixed at $300 emit.
In ('ircuit Court.
Stilt for divorce was filed today by
A L. Piper against Onie Piper. The
couple were nrarried TnWeeracken
county in 1904.
A suit was filed in circuit court b)
Henry -Temple against Tim Stevenson
asking for a settlement of the estat.
of Richard Stevenson.N -
Oki Heusetweaking Charge.
After a year's freedoln Ida Scott
and G-orge Edwards, cohered, were
at reeled for housereakieg. Last
year it is alleged the pair broke into
ths drug etori of herson & Wallace,
Seveath and Washington streets, by
placing a section of fence against the
rear window. Both were suspected
at the flme. but recently Detectives
Geurieux and Bailey turned up new
evidence, and yesterday afternoon
Patrielnse.n _Seigeny and fiesesian nab-
bed the pier and locked them up.
Both were' held dyer this morning to
polite coert and their bonds were
fixed at alatel each.
•
Guardian Reappointed.
In order to remove any doubt as to
being legally appointed guardian of
Rosa Buttrum and Cora Jones, the
'girls injured in the accident at the
basket factory recently. J. W. Wil-
liams, who had been appointed on an
order signed by the girls, resigned
that appointment this morning and
was again made guardian on the nib'
Sion of the girls, who were present.
It is understood that the claim for
damages against the basket factory
and railroad company will be arnica-
ley settled withnnt stilt being brought.
BULGARIANS DIR4TITUTE. '
Report Made to Govergor Desseea.o.
Granite City,
Springfield, Ill., April 14.-Colonel
Richard J. Sdand, of the adjutant
general's 'office reported to Governor
Deneea on the condition of 1.500 Bul-
garians, Roumanians and' Macedon-
ians, a settlement at Granite City,
There are 3,000 men at the settle-
ment and of ths number half have
come to this country since last An
gust, and failini to find employment,
are destitute. A fund-is being issued
for their relief.
Notice.
Al members of Ingleside Rebekah
lodge No. 17,'I. 0. 0. F., are request-
ed to be prererft at a call meeting
Wednesday ifttgnoon at 2 o'clock at
the hall in the Three Links building,
corner of Filth and Kentucky aivenue.
Attest:
LUCY ORR, Noble Grand,
LILLIAN HOUSER, Sec'y.
PUBLIC AUCTION-The under-
signed_ 7111 sell at public auction to
the highest bidder on Saturday. Aril
18, 1908, at '10 o'cIotl: a. at., at
illauberhi livery stable, corset Third
and Washington streets. Paducah,
Ky. twenty head of native hones.
mules and mares, two Ptifeheron stal-
lions, one Syear-old registered Here-
ford bull, six farm, wagons 31/4 to 3%
In,, size, nearly as good as new, sev-
eral sets of farm and wagon harness!,
several single buggies and a lot Of
ether articles too numerous to men-
tion Teats of sale: We will sell
for sash or a credit ht Biz months
with 6 per cent interest effi approved
note. All sums under ten dollars,
cash. The purehaeer will be required
jo deposit ten dollars with clerk of
auction in good faith, same to be re-
You certainly need flower
bed borders to protect the
flowers and beautify the•lawn. •S • • •
Hatt can sight U to many newand
fancy nays of running vines around
the house, making areff_e_s, ctc. It's
cheap, 2. A nice line of flower seed
to select from. Drop in and hear
Hart's talk.
GEO. 0. HART & SONS CO.
Incorporated.
Subscribers inserting want ad" in
The Sun will kindly remember that
all each items are to be paid for when
the a6 is inserted, the rule applying
to every one without exceptioe.
FOR heating and stovewood nag
437. T. Levin.
leOft ALE-Two ceiling fans
cheap. Apply 904 Kentucky _avenue.
CAGI.E, dealer in coal and
feed. _ New phone 915.
--trol-17-&-irE-A good mare; 4-12
South Ninth.. Old phone 1734.
FOR RENT-Fie-room cottage.
1032 Monroe. Apply to F. M. Fisher.
r--
MONEY TO LEND on real -estee
and chattel. Address %V, careSun.
FURNISHED1100MS for rent, 31;
Madison erect.
WANTED-'en tie wearers. Flee
J. Atchison, 313 Madison street.
FOR SALE-palate-and cabbage
plants. Old phone 433: -
FORENT-Rooms on South
South. New
R
 phone 1678.
WANTED- Man lo take charge of
pressing club. Everything furnished.
Credit Tailors, 118 South Third St.
J. E. MORGAN boreal abodes,
general repairing. rubber dm. OM
South Third.
WANTED-Nice little girl to nurse
baby three years old. Apply 414
North gilth.
FOR SALE-Lot 50x175, in west
ern part of the city. If in the market
OVERSIREET, the painter, Old address II. R. W., care Sun.
phone 2559.
FOR RENT-Rooms over Lendler
& Lydon. Possession given at once.
Lendier & Lydon, 509 Broadway.-
, _FOR R.E....A-TeeThree _ unfundeked
rooms near Broadway. Apply 333
North Third street.
'FOR RENT-Two rooms furnished,
let light housekeeping, 329 South
Third street, _ -  
LOOK-Rooms papered $3.50. be
paper, 10e paper, 8e, 2oe and 26c
paper 15e roil. Phone 1856. Leroy.
E. C. COPELAND. freseb artist,
church, hall and residence wgrk a
specialty. Old phone 2631. -
FOR up-tp-date painting and paper
hanging. 'MeClaar & Rogers. Both
phones 961.
WANTED-A No 1 coachman and
yardman, one of experience only.
Aaply Friedman. Keller & Co.
MONEY TO LOAN on real estate.
Phone 765, L. D. Sanders, 318 South
S.xth street,
FOR hree up to datc
rooms, furnished or unfurnished. Old
phone 1415.
WANTED - Middle-aged white
woman for light house work in fans-
by of two. Address X., care Sun.
FOR SALE--Feur good horses in
exceAent condition. -dohnston-Denker
Coal Co. Pones 203,
FOR CLEANING wall paper, clean-
ing and sceptre's; carpets, painting ape
tepairing, call at Ill South Ninth
street or phone 338-S.
on' OUT that Old suitliist last year
and have it cleaned and pressed by
James Duffy, South Ninth near Broad-
way. and it will look like new.
-Vrotift-s Alag-CHEAde-311-heirse-
power Sinker Davis engine lin first-
class condition. Oen make lalmedlat*
delivery. M.. ogre Theeglun.
FOR RENT-Two Gages of four
rtolds and With, 1:35-and -1412T 'Mon-
roe. Rents for #I5 per mouth. Ap-
ply Paducah Banking 06.
-DR. KING BROOKS, dentist, as
returned to the city and located his
office In room 7. Truehalla !Mating,
next to the Catholic church, on Broad-
LET US Sell your "real estate. We
will collect your rents, pay your taxes
and relieve you of all worry. Mc-
Cracken Real Estate and Mortgagl
Co. New phone U.
WANTED----Sell retail
trade, your locality: $65 per month
and expenses to start, or commisaton.
Experiente toinecessary. HermIngsea
Cigar Co., Toledo. 0.
FOR SALE-One 14 horse-powe!
))R RENT-A, double house, 1411,
Kentucky avenue. Rents for $10 a
month each side. Colored tenants ac-
cepted. Apply Paducah Banking Co
WANTED-Couple to be married
Tuesday - night, May '5, in the big tent
at Gala Week Festive!. For particu-
lars address drawer "re" PadJecah. Ky.
FOUND-One red _cow; face, kind
legs white. Owner can recover sams
by calling at 601) 11111sabbth street and
pa)ing charges.
FOR SALE- Oldfashioned • brier-
ground meal, also chicken, feed and +
corn shucks. T. J. Woods. Old phone
440.
ThfORK HORSES WANTED-Trade
for better stock; will give cash differ-
ence. Apply 538 South ;Tenth. Old
phone 921.
-J-
FOIL RENT-Tio three-room
houses, Fourteenth and Kentucky ave-
nue. Rent fur $8 per nicitith. Colored
tenants accepted. Apply Paducah
Banking Co.
FOR SALE-One two-cylinder,
five seated automobile, 20 horse pow-
et- engine, in first-class condition, for
92:10. Apply at Pollock's, 333
Broadway.
BAItGAIN, easy payments. Flie
room house near Union depot. Cash,
aatre, balance $5.01) per month. IleF-
Cracken Veal Estate and Mortgeffif
Coe 318-South Sixth. OTdjohone 765,
New phone 62.
WANT-to hear at once from oweet
1i:twill:term or business for sale. Not
particular about location Give price.
reason for selling and state when pee.
session can be, bad. le Derbyshire,
box 5984. Rochester, N. Y.
FOkSALE-asA.neww 7-room house
with all modern convenience's, fur-
Juice and hardwood floors. located In
the prettiest residence•section of the
city; $C.004); Eaerpaymenti. If de-
sired will furnish tenant for 2, 3 or $
yffitra at $4.80 e. year. Address J. N..
O.. The Sun.
FOIL .SALE-Flve acres, new two-
room !mese, cistern and outbuildings-
Siteated near I. C. R. R. one strifes to
depot. Convenient to- Met:hank-141)4rd
Ptece 11110n, part terms.
Would sell five acres adjoining. IL
N. Culp. 1720 Broad street, will show
place, or address owner, 0. F'. Roark. -
Ralston, Okla.
VijANTED-For V. S. arntyTablee
bodied unmarried men between ages
of 18 and 35; citizens of the United
States, of good charaete- and temper
ete habits:, who can smock, read and
wrAe English. Men wanted for
service la Cuba and Ore Philippines,
For Informatkm apply to Recruiting
Officer, Now Itlehmood House Pa.
funded on making note. No propert) gasoline engine. Franheis make Suit. ,tocith. Ky,
to be removed until terms of sale are able for gasoline best. New], over-
e•
UP an fat
Is made easy by the complete showing in each
department wherein we mention a few items
below, and competent and courteous salespeo-
ple who are only too glad to be of assistance to
you in assembling your Easter and Spring
wardrobe.' We are showing. the newest and
most effective designs and you will -appreciate
16 Button Kid Gloves, full length and
colors, tans, black and white 
.hait you. -
for 'Easter. Nothing looks worse
than an old pair on dressy occasion.
Gloves and Shoes are an index to a
soman's character.
8-.Button Rid Gloves, made with a si de
sleeve or to extend further on arm than ordinary I -bntton Is
brown and black. Price 
1.2 Button Kid Gloves, of best stock and all shades priced at $115.00
10-Button length Silk Gloves, the best Move we have ever shown in Silk.
a regular $2.00 quality, in all shades at 
16-Button length Chamois Skin Glorres, male of the skins that will glv"
perfect satisfaction when washed. In natural or bleached, all elates. $12.041
You know our purse reputation. tht
largest and must rompiete assort-
ment to choose from in the city, with
all the late styles and leathers to all
tract your attentioa.
A colie.,tiost ot the best from the re-
spective lines of the country—a nice
Easter present these:
Ladies' Mat Scal.Imported Chrome, Alligator, Walrus. Undressed Kid, in
all colors and styles $1.00 to $13.00
Merry Widow Bags each
It will soon Le time for fan season in carnr,t always time for Tans men-
tioned below. Genuine Rory Sth k loam: Ifie to 1112.341
A wall but attractive Easter remembianes.....
Vaster Juggestions
13th-19th
'03
WM* Shopping is Zak Pleasata
aid Profitable
One essential especially to be
lar concerning ;oar Caster appear-
epee -should be, Your Hoset, ln this
particular we are fuliy prepared to
satisfy ail tastes—modestly priced
hose of quality.
• -_
Ladies' Silk Hose with lace boot, in a II shades and black, a regule $2.50
Hose during our Waster sale at. -—r
Ladles' Mire silk hose, beautHu! qua lity. In all eek-irs and black, regnlar
$4.50 value especially priced for Eat! ter at 
Ladies' Lace Boot Tan Lis:e Rose, regular litit qualit) at, three pat
for ....... ........
Ladies' Lace Hose or plain in black, or whiie, at per pair 25
Ladicai Nati Ournse Lisle or Lace Boat in black. tan or white 
Children's "-Ye Scotch Plaid- Top Sock, all sizes 
1.1.1.es. Children. Misses, Boys and Men can certainly ftnd the Hose the..
want in our Hosiery section.
1• complete your Kamer costume
your Shoes or Oxfords -must be
overlooked.
Tilt PlAYMAGE he it ever so fine.
without well-dressed feet, ovIdencet a'
lack of finish no well-dressed man or
Our preparation to care for this part of your coMume was given the ustta
care in our Shoe Department in the selection of the silfferent shades of
Browns. lo Kid or Calf as well as In the Blacks In Patent Kid and Paten,
Colt, for dress, semi-dress or street, use.
$2.00—We sell you Ties Tan Kid with Leather Bow, a hi aitt
$2.00—We sell you Ties Tau Kid, Queen Quality. Tan Oxford
$2.50--Buys our Centralia. Queen ueen Sole 3-eye Ribbon Tie
$3.60 and $3.50 Takes our Tan Wilt. Poco Ties, the most popular Tan
Shot of the season.
We duplIcate.the above In styles. and prices in Black, Poo it Kit or l'o:t
A few years ago men did not take the Low Shoes. The perfection of
style obtained in the building of mess Lew Shoes a few wearing at firs+
lcausing the comfort for summer wear there telling others unit) today
most men wear Oxfords.
We are espeelally strong on Men's, *eye' and Little Oen& Oxfordi in all.-
leathers at prires.quality considered, will surprise those, buyers who Wok
for less than $5.00 or $6.00 nothing' doing. Trv °see our $3.50 Fellow-
craft, all leathers, $4.00 Ralston Health. In all leathers.
TULADAY APRIL 14.
things whicfi  go to _perfect the  distinct Easter
costume. We are fully prepared to meet your
wants in these lines—as fully prepared ió the
larger lines.  During the week, our Easter saki
we will have some interesting prices on special
Tines, so coniiin to see us.
tall to toestyt but quite ImpOrtatst to
the woman who Is cOusidered will-
dressed.
"Sophie Bringer Embroidered CbEars, all colors end' sidle. .1111r and 30.
tur
Last but not least, the dainty individual styles of "Keleer" the neckwectr....
pre-emlnent, a bolo of pretty new spring designs in bolds. jabots and rol.
!ars, of whit ti we are sole agents Slit to $1.00
Pretty Neck Ruchings in all colors, per yard 
Leather, Elastic or Silk Reline. lb..
Yarhioc demands to be worn this awl rug, are here shown In all the latest
all colors in metal or colored pearl buckle to match. Mle to 51.00
Elastic in all cetera, attractive buckle% or belt pins to choose from—or by
the yard  tine to 51.oft
Silk BetIng. most attractive designs in Persian or striped effect at per
Tare  SliSe to SI At
dred per rent better over a new Cor
-09 set, one that Ste you PecteetlY. Let
_ wee'lla show you and Al you with one Of
our "Ocaaard" Corsets which give
the "New 'Bark". so meek sought for
in the new spring designs, They
lace in front.
We have just received our completejine of new spring designs---nothlux
will 'set your Easter Gown off to better effect than one of these.
$1.00 to $15.00
le yit Qualik
V ITEST) kV, k PRI! 1 I
FOR the next ten days we are goifig to inaugurate a special sale of everything shown on our threespacious floors in the line of housefurnishings. Now is the time of general housecleaning; every
economical housekeeper should take this matter up with us during this big sale and let us figure with
you and show you how much you will save, either for cash or on time. Below we give you an idea of
the many bargains that will be included in this sale.
When in need of a Refrigerator
do not overlook the Herrick, the
on'y Refrigerator on the market
that has a perfect circulation, we
have them in all sizes, from
$14.50 to r5 Other makes
with 25 lba. ice cgacity. as low
as $640
54) Room.. tiz,e Rugs, extra quality Tapestry Brussels, size
1 0-6Xli, go in this sale at. . $11.60
50 Rex m size Fug:. extra qtality Tapestry Brussels, size 9x12,
go in this sac at  $13.90
25 Crex Matting Rugs roem size 9x12, go in this sale •
at _  $7.90
100 Smyrna Rugs, 30x60, go in this sale at. .90c
Exlra grade union half wool carnet will go in this sale at,
pf r yard
Extra grade granite Carpet will go in this sale at per yard.-21c
Everything in our Catpet and Drapery Department will go in
s sale at especially low prices.
This splendid full size Willow
Rocker, large roll arms at
This handsome Bed Davenport, wile oak frame, nicely finished, uphol-
stered in block velour, any color, with gate ends and large roomy box for
bed clothing; during this ten days' sate we will accept orders for this
Davenport with a cash deposit, to be delivered within the next 30 days,
balance to be paid cn delivery, at the exceedingly
low price of. 18.60
We will also furnish the same Davenport as above described, $20 upholstered in chase leather, during this 3412, at.. 60
Lace Curtains, length 3 1-2
yards, 60 inches wide, at
per,pair. $ 1 . 15
Lace Curtains, length 3 1-2
yards, 50 inches wide, at
per pair   90c
Tabourett, solid oak, nicely
finished .. --30c
This steel automatic Davenport,
perfectly sanitary, upholstered in
velour, removable
ing this sale (17
only 
This porch settee, 6 ft
finished green, at 
A ni:e porch settee, 3 ft 6 inches
long, at  $ 1 .00
A three piece Parlor Suit, mahogany finish, uphol- S12.75stirred in velour, during this sale at
F. N. GARDNER, Jr. CO. handsnrnP Porch P ICker. finished inJ nd white rArtAn filed, ill n in this
owaratt. •
•
Four Scholarships In Paducah
Central College Free
The Taylor-Trotwood Magazine will give absolutely
free to the four most popular young men 4wiiicn re
cciving the highest number of votes in this s:••ntest, a
scholarship in the Paducah Central Busine College,
after coact t closes May 9, 1906.
RULES OF VOTING,:
To be nOminrited in this misitest, fill ma, or have your mend till
out Coupon N. 1, and forward or bring to the Daily Sun Office ad-
dressed to "Meuager of Magazine Contest." After candidate is
nominated and expresses a desire to remain in the contest, they
will be provided with coupon and receipt bloke with instructions
as to bow Iv get subscription The object of this contest is to in-
crease the circulation of this well-known magasine in this territory.
COUPON NO. 2—When accompanied with One
Dollar for one year's subscription to Taflor-Trotwood
Magazine will entitle the candidate named in Coupon
to 2u0 votes. When accompanied with Two Dollars
for three year's subscription to the Magazine will en.
title the -candidate named to 500 votes.
COUPON NO. 1—Entitles a nominee in thecon-
test to 100 votes when the nomination is made. After
nomination is made coupon is only good for one vote.
Coupons for Subscription must be voted at least
twice a week, to be counted.
Single Coupons must be voted at least once a Week.
Votes being held back will not be counted.
When a sufficient number of active candidates have
been nominated, the inactive ones will be dropped and
the nomination closed.
You will note that Coupon run in paper has style of
type changed each wiek: --This is to prevent holding
of votes. Votes held up and run in on final count will
not be counted.
Address all letters or communications to "Manager
Magazine Contest," Daily Sun Office.
Manager, Taylor-Trotwood Magazin Contest
DAILY SUN OFFICE
PADUCAH, KY.
I Nominate
'SF
Whose address 1J 
Signed 
Sigma 
Tr. Coupon Good for I Vote.
s
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MODERN METHODS
OF DETECTIVES
14160111/21 Manumitting.
A Story of lightning-like rapidity
• in shoemaking is told by a London
paper. It appeared that while the
Garman Emperor was in England a
London shoe firm received an order
for a pair of shoes for the imperial
feet. A messenger was dispatched
early In the morning with several
Pairs of the highest priced footgear,
aone of ,whIch suited Wilhelm. An
offee to make a plias okalsoes was ac-
cepted by the Kaiser's Adjutant, and
on a telephone message to the factory
la London two men were put to work.
At 1:20- o'clock In the afternoon the
royal boots were completed and
shipped to the German monarch. The
shoes, which, report says, fitted per-
fectly, were worn by his majesty the
same. evening. The timeconsuilited
ia making them was two hours and
thirty minutes.
The high place that John Burns.
President of the local London Govern-
ment Board, has assumed in the esti-
mation of the public, la illustrated by
the fact* the Speetitor, a most con-
servative weekly newspaper, serious-
ly suggests hill] fop the highest post
in the cabinet, namely, the chancellor-
ship of the exchecquer, in the event of
-Mr. Asquith finding it necessary to
resign the chasceilorship to become
Premier.
.k• I •—.717. s _
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The moues!' det
, ecti1 
e or late has
teen compared to a keen physician.
?tom a few apparent tokens—a rag,
a button, a handkerchief, a footprint
—0 be is an observer, and is endowed
with the gifts asieessary to his pro-
tessioa, he will often be able to recon-
struct all the different events cue-
fleeted with a drama and dlsco‘er the
culprit—jest as as able doctor mita-
ages to give the right diagnosis from
a few exterior signs.
The famous detectives (treated by
Garboriatte Conan Doyle and Fidgar
Poe are types to be found in real
life. 
s
Some years ago et Lyons a woman
Was found strangled. Ale bore on
het neck five finger marks—four on
the left and one on the right which
was broader and shorter.
The detective was struck by the ir-
regular disposiUon of these marks,
and tried to apply his own fingers to
them. He found it impossible, with-
out folding his forefinger in a peculiar
way, and thus inferred that the mur-
derer had an ill-shaped finger.
The tact made his search for the
criminal easier The man was dis-
covered; his forefinger had been In-
jered in an accident. He confesed
his guilt.
In a small Belgian village a de-
tective foued near the body of the
victim a cylinder of cigarette ash. The
eeseet I SP,. w.hq...inew _A_goodilea I .about
tebacco, was able to convince him-
self that the ash came from Alger-
ian tobacco.
This article being rare in that re-
mote village, he inquired from the
tobacconist, who wits able to give him
the description of a mail to whom the
day before he had sold a packet of
these particular cigarettes.
Two hours later the presumed mar-
th.rer was arrested, the packet of cig-
••••••••••01IY•r•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••W••••••••••••••••• *.....
NOTICE
Your special attention is
called to the elegant assort-
ment of new Spring and
Summer Goods I now have
for you to select from, and
now is  the time to order
that
Eister Suit
My prices are right, style,
fit and workmanship the
best.
Remember we also do
Dry Cleaning.
H. M. DALTON
403 Broadway
..••••••0.*•..•••••W
EASTER EGG HUNT
Wallace Park, Easter Sunday,
April 19, 3:00 p. m. Hundreds
of Easter Eggs are to he carefully
(not too carefully) hidden about
the park grounds. Nice prizes
will be given to the children find-
ing the gold, silver and bronze
eggs.
C. MALONE, PARK MANAfiER
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••........•••••••••••••••••••••••••
••••••••••••••• 
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Appetite for Crabs
T111 ,,elfish has an enormous appetite
aabs and lobsters.
tie eats them alive end he cab them
rime Me eats (him ail without in-
digestion sod grew:: lat. he has a
powerful liver.
The el from Ike cod's livar inakes
Scott's Emulsioa
A natural power to di§satipostt
produce flesh is in every
This powa Meani nem auger amt mew
flesh tut those who sulkt from teasel%
diseases.
All Draoriebt 150e— aid SIMI
arettes being found in his pocket.
The methods einPlOYed i,y erbahsa's
have "Improved." They have become
scientific, most scientific. The crimi-
oat of today handles chloroforms,
morpfila with all the cleverness
of a physician.
Again, the tools used by the modern
jailbirds are unrivaled masterpieces.
One amazieg proof of the scientific
knowledge of the modern criminal and
ht.: keenness in keeping abreast of
rcodern discoveries Ilea in the follow-
ing fact: Recently in Marseilles the
liege safe er a bank was -vapidly
opened by means of it complicated all-
iterates -whieh•had oelylitien- {sweated
by a prominent engineer ten months
pieviously.
But the detective also avails bins. -
self of scientific discovery. Former-
I/. -in cases of forgery, for instance
a drpp of water was placed on the.
fcrged wwds. If the paper had been
scratched and its size removed, the
„WSW' was Immediately sucked in; if
the paper bad not been scratched the
Clop seaward for a while on top.
This prates' was primitive, and
spoiled the document
Nowadays the auspicious paper is
photographed, and on the Proofs the
marks of scratching are easily de-
tected by clear differences' in the col-
or Pitotogsaphy le used also in the
case of forgeries made by means of
chemicals
• When a heap of band documents
is found in the fireplace, thin sheets
of glass are inserted between the
Futet—Illinerik - At semi- an orie-ee4-
is on the glares it Is rendered less
bUttle by Means of a special liquid.
process Is repeated* with .every sheet.
and after & few hours all the dOeu-
rneatsipreitestly-remt— -
A process formerly used for the
elasification of ifloodstains consisted
in examining them under the micro-
scope; and from the appearance of
the red globules the investigation
could draw their conclusions as to
the nature of the blood. Unfortu-
nately this examination gave no re-
stilt ,when the bloodstains were not
rt cent—Chicago Tribune.
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Passienger Taarel By Water.
It is often said that the tialmy_days
of gravel by river are over, but this
  remark appliee only temporarily "to
 certain streams that do not at this
time afford the necesary conditions.
Taking the world as a"wbele. there Is
more journeying by water than ever
before. The figures for last year's
Passenger traMc on the lakes show
that 7,500,000 passengers were car-
ried out of Detroit by boat, 1,900.000
from Chicago, 5.30,000 from Milwau-
kee. over 400.006 each from Port
Huron, Grand Haven and Marquette.
with males ports getting a propor-
tionate share. One .feature to be
noted is the exceptional safety of lake
travel. Not a life was lost •aintrag the
7.500.000 persons who left Detroit
by boat, and the passenger casualties;
were few anywhere on the lakes. The
vessels have increased In size until
they are almost In the class of ocean
liners. They offer roomy berths,
cabins. and , promenade decks, with
good fare on various plans, and the
public comfort and enjoyment are
carefully studied: Between some te
the chief lake cities excursion steam-
era of the largest size run daily dur-
ing taw bested verlod as a means of
refreslement to the crowded popula-
tion, keeping ha motion on the water
as long a time as osslble.
Turning to the ocean the tide of
passenger travel Is seen tii tw increas-
ing at as unexampled rate. Orr
2,50.0,001) pertains crosSed the Atlant
lr In 19111 bet seen the United State'
and other countries. Ships go on In-
creasing in sire and speed. More than
GOO knots a day is now frequently
made, which approaches the average
schedqle of railway express trains,
with greater freedom and restfulnesa.
The rate competition late year re-
duced the cost of sea travel to a nee
minimum. A steerage passenger can
Co at this time from New York to
Genoa for $12, of about one-third of
a cent a mile. Millions rif trave:ers
enable the leading steamship comps
alas to carry their constrnetion eater-
prises to lenghts hitherto unknown.
Some of the latest liners designed are
to be 1.000 long and supplied with
the most pawed& known machinery..
The Atlantic can be, spanned in five
or six days with a -luxury equal ti
that on shore. When the palmy days
of water travel are mentioned the
whole *etc( 'should be considered. In
which cit.( the present will be Peen to
seo far ahead that the question is
aot **MAW e •
That the situation is otherwise on
the rivers of theifississ'ppt Valle) I.
plainly true. There stab a time *lieu
their passenger lines were busier and
more famous than nos The re,ason
Is AM as clear. Lidos caannela are
owes ha feet in death. while the preen
Is open to any les•iathan that man ens
devise, lArge steamboats run pros-
perous!) on the deep waters of Long
Island Sound and the Lower Hudson.
ajig coasters command a flourishing
Itraineres. But there are times when
he Mississippi, td say othing of its
ributariejo affords less Nan 4 feet in
thee haupel. Big steamers there art
out of the question for steady work.
Even those of light draft may he corn
wiled to tie up on account of low
water. A large winter eicursion
business could be done on the Lower
Mississippi, corresponding to summer
outings on the lakes, if suitable boats
existed and could count on a perma-
nent dep chat/net at all seasons. But
boats of a claws similar to those on ths
lakes will not be provided until they
have enough depth to run. They
cbuld keep busy summer and winter
If the channels were deep enough.
Wheu Holm are secured the passen-
gers will be ready.--stit. Lotiis Globe-
Democrat. -- •
THE JOIN (W Alit SAILING.
Weiederful Scenes Beheld PV4)1111 11•411•41
of lee anine Itikyncrapers.
•
Floating softly up into the blue
ocean of air, watching the earth sink
sloely.....11Way_lierieatihara_snd
change quietly to an immense map
spread before our wondering eyes--
such are the first impressions of bal-
loon voyagers. The noisy shouts of
thoat who come to wish us "Bon yes-
age!" became fainter and fainter until
abaolute quiet reigns about us. It is
so still that the ticking of the clock
in the harogranh hi heard z_p_91.1,,s
counting the 'errors& as It traces the
of our upward flight across the sheet.
Meanwhile the earth-map down be-
LADY WOOLS-YON NOW SLENDER.
On her last visit to New York the
charming, titled inglish kinswoman
of the Van Horn Mentors of Rhode
Island was quite plump--even fat--
yes. Aonwright fat. This visit she
I I: lag art at mai" Me II Me 1,1•1
aft ase me eaMea,rher le sae ewe**
OR. BELL'S
Pine=Tariloney
MitAlt•-•  ID* 5114•Wdy, tam y bea.tteat
to a piAtAstAtrr. rwastAarliT, POAllIVZ (13. K
Does not Color the Hair
Stops failing Hair
- AVER'S IHIAIR VIGOR
ow lia stretches out *ruler and lsrg-
lut l details taw- fading and bas
ccruitib blurred. High-VIM hay*
(.itanged to flat surfaces. A river
winds and bends its way through the
taller colors like a' tangled ribhon_of
'silver. A small lake sparkles in the
sunelthse, giving life and fire to the
sober shades about it: but as we look
it suddenly disappears from sight.
appareritly swallowed up before our
•.) es, Tho-u we realise that it has
plunged Into a tunnel, through a hill
whirh to us seems only a flat kurfare;
bow It appears aga:n. coming out on
the other side. -
So the wonderful scenese come and
go, ever changing, tweeter grand and
oomirlag—seenes that come bask
us real and vivid, that we niayolivs
then.' over again in later days. The
cfclud effects are at times the most
bealit'fill of all .kfter having stilled
up through these Into the daubs,
spotlight, es see the stiles) billows
just below our tar, the shadow of our
balloon falling upon thelr %bite Irina".
fate. This shadow is•ofteu surround-
ed bs a tato of rainbow colors of rare
Ltauty. At such times or{e has the
feeling of having left earth c„9mplete-
ly-, and to have reached some other
plattet. The white masses just below
acchi to be quite solid, and look as
though-one might step out of the hat-
loon ipc1 take a stroll over.thein, if
One only had s.11•19, -shoes. The air la
eonderfully clear and pure, and gives .
one a reeling of exhilaration much
greater than that enjoyed in moun-
tain-climbing. Is it. then, Burps's-
Ing that balionIng is rapidly becoming
a popular sport?--- March Century.
It's harder to remember some
thins than it is to forret othr
I, • 4r.** r
41 • ••
111,
ercising nor dieting did It she sasa.
a day and" keep it of Mr desired:
Trithe-e-traspocrent after meals And \ 
at bedtime of th:s simple trio of
hente remedies: Onsehalf ounce Mar-
mole, one-half ounce Fluid. Extract
Cascara Artemativ-sed Ouse and 'mo-
hair ounces Syrup Simplex. These
articles cost little, may be obtained
a' any drug store, and can be mixe.1
at home by any one.
"There isn't a wrinkle nor a stom-
ach ache in a barrelful," coneluded
her ladyship. That Is, she nossant all
that, though her language was much
more elegant of eourse.
AMERICAN
RAM.
ATLANTIC CITY
G JASON WAT CPR•3
SENO row
&ogre LILTGO& \S cArc
GARAGE ORCHESTRA
ON THE BOARD WAL
anew 
A
IDE r.
CRYSTAL TtlaTRE
Commencing Monday, April 13, and Balance
• oldie Week.
THE GRfAT
DARRELL & HODGES
MASTODON MINSTRELS
Cast of 12. First Part an Olio. All Features
and Novelties Worth $1. Admission ic and 10c
"••• • "*.
Paducah made buggies have more strotig features of ).eal merit than any other iinc of
vehicles on the masket. Celebrated for durability, comfort, style, finish and distinctive-
ness that means quality. We use the best of material throughout. Visit our factory and
Inspect the work while in course of construction before being covered by paint, an oppor
tunity not offend when buying stock work. See us before buying. We make the prices.
HARDY BUGGY CO.
I Isr..rpor•led.
Ky.
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STATEMENTS FROM PROMINENT I on."- 41 yOuNG
PEOPLE IN VARIOUS CITIES MOTHERS
A number of statements from prom-
inent people located in various cities
where the widespread discussion over
L. T. Cooper's new theory regarditig,
the human stomach has recently
:waged, give an idea of the Intense in-
Interest the young man has aroused
duribg the past year. The statements
are follows:
Mr. C. D. Mttcheil, 2412 Avenue
C. Birmingham. Ala., has this to say
with regard to his belief. in Cooper's.
zueslicinet "I have been troubled with
indigestion and stomach trouble for
the peat year. 1 had heartburn, bloat-
ing after eating, gas on stomach and
bowels, palpitation of the heart, pain
in the lower part of my back, and
various other *symptoms, add was a
victim of much distress. I tried many
remedies, but received little or no
beleefit from them. I was advised la
try. the Cooper preparation!. and did
so. In one week's time I was im
Proved wonderfully—the first relief I
had been able tp obtain. Mr. Cooper's
medicine does all, he claims for it."
Mr. J,'0. Spradling, of 705 South
-14•10tHineest, thffetratlet laselogitateot
says: "I was troubled with indiges-
tion for two years. It caused me a
great deal of suffering and misers.
did not dare to eat meat at alit and
c%eo thing did eat soured on my
stoniest. I tried various rene dies.
but found no relief. Three months
ago I started taking Cooper's NPW
Discovery, and after using the .con-
tents of three bottles I was entirely
cured. can now eat and relish any;
thing that my appetite craves. The
New Discovery is truly a great stom-
ach mediedne."
Mr. William Codier, of 408 Grave*
street, Syracuse, N. Y. is very strong
in his expression of belief in the inew
medicine. aud haa the fallowing to gas
on this subjest: "I .have suffered
from catarrh of the nose and throat
for four Years.- it must have berm
communicated to my stomach, for all
this time ray stomach has given me a
great deal of trouble, and caused me
mush pain andeeuffering. My stomach
was often sour, and my • food did not
digest. I was bothered by a continual
desire to spit. and there was a con-
stant ,dropping Of Metes into the
throat.
"The first telief I have been able to
obtain is from Cooper's New.. Disco,
ery. which I have been taking for
about a week. Mv caterrhal cotiditio4
has been greatly improved and my
stomach is almost well. Mr. Cooper's
--6-Irreeffetne--Iter-teenefltbd- me-
anythiug I have ever used."
These statements are from reliable
citizens in various communities who
have tried these celebrated medicines.
We sell them and will gladly explain
their nature to any one interested.—
W. B. McPherson.
LETTERS BY LONGFELIAIW
etromichtseette Hieiterfral Society Re..
crises. Them From a New •
Oriente. Woman.
The 'fated !meting of the Massa-
( husetts Historical Society was he'd
at Its rooms on o% Stun street corner
of the leenway. Friday afternoon. the
president, Chitties Francis Adams, IN
the chair.
Barrels. Wendaa, on behalf of Mrs
C V Jignison. of New Orleans. po-
le wed some kite's rit,ten to her hy
as
with the proofs of her first' noire
entitled "Woven of Many Threads.** During 1906 the telegraph and
every page ef which shows corrections ,teetphone poles used in this country
by Longfellow made with his own ameunted to 2.574,666, having elf
band. These papers record "'a deep: average valuation of $2.65 ~h.
!characteristic episode" in the poet'slife, and tell of a remarkable literary
feenciship. She met him In Rome in
the winter of 1565-69, where she was
minting: and Longfellow.
"diserivering that she had made some
essays In writing." encouraged her to
proceed with them. Upon their com-
pletion he volunteered to correct the
proofs, and dill so. Prof. Wendel:
read a letter from Mrs. Jamison giv-
re Ihe history of the episOde which
"beatiefitils indleated the qualities of
his %high made him in his life, as In
memory. worthily belostd."
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Chicago's Great European Hotel
The Virginia
Absolutely F Rates. 11.91 sad up
A hah..1.as Transient and ResIdeatial liot.•1, in the moat
select part of the city -nem the Lake, couvenient to beautifail
North Park System. krottiesias a harmony in Italian Marble,
rc.utiful statuary and cathedral gears. hatrisomely for-
, • lied .ratside room a. single or en suite. Large bright I hum,
It ell, with finest rotator Every convenience that appeals to
the MoOl exacting palms Pat enough from city noise for
restikd quiet. vet within ten minutes' w%lk of business center.
St cars 4.2 blocks away! la 3 minutes take you I', the shop-
pine dt•refrt, passing all loading theatres, sin.aiet Zr...
GEO. W. REYNOLD& Pras...lbah sad OW, ritisair•
W. restos.
I'veeldent.
It. Rarly, P. Puryear,
Cashier. Aaeletast Outlier.
CIIIZENS' SAVINGS BANK
t hieorpornted4
Third rind Iiroardwety.
City Depository State Depository
Capital $100.000
Surplus   . .. 50,000
64414 kbOideri   100,000
Total security to depositors 111250.000
eceounte of indisteivals anti firms polisited. We appreciate
small as well as large depositors and accord to all the mane courteous
treatment.
INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSIT'
' OPEN ATURDAT NIGHTS FROM 7 TO 8 O'CLOCK.
Annual Cala Week, May 4-9
Cosmopolitan Combined Shows
4th
to
9th
4th
to
9th
The Dominant 'Giant of Modern Assesesseat Usder
the Largest Tent Ever Bull,for Show Purposes.
Before the seeienteenth century
men could only judge of the amount
of heat prevailing at any place by their
personal sensations, and could ooly
speak of the wegther in an indefinite
way as very hot, cold or very cold,
In that century severe!, attempts were
made by ecientific experimeuters by
means of tubes containing oil, spirits
of wine and'Other substances to estab-
lish a satisfectory Means of measuring
heat, but none of them proved suc-
cessful. Even Sir Isaac Newton, who
applied his great mind to tbie work,
and also the noted astronomer, Salley.
failed in their -attempts to produce a
heat measure.
It was reserved tei Gabriel Fahr-
enheit, in,.obseUre and poor man, a
native of panteig, to give to the world
the Inetrilment whir+ has proved to
be so serviceable to mankind. • He
had failed in business as a merchant,
and. havinge taste for mechanics and
chemistry, began a series of expert
ments for the prinitiction of ther-
mometers. At first he made these
Instruments with alcohol, but soon
became convinced that the semi-solid
mercury was.the more suitable article
to use in the glees tube.
Fahrenheit had removed front Dant
leg to Amsterdam, and &re, about
the year 1721). he made the merrier}
5eraometer, whtct,.itaa same siege.
been fashioned much like the original.
The basis of his plait was to mark
on the tube two points. respectively,
at which water is congealed and
boiled, and to graduate thespaee be-
ween. He began with an arbi:rary
marking, beginning with 32 derrees,
because he found that the mercury de-
scended 32 degrees more before com-
ing to what he thought the eateents,
cold resulting from a mixture of ice,
water and sal ammoniac. In 1724 he
published a distinct treatise on the
subject of his esperinients and the
conclusions that had resulted there-
from.
Celsius. of Stockholm, soon after
suggested the more rational gradua-
tion of 100 degrees between freezing
and boiling point. This was the centi-
grade thermometer. Reatimur pro-
posed another graduation, which has
been accepted by the French,-hitt--by
far the largest part of the civilised
Warld" 'Fahrenheit's Penile haw Nem—
accepted. and used. with 32- degrees
as freezing, 55 degrees as temperate,
96 degrees as blood heat and 212 de-
grees.-as boiling point.
It is true that the zero of Fahren-
heit's scale, is a solecism, since It
does not mark the extreme to which
heat can be abstrarted. This little
!
blemish. however. dries not eeem, to
hese been of ans- practical con-
sequence. —Washington Herald.
TEACHER "OS HER 11114(1.E"
Passiedsra an Annoyer and Hands Him
to Policc.
According to a New York wetsl
to the Philadelphia Inquirer, miss
Mary H. Hypes. a teacher In Public
School No. 14)9, proved her ability to
protect herself from maskers and
boys, when she chased, caught and
thrashed Abrahem Koenig and then
turned him over to a polIcetfian.
One day last week, nearing her
home, several of Miss Hynes' torment.
ors appeared and shouted names at
her. Unable to endure the insulut.
Mims Hynes caught one of the young
men and gave him a sound thrashing.
He was larger and stronger than the
the teacher, buebts size did not deter
her from puunching him until he
begged for mercy.
With two other teacchers, one of
whom was Miss 1,111e Berman, Miss
Hynes left the schoolhouse the second
time and started for her home.
While the three were passing through
Sutter avenue a band of young men
and boys shouted names at them from
the other side of the street.
With Else Hsnes in the lead the
teachers started across the street to-
ward their annoyers.
After a rim of several blocks they
overtook Abraham Koenig. He pro-
tested his innocence and fought to
get away, but Miss Hynes thrashed
and held him uptil the arrival of a
policeman.
If you would win souls you teuet
be a winsome soul.
No man can stay strong by holding
40511 a soft gnats.
—FOR_
SP R ING CLEANING
Moth Saha, Ihe. for
Sponeese, large sire.  -..-... 100
.250
Superior Furniture Polish 250
Insect Powder, lb.  _ 50c
Lliuld Veneer, 250 and.... ..... 50c
Boras (a) Mule Team) ,54 eolind
5e: pound 100: 1 prulnd 15•3
Scrubbing Brushes, Sc. and ..10c
Bargain in Sachet Chamois Skin
McPherson's
ORM STORE
A mother who is in good physical
condition transmita to her child the
blessing of a good constitution;
sickly, ailing mailers, the reverse.
The tiny babe brings to her a liv.
ing responsibility. At such a'time
too great care cannot be taken to
build up the mother's general con-
stitution, and restore her feminine
system to a healthy, normal cosi-
dition. The greatest assistance that
any women can have in accomplish-
ing this all-important work ia
LYDIA E. PIN KHAM'S
VEGETABLE COMPOUND
Mrs M: -Gilmer, of West 1.7filcin,
S. C., writes to Mrs. Pinkham,
Lynn, Maas.
"1 was greatly run down in health,
suffering from a weakness peculiar to
my sex. I began to take Lydia E.
Finkham's Vegetable Compound, and
I was not only restored to health but
am the peoud mother of a fine baby
girl. I wish every sick anti ailing
woman would give Lydia E. l'inkhansti
Vegetable Componn a triaL"
Mrs. Paul Oliver, of St. Martin-
ville, La., writes to Mrs. Pinkham:
" For years I suffered from the worst
form of female troubles, and the doctor
said I could not get well without an
operation. Lydia E. Pinkhanes Vege-
table Compound restored me to perfect
health, sad I have the sweetest little
baby girl. I will never craw to
praise Lydia' B. Pinkhauen medicine."
FACTS FO "ICE WOMEN.
For thirty year* i.vdia E. Pink-
ham's Vegetal.le Compound, made
from refits and herbs, has been the'
standard remedy for female Ubi,
mut has positively cured thonshndaof-
wömen-whce____________the worst ft rim. Why don't you
try it ?
LINGVINTle TRANCE.
Maine speaks Several Dead Lae-
garages Under spelt,
Portland. Me., A,pril 14.—Scien-
eats all over New England aree inter-
ested In the remarkable trances or an.
tohypnotism of Winifred Knight, TI
years old. In her trances, which are
not itke those of a person who lie* in
a comatose condition, the child speaks
in Swedish. Hebrew, Sanscrit, Greek,
Latin, French. Spanish and Italian.
'When not in a trance she can speak
nothing but Engilsh, and would not
be able to tell one dead language from
another.
Some of h:a• most remarkable sen-
tsuces in a recent trance were:
In Hebrew. "He is coming socn."
In Sanecrit. "He will appear.-_
The child is the daughter of an In-
valid mother. She has had little of
the pleasures of childhood and much
of the cares of a woman of years in
nursing and In housework. The mani-
festations have occurred in the town
of Newburg, about twenty miles from
Bangor. The child goes into ra sleep,
but she says she knows all that goes
on around her.
HIGH Pfelegli MAHE 601*4
TO GOVERNMENT F.tRA11.
The P. S. government has estab-
lished tWo breeding farms to perfect
and perpetuate a type of fine horses
of the best of American blood, and
Kentucky, of course, musts uppiy
largely the foundation stock. Front
"Farmers' Home Journal" of April
11th we note the following: "Mr. A.
(I Jones. of North Middleton, Ky.,
sold to the United States government
thie week, the saddle bred mare,
'Flarthenia McChord.' by Chester-Dare,
dam by Peavine. and in foal by Bour-
bon- King. for $1.096. It seems that
this cross of the Denmark mares on
ilia Hardison chief family is as popu-
lar with "'Uncle Sam' as with others
The above fine mare is a sister In
blood to Lang's "Rebel Dare," owned
In McCracken county.
Room In the South.
There are 27.000,0041 acres of
arable land in the Late of Louisiana
and only 6,000.4410 of these acres
are ender cultivation. The secretary
of the board of immigration of that
stete has issued esi adtbreas to would-
be settlers informing them that Lou-
{Matta /slathers; with large tracts ot
land "stand ready aid Teeming to aid
every men who is willing bo help him-
self and sell farms on ten years'
credit.' This Invitation is twee's--
mented by the state board of immi
xration with the statement-that they
are-now treing to veauee termlgration
to the elate "by securing men who are
willing to farm on sharers" The fur-
ther promise Is made that
are provided for fernlike who go We
furnish each family' with a hors" or
male. seed. to plant Crops and ground
and garden truckleg implements "
This ought to be a very liberal and
inviting offer to the thousands of un-
employed In the aorte.see# Este. _
Oharleeton News and a 1101.
the (10•0
WoMeess
..
But Tilley speculate hi Lam- 1)4.give
i: 
in Wall 'Sties'. 
The number of women speculators',
sits, ajwriter in the World Today, is
amazingly large—much larger than
even the Wall street habitue would
imagine. It is not contmorey known,
hut it is a fact, that many brokerage
houses maintain private rooms for
their women customers, with more
often than not private entrances.
There are several reasons for this.
One is that many women who specu-
late do so secretly, without the know
ledge of their family, their relative,
or their friends. Another reason is
that the broker himself desires IT,
principally, be it confessed, becausii
he is anxious that if there be any
scenes" they shall be private ones,
"far from the maddening crowd's ig-
noble strife"—and sight. For truth
compels the Statement that women
are poorer losers than men. It is tip-
testimony of conservative brokers tha,
a woman gambler is much more of a
!gambler than a man—much more,
,that is, in absorbing tenaciousness
and almost vindictiveness. She seems
to be carried out of and beyond her-
self to a degree that becomes 'worn
fortably disquieting when she loses.
Even when she is a winner, and, as I
have said, the proportion ofwinners
to losers aminie women is about one
to twenty, there seems to be in her
-atisfaction a-kind of maliciousness
}that -fa-wet-good-to lee.' ! . ----
ARE "POOR JASSER.S."
Tickets Prom Newspapers.
That newspapers are constantly left
on the seats in railway treeing nobody
with the slightest power of observa-
tion need be told. On the other
hand, few people would suppose that
these discarded papers could prove
of any value to the company control-
ling the line. But this is essentially
the age for the utilization of waste
products and great corporations are
quick to own any labor-saving device
Probably the strangest development
in this direction would appear to be
that now prevailing in Belgium. Up-
on the Government railway systems
newspapers left in the trains are the
property of the Nation, to be used by
It for the manufacture of relines
tickets. The papers are carefully
collerted * and sent to the head depot
where they are reduced ̀ to pulp and a
s "real variety of cardboard for ticket
Oreettrt187---,-,-- ---,—
Some fdea of- the amount of raw
material readily available to the rails
way atithorities; from this source may
be gathered from the fact that the ate
cumulation of discarded newspaperse
upon the whole network of Govern-
ment Atilways aggregates about 7.119_
pounds per day, representing over loo
tons per annum. The saving from
this source alone, which is oo mean
one, can readily be calculated.—Chi-
cago Tribune.
The distance around the world vi'
the Trans-flex rian and our own trans/
continental railwaylines is shown to
be 17,997 miles. The sailing distance
&rotted the wold from New York via
Suez. Singapore, Manila. Guam. the
Hetwailan islands and Panama Canal
to New York *gain wit be 23,091.
miles.
PLUMBING
For line clam Plumbing and
Gas Fitting see
ERNEST B AIJMOARID
Entimetes carefully given. Jobbing
a specialty. Old phone 2165.
DR. KING BROOKS, DENTIST,
Room 7, Trueheart Building, up-
stairs. Next to Catholic church. New
phone 1393.
Auditorium
Rink
Only two more skating
sessions this season. To-
night a n d Weincsday
night.
EASTER
DANCE
Monday night, April 20t1.
The public cordially in-
vited. Admission 50c.
Ladies Free
Plan for
Summer Comfort
Don't add the heat of a
kitchen fire to the sufficient
discomfort of hot weather.
Use a New Perfection Wick
Blue Flame Oil Cook-Stove
and cook in comfort.
With a "New Perfection" Oil Stove the preparatiotiof
daily meals, or the big weekly "baking," is done without
raising the temperature perceptibly above that of any other
room in the house.
If you once have experience with the
, NEW PERFECTION
Wick Blue Flame Oil Cook-Stove
you will be amazed at the restful way in which -it
enables you to do work that has heretofore overheated
the kitchen and yourself.
The "New Perfection" Stove is ideal for summer
use. Made in three sizes and all warranted. U
not at your dealer's, write our nearest agency.'
Thelfint?Ye Lamp fti)vmel: uFs'etioel
whether high
aglow— is therefore free from disagreeable odor and
w'Safe, convenient, ornamental—the ideal Ii s.
If not at your dealer's, write our nearest agency.
STANDARD OIL COMPANY
(laitTORPORXTIO
is something new, something delicious and it sure-
ly s hailers that consuming thirst. Special price
for Tomorrow—Sunday until three o'clock in the
afternoon, only 5 cants, at all other times be.
Call for it at
u• 
son9c, Fountain
The Ham Where Good Things are Served Clean.
CLIP YOUR HORSES
They look better, ftel better and work better. Clipped horses are
to groom and you are not annoyed by horse hairs when driving. \N,
have-an electric machine and an expert -operator and will give you as
good work as'can be done, at the regular pi ice.
THE TULLY LIVERY CO.
(Incorporate/4
Fourth and Kentucky Avenue.
SCIIMAUS BROS.
Both Phones 192.
Green Houses 50,000 Feet of Glass
Choice Cut Roses, per dozen___-- MAO
Carnations, per dozen  —
Cyclamens and Primroses In bloom, pot plants 
200,000 beddIng)plants to select from. Estimates furnished
for planting yards.
City Transfer Co.
C. L. Van Meter, Manager.
All Kinds of Hauling. Second
and Washington Streets,
Warehouse for Storage.
Both Phones 499.
 lawnk 
ESTABLISHED 1874.
THE CITY NATIONAL BANK
PADUCAIL KENTUCKY.
UNITED STATES DEWS/TORT.
(alpha!, Surplus and Undivided Froths  , 000 00
Simeeleilders Reeponsibilky  900.000 00
Total Responsibility to Deposlore  eori.noo
S. It. RI (.HLS, Prestident. JOS. J. FRIK'DMAN. Vice President
J. C. UTTERRACE, Cashier. O. B RICHARDSON, Amt. Onshese.
INTERMIT PAM ON TIME DEPOSITS.
DIRECTORS. ngi
A. E. ANSPACRER, S. B. HUGHES, se A. FOWLER. J. L. plow,.
MAN, 3. C. UTTERBACK, DR 3. G. BROOKS, BRACK OWEN.
We Clean Carpets...
If you want your carpets BEATEN and NOT
CLEANED send them elsewhere. If you want them
thouroughly CLEANED send them to us.
New City Laundry and
Carpet Cleaning Worlis
Phones 121.
4.
-4.2
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DOCTOR THE SKI'S. rrilINCE POTOCKIITCHING SKIN?
_
Teeple Driakitig heed& +Pe fur II"' AssAssiNATED IN
Blood to Cure lerstena
Their Time sod Theme%
e.
- When your face Is dirt) and grine
you don't drink water to cleanse It.
You with your IACR with 'water and
you keep sour face clean by washing
It with water.
Enema, psoriasis, salt rheum, bar-
ber's itch asd like skin afflictions are
similar to dirt and grime in that they
are caused by parasitic germs upon
the skin. These diseases cannot be
cured by drinking medicine any more
than you can cleanse your face by 
audience to a deleeetion of studente.
_drinking water. (leanse 'the skin of The assassin 
fired three shots from a
these germs by applying the eemede revolver, a
ll of which took effect: The
right where the disease exists and 'governor died s
oon .afterwards. but
the skin becomes %bite and smoothifIrst aserei his 
secretary to inform els
again. majesty at otce.
R. W. Walker & CO. 'ell simple oil 
"Tell hire" said :he dynig min, "I
GALICIA PROYMCB
of wintergreeu, properly compounded
with other soothing vegetable reins'-
dies In D. D. D. lereseriptioness a poi-
',flee *smelli for killing the bacilli and
germs in the akin. This D. D. 1).
vi med.) is not a sticky concoction or
a smeary paste. It is a liquid extern-
al wash, as easy and simple to use as
water. It is applied right where the
itch and sore Is. Used with D. D.
Soap. it is bound to cure. The first
application brings instant relief—you
will know this the minute you apply
the rensedy—and the skin once cured,
slays cured in needy all cases. Get
rid of that itch right now—today.
-----EsEEireee4(i-ottneetWeir--141PfdaW- -----
WHEN POLE Di STRUCK
Hundreds of people were witneseei
of an exciting runaway on South
Third street, about 1:30 o'clock
afternoon. A team af hoses tetached
to one of the Noble & Yt-iser rest
wagons took fright while the wagon
was being unloaded near the come-
of Third and Washington streets. The
- driver caught the back cud of tne
wagon, but could not secure the line'.',
which had aropped under the horses'
feet. Just opposite The Sun office
the wagon striate the wheels of at.-
, other eseayy rig owned by the Meyer-
Schmid Grocery company and tlie
driver was thrown out. The team
proceeded at a breakneck speed to the
corner of Third street and Drpadely
where they straddled a telepbone pree
and were brought in a halt. Thee
tongue  of the wagon and the whimt'-
trees larteitidee feel
see-atebee neither of the horses was
Injured. The driver. whose name is
Steger, ale° escaped unhurt.
HEALTH AND VITALITY
Mott's \ferries/. Pills.
The great lase. and tonic restora-
tive for men and wamen, produces
atttength and vitality, builds up the
system and renews the normal vigor.
For sale by druggists or by mall, $1
--per box, 4 boxes for $5., Witilanss'
M'f'g. Co., Cleveland, 0.
Lord Ncesent's Tomb.
A -London guile was showing an
Anicricv Marie the famous  tombs
at St. Paul's. "This, sir," said .he.
"IS" the tomb of the greatest naval
'ere the wor14 ever seen—Lord Nel-
son. Thiseetarble sarcophagus weighs
eorty-two tons. Hineide that is a
steel receptacle that weighs twelve
tons, an' hinside that is a lead casket
Weighing two tons. Hinelde that Is
a mahogaey coffin that 'old the hashes
of the great 'ero."
"Well." said the tourist, after a
moment's dep thought. "I guess
you've got him. If he ever gets out
of that, te'egraph me at my expense."
eesine"--ee-per s Weekly. ,
Lemberg, Austria Hungary. April
13.--Prince Adreee Potocke gov-
ernor of the Ausetian Polish province
of Genet was ateassinated Sunday
afternoon by Mieros:ap Seszyneki.
Ruthenian student, while giving 3r
was his most Ire:tee set van, "
The assaee. die nut reset arrest
When led tie otigh the governoe's,
auto chaurilsr he %eel to the Ruther-
Ian peasatit who were waltInglor an
audience, "1 lese deue this for you:
sake."
The essassires leether who be!
been Infoi f•ilie plan to kill the
governor, ceientittec suleile shortly
before the murder. The affair has
Cruised a geest seesaeon throughout.
He monarchs. The Potocki family is
inong the most prominent aristocrats
of Polish Wend. On learning of thi
eagerly 'the errpfror *e7 t a message
re. sympathy.
letteierieriel cc -bee Warr' e;".-
ed-, but none as )e' neve been Mesh-
es In Use ;est e'reo "iii• assas-
ien declares 'se he tseage. lt his
dee to retreat- the. lee- for merles-
sin declares that he thought it his
sion by Potockes government.
WILLIAMS' KIDNEY VILER
Have you neglected your Kidneys?
Have you overworked your nervous
system and caused trouble with your
kidneys and bladder? Have you pains
In loins, side, back, groins and blad-
der? Have you a flabby appearance
'of the face, especially under the eyes.
Too frequent a desire to pass Mine?
If so, Williams' E:dney Pills will cure
)ou—at Druggists, Price 50c. Wil-
liams' 111Tg. Co., Celeveland, 0.
• 
People Who Saved Homey.
---Fliairee contained in the official
steteruent of the New York _saying&
efts are warth-coltildiratIon h'ecatise
they present an important Milut ot
leer of the financial Interests of the
masers. During last year the number
of depositors din the New York say-
legs bilks Increased 15.63g. The
deposits increased $l S.363.2'53. reach,
Jog a fetal of $1.380,339,000. -Tee
Interest payment for 'the year in-
creased $2.969.1413. It is Important
to note that of this immense fund
held in trust for the maws, $226.-
649.5118, or over one-elIth. Is invest-
ed In railroad mortgage bonds. A
total of $630.34.3.694, or practically
one half. Is invested In stocks and
bonds or at: descriptions. Thee- fig
urea tell their own stork Rf the int.-
. connection between the masses
and the incorporated property of the
country, which demagogues so often
identify as the possession of It restrict
ed Bed privileged class.—Boston Her-
ald.
The cost of heullpg coal for its own
locomotives Is estimated at e. 11111:1
eer ton by the St. Louis & San Fran-
deo Railroad and the labor of hand-
Log It at eight cents a ton.
Leoking for imperfection In othets
never leads us far on the way to per-
fection for ourselves.
OBSTINATE ULCERS
MAY LEAD TO CANCER
There is no difference, at first, in the appearance of a cancerous 
and a
Common ulcer, and for this reason every sore that is obetinate 
or Mow in
healing should excite suspicion. for the gore is nothing more than the 
exter-
nal evidence of a polluted blobd, and jif allowed to remain may 
degenerate
alto Cancer. Efforts to heal the ulcer by means of salves; plasters 
and other
external remedies alWayS result in failure,because such treatment can have
no possible effect on the blood, where the deadly germs and morbid 
matter
form, and are carried through the circulation to the place. No sore or 
ulcer
can exist without a predisposing internal cause, and the open, 
discharging
ulcer or festering old sore will continue to eat deeper into the surr
oundinf
flesh as long as a polluted, germ-infected circulation discharges its impu
r-
ities into it. S. S. S. goes to the fosnbilImiitead of the trouble, and driv
es
Out the germ-producing poisons and imeskid impurities which 
keep the
ulcer epic Then a-s this rich, purified blood
goes to tbe diseased place the healing begins,
ail discharge cea.ses, the inflammation grad-
ually leaves, new tissue and healthy flesh
are fbrMed, and soon the sore is perma-
nently cured. S. S. S. is made entirely of
PURELY VEGETABLE roots and 'herbs of a healing, cleansing
maul*, sail unlike mineral medicines,
which often do great damage to the delicate paste of the system, S. S. S.
tones up every part of the 1- es-. Tioek on Sores an ricer, and any medical
advice desired free. THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, CUL.
D. D. H ANNAN
Sanitary Plumber
Steam Heating Expert
Repair Work Solicited.
Both Phones $01 
EC 8; Fourth. St.
1125 Kentucky Aliso.
Shoppers and Business Men
tired people and thirsty People—nerve worn and brain weary
people—people who just like to tickle the palate occasionally
with a delicious beverage—ell classes, ages and sens
DRINK
The Satisfactory B•vtrage .
Fias more to it than wetness or sweetness. It relieves fatig—ne of braln,
body and nerves; quenches the thirst as nothing else will;
refreshes and pleases.
GET THE GENUINE
Dmicions--Wholesonae—Thirst-Quendins
•
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flow to Get the Flo't Front Figure.
you want to get the fiat front
figure .yett_norit learn hew and line
ta exercise. It is useless to take
exercie at, night when you are tired.
and just aw useless to exercise be-
fee a meat.
There was a weal:ken bp *Med
nest and lost her figures through
playing bridge. Bring seated many
Iscurs of the day caused her to grow
sleet and made the flesh gather in
the Veroog places.
To make an already .bad matter
worse this woman had ordetA her
spring wardrobe and the gowns had
tome home. "Mere were prtneees
gowns with long panel effects in the
front, calling for a straight, flat-front-
ed figure, and there were empires
sub their curiously *on back, also
tuning for an ideal form! And their
coiner had grows Soo stoat to be able
to wear them.
This woman was a person of encr-
try. and he revolved to remedy mat-
ters at once. In her search foe the
r'eht kind of phseical culture she
came across a woman who had stud-
ied redly/ion methods in India an.1
foetid that the syetem met her needs.
She learned that food could be rat-
en In plenty provided one exercised
attcrwerd. Directly after her lunch
she opened the windows of her room
and exercised for fifteen minutes. The
work was with the arras only. She
stood erect. *trete-Wed' her arms ter..
ward, brought them back to the body
with a mummy movement and repeated
until the fifteen minutes bad expired.
her arms may have ached a little, but
she knew that she had lost flesh This
should be repeated after each meal.
Don't Leer Over Nell Pound Daily.
Women who are reducing should
know how much weight to lore,. if
they want they can lose half a pound
et flesh a day, but the method 'a
weakening.
A quarter of a potted a day Is suf.
lb lent for the woman who wants re
reduce slowly and steadily, but she
must have scales to be sure that her
weight does not creep up jest when
she thinks it bigots' down.
She should weigh herself when she
gets up In the morning and again at
night. If the weight remains the
same, she Is losing weight. This
may seem strange, but it is true.
There need be no change from morn
ing until night.
A woman loses flesh during tbe
night. It is then that she fasts ant
then that the body becomes wasted.
When she wakes,in the Isteeelox the
will weigh a few ounces lees than
she did When she' went to bed. The
trick in getting thin is to keep from
Reining flesh during the day.
Walking in the open air benefits
the compleMpa. People who are rie
diming almost always look peatT.
They are exercising and dieting asa
ttmr skins shows privation of their
daily life. They look sad and dull,
tired and worn. -
In India the stout person takes
the mind cure as well as the physical
cure. She says to herself. "I am not
hungry." After she ban repeated
this she takes a walk and engages In
romerhing to occupy her Mind, fin
she lets a meal slip by.
Getting the straight front ling th
partly a matter of correct pose. The
woman who rests her weight , op her
heels will never have a good figure
for a princess goWn.
fleet Weight On flails of Feet,
mast teats to rest bet weight
•
they keep their 'homes cool Wotnell
who fill their rooms with fresh air
are slimmer, as it rule, than Heise
who sit In an omit-heated atmosphere.
The lunge do butter work ender the
cirronistances
Keep cote If yea wag to get thin;
bear you *sight tiptoe the halls of
Yollr feet; take.4114. breathine eves
else( after each Josef; andecif veers*,
Milk no Mita alePhil'aille 41.111 so
use to starve yoefallif 116141111*b "Mee
eke at the anis tans
lar
sou walk learn to carr) the upper part!
' of your body upright. Don't bend
forward, and, of course, don't bend
hack. No one can show better hay to
Øo this than a man who has been
through a West Point training—New t
 ............—......e.a. York dun.
upon the balheiif her feet. A.t first re.. 1#wierar bersertswieete--.r
lh1w make her lame, but atte must sed an other;#711,7 ter
keep right on. . 
4.1411111/4111L Irma sold Is Ile; still th.• pm. 3
olleeters new,' Is IOW Owed for wen or
Wearing thin clot/flag will 'make seam. Ise., ass. sae sees.,
one that ly in the front the. Slim
_WOMI _ear little-hut fat women Are
almoit alwaes bundled up in clothing.
I Reducing the weight is done differ-ently M d:fferent ceuntries. vise
tor to Russia mine Sack startled with
her experience with its physical 66
turlets.
On the day of her arrival at a
country place just out of St. Peters-
burg 3 maid knocked on the door and
announced that she had come to give
,her a physical culture bath. The male
'produced seye:a. very large and very
rough bath towels and a long brush
supplied with tine wires and the still-
est of bristles.
The maid took the brush and ran it
lightly along the back of the la4,'3
neck, fairly lifting the skin. The lady
'versed and the maid remarked that
"my lady" was evidently not ac-
customed to the wire brush in her
own country.
Thtin came the critical part of the
operetion. The wire brush was car-
ried briskly over the shoulders and
back unte•the_akin was red and glow-
ing. A bath of very cold weter had
been•prepered. and fie° this the lady
was expected to take a dip.
"You will Aid that It feels warm
after your exercise," said the maid.
The lady tried It and found it very
coolies to her littrilIng flesh.
But it was not until she had
emerged from her bath that she felt
the invigoration of her experiesce.
Bite was as 1:glit as a feather upon her
feet then. She took the treatment
for it week and lost nearly live pounds.
- In Denmark when a lady gets too
etout she is urged to get out upon the
hills and tend the Sheep. She hes
fresh milk to drink and she also eats
fruit and herbs. She lives in the open
and the loses weight
The Colorado Way.
The so-railed,, Colorado treatment
coasiets f• sleeping out of doors in a
steeping parlor built with sides et
Japanese matting to keel the -wine
from blowing epos you. Only two
pieces of bedding are required. There
Meet be • ilerran leather bed, to
place upon the floor of the eleepIng
Parlor. and another feather bed to be
drawn over the sleeper.
Both beds must be very hose. The
oale to be used on ter Is hilly ten feet
square. It eat be Gaelled to on oil
Mos. and wan Menlo* blowt- it
can be distant partly or the head.
In summer there is * feather bed of
lighter weight. -
The ptinelple of reducing the
Weight by open air sleeping is that
pf the lenge Steele fairly supelled
with oxygen. will do better work.
They will draw in deep breath and so
be able to barn up the fat.
woes exterminating. Naturally It Is
lergica! that now Ills conceded es emi-nent foreign musicians that the stand-
ards of musical art are more elevarea
In Amerlea than answhere else oft
earth. And :t Is-admitted, sass Ar-
thur Kruckman In Burr McIntosh
Monthly. even If somewhat grudging%
ly. that New York lefty Is today prac-
tically the foremost musical tenter in
mundane existence. It is well known
that in the matter of dramatic criti-
cism the rest. of the miner) will not
lake the New York retle's Judgment
as derisive You know that many
shows which fall in New York have
great success as soon as they 1,2,0
the metropolis. But the musical erit.
lc In New York City is being so well
equipped for his important office that
the rest of the comers trusts his
judgmeht Implicitly, and what he con.
demns after the premiere at the Car-
negie or Mendelssohe Hall or the Ole
ere houses is condemned throughout
the length and breadth rd, this wide
country.— Loulsefile Herald.
A Notable Trewel,
A Masonic trowel of silver which is
on its way around the world has
reached Portland. Ore.. where it-was
received with due ceremony by a
committee of brethren of high agree.
The trowel, which was started from
rete-nr nuiv11.:N. •
Mould Conrioce El/PIN the Sleet gawp.
Oral of Its Truth.
If there is the slightest doubt In the
minds of any that Dandruff germs do
not exist, their belief Is compelled by
the feet that a rabbit innoculated with
the germs besame•beld is Ilia weeks'.
time. •
It must be apparent to any Perms
therefore that the only prevention- of
baldness is the _elesergellon of the
- 1ilsh women at. slim b.e."1 —giriii-=irliih - iiet la successfully ate
eontelletted In one hundred per cent,
of cases by the application of New-
bro's Herpicide.
Dandruff is reused by the same
germ, whieh ramose baldness and can
be preveated ,with the same remedy—
Plewbre•li llesorpleitre.
'Accept no substitute. "Destroy the
eause ytu remove the effect.",
sold* leadlag division,. TIP*
stem, Kee and 11.00. Bead let. In
stamp, tor sample be The HaepIehlle
CO., Detroit, Mich. W. B. IfePteireba,
_ Our Moskva Meadenl.
There is no prenteee which the foe.
teen vest dreads more thee the first
p. qormance In America. This is be-
cause the American musical publ,c
13 so intelligent and so discriminating
that nothing except the very best
newts with its full approve'. It may,
therefore, be interesting and Purples
leg news to the intelligent layman to
hear that the Americaneuusical critic
is regarded in Europe as the most ex-
acting and uncompromising reviewer
on GM fate of the globe. In what we
are teeased to call the "old country"
the attitude of the critic Is a pore of t
paternal tolerance: while 
ae high 
whet. r
we are ked to pay a er price for 
the priellege of Iletenine to the callow
elimleation is rutela.aa and tnatantan,,_ 
New York. ill go to every Maestri
jurisdiction in Christendom before it
fledgling from abroad, the process of
-completes ies loos puree). its tabs
sion is to establish a Colter relation-
ship among the- Mason c lodges of the
twr ao vr ledl s. twoIt 7easts dispatched ttoen
Ne
York juriadictiog, Oe Its tear thus
ler the trowel has visited New York.
Rochester. Buffalo, Hamilton. On-
tario. Detroit, Toledo. Rilkleirt, Chi-
cago. Cedar Rapids, Omaha, Deaver.
Clo7enite and Portland. The trowel
OUR DRIVER IS CAREFUL
'--Our 4,; milt*"
Los' your soiled limn and returning the pnektiges- after
we have laundered it. lie is required t.i make regular
calls upon our customers, to carefully mark the owaer's
n—aniiitai The bundle lit tie reeervalt, to—vivid any
chance of error, to carefully note any ri quest made and
to report it to us for attention and to give at all times
polite, prompt service to our customers. You'll appro.
oust* our kind of service.
Star Laundry
Both Pltatansis 2:30. 120 N Fourth Bt.
was dedesed In% m1:0 grilled lodge of
st.w. York op October le. 1105. It
was first convtied to Rochester sad
delivered to Oenesee Yells today,
thence it sent to HormilierGle Mb%
thence to Washington lodge of line
fib. it was then meet across the hoe
der to Hamilton. Oat, where it was
received by BArton ledge, with elabo-
rate tersociales.—New York TrIbiege,
The meek nisi Is The sett-mastered
map.
Us Us a Um of het
INSURANCE
All Usk el lama
E. J. PAXTON
:Phone aiRs
!ALLARD SANDERS
Pfsons-768
YOUR 'FUTURE
may look brigbtand proaperchs— but a 'calm always
precedes a storm." PriPare for the storm in 'Our
life—for the time when you will nird money—theft'
is only one way to do it--101,9, and you will be. sure
of the future.
Start today—a dollar will do it.
We pay 4 per cent interete on all Hri%ingii ac-
counts if left with us pus months or longer.
-
Mechanics and
Farmers Savings Bank
Irstsway NI •
•
L
dit 4
e 11 4 4
eV
EDGAR If. WHITMORE
REAL ESTATE
AGENCY
FREE
REAL ESTAT4 PRICE LIST.
Call. Sole er Ttileolteas fee t.
Phew 835. FRATERNiTY BLDG.
PADIFAH, KY.
P•D 17 0 A II AND
CAIRO L/NIA.
(Incorporated.)
EVANSVILLE-PADUCAH PACKETS
(Daily Excerpt Sunday.)
Steamers Joe Fowler and Joba I
Hopkins. leave Paducah for Evans
•ille and way landings at its. m.
THE STEAMIEW DICK FOV/LER
Lea VNIS Pudenda& for Cairo and way
laudingeeet 8 a. es. eharp,--stalls, ea.
eept Sunday. Special excurstga rates
now in effect from Paduesh o Cairo
and return, with or without meals
aad room. Good musk and teble an
surpassed.
For further information ats917 te
8. A. _Fowler, General Pail. Meat, ak
Given Fowler, City Pass. Agent, al
Fowler-Crumbaugh A Cos ORee
First and Breadway.
R. LOUIS a TRINNESBEZ RIVEN
P* aim COMPANY..
(Mmeagerated.)
••••••••-••
• VON ENS IrEgNERNICE RIVER.
STRAMJCIt c1,1"DIC
Leaves Paducah foe Tennessee River
Every Wednesday at 4 p,
A. pe. WRIORT Moots+
. _
▪ ixi 111041111111011  Mee
This eompany ii sot rnalatlian't•
for isvoIre charsss ahleto 'elegise
by the clerk of the boat.
Biala! excursion rates from Padu-
cah to Waterloo. Fare for the rotted
trip $L00. Lesvee Paducah every
Wednesday at 4
kartmfeed 011111
for east HP
After watching results for eixtese
years, during Which time ma.), &Ultimo
of bottles were sold and thousands Of
letters (torn users were recep.red, the
originators at Or. Caldwen's Syrup Pep-
sue the great herb laxative compotiod,
feel safe in guaranteeing kin the various
diseases of the stomach, liver and buw-
els, such as chronic constipation, dys-
pepsia, indigestiorf, biliousness, flatu-
lency, sour stomach, bloated stomach,
heart burn ,etc There is en absolute guar-
antee to refund the purchase price if Dr. Cala-
wet l's /Syrup Peosin does not do what is enumed
itaf
For sixteen years this remedy has been tee
/,musendal for stomach. liver and bowel Qom- hand. I redo en horseback, first ..dow
44111113411 sod the fact that eeo,h year more and a good pike, then over a mud road.More faint ,es are using it proves taut it nall the
P.. tit claimed for It awl the letters we are coo. and then through the bed ref atux+, in; proem that It is curIr4 these tj stream...4ov said.
Caldwell s Syrup Peprin tbe hest laxative soak 
trey' ling has gr be by way of the river
"Alue:14 of ourdi-eases. Hence the guarantee le instilled.
Ur. Milton. of Boynton. 1 T.. eonseriers t. 
on the Market LKeellUtit. 10 use his own wisp* buds. Reaching the valley, I came to
atwitter medicine of Ati kind :hat does.- sirs.
.." dm" an tau claim for "and I a° o°1' k"°46 °( a litt.4l log cabin.The men 'were
WHIlluttli. of Sidney. ilL. writes 'Art she has working 111 a cornfield On the hillside.used it in her bottle all her ntarried life and The women of the, household werewould not keep house without it Ttouseuels et
ea rico have written to the same twashing by the stream. Childrenyou hate any complaint for which Dr. Cale-„de es rep prv.ise re,,,laaaraded t.) teen were to be seen in every direction, the
druggist rod get. SU mat or II bottle. Tithe Al loys keeping fire under the kettle, theOD aye na.is that we guarantee satisfaction_ Yee
eel tied it gentle in action and Pieties= ia WOWS 'atria trying to make themselves useful1e works promptly sad egi.•tently. and unalser_..., the baby tag cat a wan_Purtfliti cap -re. .sts al and cttaurUc pow6ellearie.ou
pills, dots WU grips and leave you ift..108 Weak' ket. Large, fanilliPS are the rule. Ifset torn. lie is safe to say that you will Oboesad ear II miniliirty wen, 4044 have gall kei al Uteri* are less than eight or ten child-laxative. It is especially rutted to children and
wreak people benne. of Its yr. •ille SC.1011.
NEW l'ORK HEARS OF THit MEN-
Tel:lilt MAK bT AIN WOKEN.
Vroet, of Berets, Addrereeee Audi.
crier at Henew of Helen
Thou e roseate to try Of. 01110e
wags Sere:, Pesti before tsp-
leg can fare a fro tamest bens emu to their home Ity
Mileitsung Ws tempany. TIM afar ISO woos Dimas
remedy will do as we dam tutu to only otaso to Pins
sew Use Few then it. Sc.] tor it if you Sae say
',reopens of stomach, Iioe o Ilerel Marna. evilest
0.1 •noA Owl:vs laMillos for t neMat and OW
tont. A ()warlord, SerManent two* cum THE
PLi RUC VEHD1CT: 'Wo ease., so good and gave
su LAI CALDWELL'S SYRUP PIPSift." Ttu: product
oohs pont, Irsatootee ft.. 17. Wassingnie. a 0.
PEPSIN SYRUP CS.
10.70alihrs11 Bldg., Monticello, 
FREE TEST
AB the patent medicines and
toilet articles advertised iu this
paper are on sale at!
McPherson's Drug Store
Fourth and Broadway.
...FOR...
Rubber Stamps and Sup-
plies, Numbering Ma-
chines, Band. Datera, etc.
10
ot°vt's
P•••
"ie 4.4.0
115 S SL hum 358
NEW STATE NTH tILIU=
111.111210P01.1111. ELL.
B. A. Raney, Prep
Owesi out hem betel ID Mu tall
hates phi*. Ties sew, 'amyl
looms. Edith rososs, Electric 1.4gbita
has so/r astral., borat-d Wart 18
be city.
0011011111101AL PAPRONAlill Sus
/Amine.
Baltimore, Md Genera.
conference N. E. church.
Date, of sale May 3, 4 and 5.
Return limit May 30. Round
trip $31.85.
San Francisco, Los Angeles
and Se Di 'ego. Ca . -*--Dates of
pale April 2E1 and 26, Return
lona e0 days from date of
sale. Round trip $70.20.
Meniphts, Tenn. - Confer-
ence • for edpeation in the
south. Dates of sale April 20
and 21. and train 103 April
22. Return limit April 30.
Round tilp $6.96.
Memphis, Tenn. - Special
excursion April 21. Train
leaves 9:50 a. m. Tickets good
returning on special train.
April 22. lerterIng Memphis
-7:30 p. rn. Rate $2.00. No
baggage checked.
Washiegton, D. C. •-L. NI-
Banal society D. A. R. Dates •
-of sale April 16 and 17. Re-
turn limit April 30. Round
trip $34.10. •
'J. T. DONOVAN.
Agent C:ty ,011ice. Paducah,
Ky. •
R. M. PRATTLER,
Agent Union Depot.
Kilts
1 New; Discovery,FOR C811148AIM ALL THROAT NO LIAO TROUSLES.C Tr AP A afTERD SATISFACTOLLa Oil MONET ILIOUNDED.
I Onllemailllimemlinmeelill
Private
Dining Room
Hotel
Belvedere
We have just openra
a perfeetiy oppointid
private Dinitee ROOM
for the use of small
parties.
PHONE 332 FOR
ENGAGEMENTS'..
"I feel as though I were living in a
• story book," said Mrs. William 0.
Frost, wife of the President of Berea
r- ollege. addressing an audience as-entbled in the Ifenne of Miss Helentiould on Monday afternoon in the In-
terests of the college acid the suoun-
talaeers of Kentucky. Mrs. Frost
rehearsed in a charmingly graphic
KW out Or her vJaits to-a typical
mountain home.
"Sunbono-et on head and whip in
mal•••••••••
Dr. Stamper
DENTIST
Froteroity Brilliog - Rose 215
Est: tetibg Teeth and Plate
Work a Specialty.
,-,When you want quali-
ty, either in cut tiowerso
floral design, or plants,
order from
BRUNSON'S
FLOWER SHOP
529 MOM IA MeV 111
ten apologies are In order. President
Roosevelt is more popular In the Cam-
berland mountains than he Is in Wail
etreet.
"Howdy, honey? Mighty proud
to see yer. Rest yet burdilt and take
a.cheer." said the mountain woman as
she escorted we to the house. There
were In the one-room two beds, six
spilt-bottom chairs, a stove, and a
netskreerverer WIttrefiltrolh." -A- Meal
was soon spread, consisting of corn
pone awl coffee. The hostess proudly
called attention to a regent acquisi-
tion, a window cut in the lade of the.
cabin. Then she brought out her art
treasures, quilts and homespun hien-
kets,some of them made in patterns
handed dewn from the Revolutionary
days. Many of these montaineers eat.
(race their descent back to the time of
the Revolution, and some housewives
etjetileay shawls and coverlet* inherited
from the wives of-Generals in Wash-
IngtOri'li army.
'A neighbor catne in, and after Is
few moments' chat remarked naively:
"How plain you talk, Mire Frost!
Some ca Ogee eddlcated foiks talk so
perliter I can't understand 'em.'
"These women, isolated asabey are.
however. are keen to Bear of the out-
side world, especally of New York. 'I
I.
up there that we don't know nary
about, said 'one; 'an' lots o' things
goin' on here that they ,don't know
nary about. Another-said: "Give us
parties.' Another salek 'Give us
roust-thin' to study abottt. One rea-
sou we take to shootIn' each other
1, re in the mountains is because we
don't have nothin' t4se to think about.'
-Many of the 'women possess beau-
ittful strong personalities." continued
. 11rs. Frost, "and desire for their child-
ren the benefits and privilege of an
education. Berea College strives to
!
reach the families in its section of the
eounery, pot,only through the 1.250
• students who come to te institution.
!hut by 'Ong to the homes with books
'in hand and sowing the seed of Istruc.
I tIon."
1 The meeting was held for the pur-
pose. of interesting those who might
help toward raising the $119.500 still
needed to enable the college to carr)-
on its mountain work unimpaired and
to establish a separate negro school.
--lavisville Herald. •
"E. C. DeWitt A Co.. Chicago, Ill.-
Gentlemen-In 1897 I had a chemise
of the stomach and bowels. In the
spring of 1902 I bought a bottle of
Kodol and the benefit I received all
the- gold in Georgia could not buy
May you live long and pumper. Yours
eery truly, C. N. Carmel!. Boding. Ga.,
Aug. 27,• 1906." Sold by all drug-
gists,
FVF.NTNC, TN
Rackesite.
Pia la the
liliaweatd Greta('
In most WON are direct results
o WMAK eleiDeelfli sad IN-
FLAMMATION OF THZ BLAD-
DER. The *Jam on the Kid-
neys and inflamed vaembraeee
lining the neck of the Bladder
producing the gets&
ROBES
'FILL CURE 11
,
Tam dome give -relief, and
ono box wil cure any ordinary
cam of Kidney or Bladder
trouble. Removes Gravel, cures
Diabetes, Seminal Emissions.
Weak and Lame Back, Rheum.
Dam and all irregularities of the
Kidneys and Bladder in both
men and women. Sold It 60
vats a box on the No Cure No
Pay basis by Tee Pherson's drug
More, Fourth and Broadway,
sole agents for Paducah, or sent
by mail upon receipt of price to
Lark Medicine Co., Louisville,
Hy.
IUSI'LEVARD ON JEFFERSON-
STREET IS BEING /WILE.
The work of removing the gravel
between the curbs along the street
railway track on Jefferson street from
Eighteenth street to Twenty-fifth
-ftetng
chain gang_under the direction of tile
board of public works. When the
necessary excavations have been made
the Paducah Traction gempany will
fill the space between the eurbe along
Its tracks with soft and sow 'grass seed
to form a sod. The-entire street was
graveled at the exp•nse of the prop.
trey owners and he gravel Inside the
cbrbs Is being thrown lilt and saved
for use on the roadway. When the
entire job Is completed-Jefferson
street from Eighteenth street to the
city limits will present the appear-
ace of a city boulevard.
KILLINC A DEVILFIsH.
Sport on the GuN of Mestere That 1 ti -
I tails ‘Itliss le-I tru king, Hale
%wk.
4111
DeWitt's Carbolized Witch Hazel
Satre. It is egpecdally good for piles.
Sold by all dratlISkta-
What 'Vale Men INst..
Some statisties have been published
by the Yale Diking Club to show what
the 1.0el8 members of that organisala
lion who eat at the Yale commons
manage to get away with In the line
of food. In a week, tor Instance,
6.500 poUnds of meat, 900 clown eggs
and 9.100 rolls and loaves of bread
disappear down the Yale throat.
The daily consumption is about
like this: Nine hundred and twenty-
nine pounds Of meat. subdivided Into
21t1 pounds of roast beef. 284 pounds
of poultry. 144 pounds of lamb. 143
pounds of pork and 72 pounds of
steak: 100 loaves of bread. 1,200
rolls, 50 pounds of oatmeal, 1.200
quarts of milk. 120 quarts of cream
120 pounds of table butter and a like
amount for 'cooking mimes, and
from 3 to ALtbunehes of bananas. as
well ,es 20 bushels of potatoes.
Two hundred 'allow soup Is
,prepared daily for tiro toasts Several
years ago, when the einb had 1.07.0
I member*, the figures showed an mew
preference for meat, but ao so decided
ia leaning toward eggs. 'Otherwise
, the same items were proportionately
the same.-WaslIngton Post.
1 There' iiDothiss better than Kodol fordyspepsia. Indieestion, sour stomach
belching of gas and nervous headeelpt
If digests what you eat. ,Bold by al
druggists.
A vory large part of the population
In Dublin 14 arcommodated In tene-
ments of a small size, that Is, In one
Or two rooms Of the 52.2e3 tame
nee In this city at the time ofthe 1901
census. CO per cent had only two or
there rooms, 37 per cent being housed
In one morn, and 23 per chat In two
rooms.
•
Measure Cligarettew' Work.
Sphygmographic records. whieh are
made by clockwork-and-triter tbec-
Istif ad/tested at-the -radial _art ery.
are being made at the Kansas State
Agricultural College from cigarette
smokews by Prof. William .a„ Mc-
Keever. In the col:ege paperethis
week appear five plates, welch look
like zigzags of lightning across a
black sky. They are the records'ot
the heart beats of students who in-
dulge -in "coffin futile" and "dope
eticks."
Prof. MeKeever concludes from his
investigations and cite e his records as
proof, that the liabitual cigarette
smoker's heart is very weak, except-
ing fOr the.few minutes during which
he IS indulgl‘k- the habit,, age the
pulsations at this time are very ex-
rited.-Topeka Special to the Kansas
City Journal
DeWet's Little Early Risers, the fam-
ous little liver pills. - Sold by aBdrug-
gists.
Lent Heerlen From a laming Lady's
Diary.
Monday Propeaed to by Mr. l'XIY
Man. Turned him down, of course.
Tueeday-Prbpoeed to by Mr. Mili-
tary Man. Accepted him.
Wedneeday-i'roposed to by Mr.
Society Man. Areepted him.
Thursday-Just remembered I'm
engaged to Mr. Military Man. Called
It off with Mr. Society , Man.
Friday-Meets Mr. handsome Man.
It being leap year I propose to him
myself. He ace elites me.
Saturday Almost forgot :afoul my
eiwagement to Mr. Military. Mati
Wire him it tan "never be." Later:
Think of it! Mr. -Handsome Man has
eloped with my maid!
Sunday-'Phonel to Mr. Ugly
Maul am now Mrs. Ugly Man!!!--
Young's Magazine.
Fronting the coast of North Amer!
ca is the Great Barrier Reef, the larg-
est coral reef in the world. It is
over 1,000 nilles long and thirty miles
wide.
The religion for eternity Is the re-
ligion for every day.
The sport of biteelg a devilfish (IWO
a fourteen-foot boat Was left to the
bachelor of the party, the married
measlier explaNng that he felt Cis
duty to the ones at home excoule I
him from anything that smacked so
of suicide. Aecordinly, when nea:
the next fish, the skiff put out from
the stern of the Irene. the spearman
standing In the bow, while the skip-
Per straod the big boat away to as 10
give the fish e clear field at the ilea
truth.
The plan developed Perfectly-the
throw Was good, the fiSh ealf thu d
the boat with his first Spiatell. and the:.
rushed away in a great. ewing:ng cir-
cle, so that in fifteen minutes it wee
possibee for the slop_ to cut across
and catch up, when by some iitalieree-
ering it. became possible to pass the
inboard end of the line up to hei
bowsprit. After that it was a fight
to a finish. with the devilfish on one
end of the Erie and the tenton sloop
on the other. For a long while It
seemed as though the devilfish had
the better of It. He towed that big
boat steadily out into the gulf for
tree hours and twenty minutes. It
was exactly Jere being in tow of a
fair-sized tug. The progress of the
boat was not fast. but as steady as if
it were being driven by the Irene'e
own engines.
It may be fair to remark that kill-
ing a devilfish entails as much genit-
ive muscle-reseelegeellaree. work_-
any task on earth. le Is much the
same as pulling for hours against a
yoke of oxen who are moving off en-
tirely indifferent to one's futile ef-
forts. The devielsh will not let sim-
ple towing tire him. It left te him-
self he w.II sound fo bottom, and after
r. sting 'proceed to ad infinitum. It
is to prevent such resting that one
must work constantly hauling the tow,
In close to him, thereby frightening
hem to constant effort.- If he can lie
strained to the point of weakening,
then he may' be hauled close enough
to harpoon again.-Seribner's Maga-
zine.
NOTICE!'
The Palucah
lirtrn4ss and Sed-
diet) Company
have moved' to
their new levee
t 208 Ken-
tuoky avenue,
where, with a
handsome n e w
stock, they Will
be ready for boat-
ness April 13.
p.9018 rummy
DRAUCHON'S_
0 SCHOLARSHIP FU
Pour years' SET PlitFIT$ or $85.904.116 enatee amuetioses chattier' 30 Colleges to Matte titleSlertal otfltir, Iota limited tele, to tie, el. t Wise elaurt of work or cash lay reasonof latedo.ttit .al depression. YULE E. wills..molar. you II 1111.7nIlk Est* MILN °onside*
DRAUGHOWS PRACTICAL MIS SS COLLEGES -ATIlb; liLsT. No Vacation , envier may ouzo. rOkliTILENto beettitlf.o-written tee elltACZ1
elneurporated); Paducah, 314 brOAV.4), and $t. Louis.
Jikat 4ErEliuney Newspaper Honor.
6 Tau ecwspaper wen hate been sus-
io.i.d•!il !tom an aseeeietiou of curry.,
0.411.1cItti ere Washington -the first
eeciture lie he: ante the guest of a
eieniarere beat company on a trial
trip, the t..+.! ..11.1 Itt-cau,”, dulling, a va-
I al.1111. L.. V. l• 41 p.illlphlet for ano:h.
. uhinto cuticern. Al the two
con.p:t1.1., a It- contpettng in urging
ti it GU its il1/011 the eoligreera it way
that-any newspaiier writer enter-
ing their e noploy or aceepting their I
hospltaley 1101 I bc•reaf ter be !
fee from the sirs-pit-Mal of sending out ;
-ta.nted nee*"
Tls 111. -idtnt ti the high,
tie el ;eleashineten correspoed-;
nts, and ii one or the great
virtto;- perhaps the
of the newspaper leofeeeion. The ;
mo.., (mew au .• of I wyers can es-
th.- cam- of nr!otionsiy
nal tat pot at ions without a bletni,b.
Inthed. senatott and represemiat:ves
of the Sta!es may, and often
do„ atce-pt t.til illf•ES for set vices . in
the inteeests ut railroads- and other
corporations, which are bound sooner
or later to comees;Teingteeeteeeet
csailio-1. And al: of the national law
Kennedy's Laxative Cough Syrup acts
promptly yet gently OD the bowels,.
through which the cold is forced out
of the system, and at%the same ten •
it allays infiammation: Sold by a:; 1
drugeists.
Actress-Mercy! This paper say'.
I am inclined. to be stout. Lee you--
think I am'! Manager-4 should fay
not. You are stout, all right, but
very touch against your inclination.
Chicago Daily News.
DYSPEPS
"Maytag taken vent monderWil “eseesnete• for
Wyse smote. and Wont entirely pored of stomach
takes n
so'-Cases • forthetrerooderfuleessonaltIon.
ha
rrh sad dr...I:piaci think a word of praise Is
ve eron• other so -ratted remedies
t without avail and I Sad that f`ase•r.d• relieve
wore,, a day tbss all the other. I have taken
aid in • year'
James Nelms. NI /Mercer St.. Jersey etty. N. J.
best For
The Bowels
Pleasant, Palatable.. Potent Taste nw.t. Donned,
Vero? W ',eon or .inne. la . Aigrer
aolit-.wtalk. V., genuine tablet ',pea et C.
94Stau teed SO sat.... year eiwoor Was.
Stet:lag Remedy Co., Chicago or N.Y. spt
VISUAL SALE, TEN MILLION PDXES"
WV AND WOMEN,
Use Us s. for ascotand
gt.casepasjon.tot
tintatioes or LI, erattolle
tanro•s mem tame&
Pal alai*, and not serstra
iota' or vol.( Ia.'s&
opts by Drassibbb
ive soot in plate wrapper,
empire.. rret,od. foe
go. or 3 bnAlee 32 75.
seat ea nbosel.
 a
FIRSTCLASSLIVERY
MODERATE PRICES
'chew are the foundationt up- mi
which we are betiding suecein.
Our horses arc groomed to the
Pink of condition always and our
equipment the best, yet our
prices are extremely reasonable.
Next time you want to take a
drive, just call
HAWLEY AND SON
Either nom
100
41-1411-
leffenoo St.
tiENRY MAIM, JL
mitmovio To TIMM ARS
111111MWEID4
sash Beak West. WON
eel Lamm Weft wpostaitg.
FOR SALE
Choice Michien Brahma and !An-
shan, also mixed eggs for setting.
New Phone 769
SUNNY SIDE POULTRY FARM
1321 UsbfZM,l RIR
McClure's Magazine $1.50
or American
Reader Magazine.... 3.00
Metropolitan .. ..1.60
or World Today
or Woman's Home
Companion $6.00
All for 93.00, Half Price
Reader Magazine ...$3.00
Rev:ew of Review,* ..3.00
Or Outing
or Ainstee's
or Smart Set
$6.00
Both for $3.00, Half Price
Home Magazine -.41.00
McClure's ..1.60
or Cosmopolitan
or American
or Succees
tilitkEirs to etuployLd Would be amazed
and indignant if they were debarred
for what the) consider a perfectly
iii mat,- occupation.
But ir unite rsal:y recognized that
the neetpap.r war, to be worth any-
:1:1,e, must be unpurihaseable. The
Aim-Licari s that newspaper
min have many faults--they are very
human telt it g:;:ley calls attention
to the fate that in the matter of honer .
the -average wort:111U neweeaper man
I, not oniy above suspicion, but is
able trauell io auspicious com-
pany.-- New York American.
BeWittes Kidney and Bladder 'ills are
roompt and thorough and tell in a
shOrt time strengthen weakened lita-
nies and a' iy troulees arisineefrom
Intianinelie if the bladder. Sold by
It has only been eight year; since
teis_eouney passed Great Ilrita:n in
the mato.; of 'tee production. Now
the Eng:eh mines are hardly to be
regarded as competitors. ..
ion are dlaelple jt,,Foga.
afraid of discipilne.
p. -
SAVE MONEY ON YOUR MAGAZINES
It is a great deal cheerer to place annual subscriptions to sew-
*rad magazines at the same time and order them all together from
ids, than it is to buy the same magazines singly or subecr.he to then!
separately. Combination cub offers are now tnade by which sub-
scribers to several magazines an eecure bargain prices', sometimes
getting three or four magazines for the price‘ of one or two. Sub-
scriptions may be sent to different addresses, if desired, and may be-
gin with any mouth. Let us knnw what magentas's you are tak-
Mg now or what magazines you want to take next year, and we will
quote the combination price, showing saving to be effected.
SAMPLE BARGAINS. *
Coetnomtiltan ..$1.00
Home Magazine .. ..1.00
Success..........1.00 
or American
$300
AU for 52.30
Weekly Inter Ocean
and Fa-mer ....$1.00
McCall's Magazine .. .50
(with pattern)
Home Magazine.... 1.00
$2.50
All for $1-25, Ban Price
Designer.. $0.60
(%Ith fashions)
Cosmopolitan 1.99
Reader Magazine .. 3.05
• $250 $4.50
Both for $1.65 All for 12.00
Complete ilebseripdoo. Cita; grow. with_beauttiful Harrison Fisher
eter, listing all magazines shier and in clubs at lowest rates, moat
you free on receipt of postal card request.
Central Magazine Agency • • Indianapolis, Indiana.
The BobbS-Merrill Company. -
INSURANCE AGENTS
ABRAM L. WEIL & CO.
ltrh,
Life,
Accident,
Health,
Liability,
Autemoblia,
Office Phones  369ow 369
Steam Roller,
Roods,
Plate Glees,
Cargo,
Elevator.
Residence Phonea 2ew 1e 7lli
ettrst tal-eliell Ussliding, Peducests, Ky.
Early Times
And
Jack Beam
Distilled in the spring of
1900. Sold in bottles ‘v;th
the government s t a m p
over the neck, showing
conclusively the age. .•
For the clipboard and niedicine
chest there is nigh* superior
4-
imam TWELVE. THE PAD! CAH EVENING SUN
 'WMINSWINEWNIMP 
THE TRUTH ABOUT KIDNEY
TROUBLE.
.( Physic/Ad Wealuster.)
When there Is g paleepossey com-
plexion that persibti In utile of diet
and careful living, tse. where there is
physicsl weakness that likewise re-
sists the usual treatment, the kid-
Drys are to be suspected.
Food often does people with kidney
disease very little good.
Instead of storing In the system the
albumen, starches and sugars that our
food releases the Inflamed kidneys de-
them, and tests deelose them in
- the eliminations unused. The Pa-
tient grows alter and weaker, and
as the kIduey-a are nut senvitive there
Ii usually no pain ant there appetre
to be no caust, for the continued weak
best, In )4 uch cases a (sat for albu-
Men may discluse a strong Percent-
age of the strength of the fooi in
the ellminstions unute,d, but, as tabu-
men can not be teen and Is only (Ls-
closed through chemical teats, the
• 
patient. mere he is in the hands of a
physician. ones has no lint' on his
difficulty, and thousands of suth (mei
grow unwittingly into the -supposed
chronic, Incurable stage.
In these cases Fulton's eiena! Com-
pound acts definitely, but quitc'slowiy
for the infra:mat:on i fi of volt-
siderable standing and psrmanence.
A• is the other cases of inflammatiun
of the kidneys Medical Works have
nothing but diet and symptonmee
treatment, both of whieh have proven
futile in these chronic cases.
As Fulton's Renal Compound re-
d the inflammation, the albumen
_joeseLto kelradually decreab-
lug and recovery slow but definite in
about 1,4 per cent of all cases.
Literature mailed free.
JOIRN J. FULTON CO.. '
Oakland, Cal
W. B. MOPherson. Paducah. Ky
Is our sole local pgent. Ask for Hi
Monthly Bulletin of late recoveries.
The Relisun.
It was Waahington's birthday. and
the minister was making a patriotic
speech to the uhildren uf the second
ary grade.
"Now, children," he said,, "when I
arose this ,morning the flags were wav-
ing and the houses were draped with
bunting. What was that done for?"
"Washington's birthday," answered
a youngster.
"Tee" said the minister. "but las,
Toostli It toot bed a birthday, but no
gags were flying that day, agd you did
tutt rum know hid birthqae Wb
- ,- --
"Because," said an nrchite "Wash-
ington never told a :le."—Philadel-
plea Ledger.
The data about the manufacture of
steel cars. in tele -country are not as
definite as might .be desired but the
Railroad Age reports the number of
all steel ears ordered in 1907 to,be
27,8e0, and of Iron cars with Mei
oneerframes, 44,500.
emir
Sutiailecl
It will take you
bat • moment to find
jest what you want
In La France Shoes
for Women. The
rtylet that pleases you
Ii litre and the fit is
certain.
La Prance Shoes will
satisfy you quickly, be-
cause they thoroughly
and precisely combine
at the shoe virtues —
style, fit, comfort and
durability.
They are shaped on
most graceful lines and
are dainty and artistic in
every detail.
Come in and ask to we
your sire in your favorite
style — yesowillbecharmed
with them.
The La France Flexible
Welt is a distinctive and
unusually attractive shoe —
it gives absolute comfort and
perfect fit.
HARBOUR'S DErART.
MUST HMO&
North Third Bilreet
am* Bemedway.
MANY WITHESSES
IN FEDERAL COURT
Night Rider Cases Will Briae
150 to City.
Docket for Term BegianIng Next Mow
day I,. c It ted and All
Ready.
(ASKS ASSIGNED FOR TRIAL
Paducah will be crowded whet
federal court convenes next week, as
151) witnesses in the damage suits in-
stituted by Robert H. and Mary Hol-
lowell against alleged night riders in
Caldwell count) are securing quarters
in the city.
The &keel for the April term of
tr.e federal court shows an unusually
large number of cases to be diePosed
of, the criminal docket especially,
being lengthy, while a number of de- '
fendants that hare been held to
swer to the grand jury are in .jall or
or bond and their cases will be added
to the trial docket as soon as the'
grand jury reports indictments, The
cage of the East Tennessee Telephone
company against the city of Paducah
is-see- ante es- tieesseteite--elockel.-Aga
probably will be disposed of.
The Hollowell damage suits grow-
Ing out of the night rider raid at
Princeton may be tried at this term.
The docket is as follows:
Circuit Court Equity,
East Tennessee Telephone company
vs. City of Paducah. -
George A. Kellogg vs. Mergen-
thaler-Horton Basket company.
Langenbach & Morton vs. C. S.
Knight, et al.
Frank Foster, et al.. vs. Edward S.
Jordan and wife.
Dietrict Court Equity.
Cecil Reed, trustte, vs American
German National bank.
T. B. McGregor, trustee. vs. Ben-
ton Mercantile commies. et al.
Dettrict (smut in Admindty,
Henry Ferguson et al. vs. Gasoline
UMWS. OUT le •
Fe nePal er
Ii
A MARITIME LESSON.
The sea la stormy. '
- The is. Is calm.
Ill
The sea has di4appeared:
rguso m company vs.
earner Vincennes. Settled.'
Circuit Court Commas Levi.
Mary L. Hollowell vs. John F.
Hollowell. 'Petition for. damages. -
*Robert Es Hollowell vs. John K.
Hollowell et al. Petition for dam-
ages.
H. B. Donthitt vs. Z. T. Long.
H. B. Douthitt vs. R. H. Gardner.
Clifford V. Ezell vs. Z. T. Long.
Walsh Manufacturing company vs.
Paducah Cooperage company. Con-
tinued.
A. B. Boyd, trustee, vs. Robe
Haupenthal. Continued.
R. P. Birdoong. etc., vs. American-
German National bank. Continued.
I Learney Schrader vs. N., C &
le R. R. Co. Continued.
_ -lobs -8e-Gregoey-,--adasesteteater;-vse
Hillotan Land and Iron company.; etc.
Continued.
Luella Smith et al. vs. J. M. White.
Continued.
H. M.-Rose. administrator. vs. I. C.
R. R. Co., -etc. Continued.
John Dennis Jones ea_ Thomas C.
Britt, et al. Continued.
United States vs. If. G. Cope. Con-
tinned.
United States vs. Sam Carter. Con-
tinued.
United States vs. William Diggs.
Continued.
United States vs. fink Rooting.
Continued.
Coked States vs. Bordeaux & Pal-
mer. Continued.
United States NS. Dell Dowdy, Con-
enued.
United States vs. P. J. Abbott
Continued.
United States vs. Ed Gardner. Con-
tinued.
United States vs. P. J. Abbott. Con-
tinued.
United States vs. Frank Ferriner.
Continued.
United States vs. Brown & Joynes
Continued.
United States vs. C. B. Blacknall.
Continued.
United States vs. G. A. Chandler.
Continued.
United' States vs. I.. G., alias Poney
West, Continued.
United States vs. Abe Livingston
et al. Conenued.
United States vs. George Burks.
Continued.
I Wherever the case is marked roe-
tinned on the above list it means that
'an order of continuance was the last
step taken during the October term.
FOR SALE—Oldfashioned burr-
ground meal, also chicken 'feed and
corn shucks. T. J. Woods. Old phone
440.
Only Our Ticket.
"Alert?" said Senator Hopkins Elf
4401440 of a colleague -the other day.
"Why, he is as alert and clever as the
Aurora bridegroom. You know how
hedogroops setting off on the hones -
moon have a way of forgetting their
brides. and buying tickets only to
themselves Wel!, that is what this
bridegroom did In Aurora. And when
,his wife said to him. 'Why, you enl‘
bought one ticket, dear,' he ate,wered
readily: 'By Jove, dear, I never
1
Ithogght of myself."
)
Ose of the largest gar compaiiir,
in London haa reduced fts pets. from
71 (Lents to 89 delta a thousand feet.
(1GARRTH LEANT HAn.mrri._
Pipe is Next, !Int the Cisme Is Ibe
• -Mote NOlieWS of AM.
/Smoking nowadays II teinintisille
tolerated in the house, and even in
the drawing-rcxen a cigarette is some-
times permitted. The smoking of
cigar, pleasant though it may be to
the smoker, and however irreproaoh-
able its quality. Is banned by most
careful housewives in their 'santa
sanctorium because its reek le to per-
eistenesays the London Lancet. The
stele smell of cigar smoke in a rooie
Ii peculiarly unpleasant and peculiar.
ly difficult to get rid qr. It clings
to the curtains and to most of the
articles of furniture which present
any sort of an absorbent surface.
1a notset to the same extent with
tigarettes or with pipes. In the caso
even of a single cigar, books, pepers
and textiles reek of its stale flavor,
nit-the room requires abundant atria%
before that flavor is completely elim-
inated.
Air is an excellent scavenger, but
ozone Is more active in removing the
.--- The effect may be traced to
the net that the smoking of a cigar
produces a larger qutaIItitv of pungent
erematie oil than does the smokirs of
a cigarette qr pipe in the case of
the cigarette oils ate probably burned,
even if they are formed in the pipe
they condense in the stem, while is
the cane of the cigar they are probab-
'y for the most part discharged into
the air. In the lo:rn of a cigar to-
bacco would appe-er to produce more
(els than in tee him) of a cigarette Oi
when burned in .a pipe.
'Such common observations are not
without hygiente significance. Pyrri-
dine the most po:sonous oil produced
in the semecornbulition of tobacco. 1:
an abnodant product of cigar smok-
ing, as it is also In the pipe, but In the
letter there is condensate:tn, while in
the forrber there, is little or none. .1t,
'the cigarette, so latimately in contact
with the air is the burning portiot
that the production of (Uttered oils le,
comparatively speaking, trilling.
The symptoms of tobacco smoke
poisoning are not necessarily due to
nicotine; they. are more often due tr.
pyrridinte or poisoning from the to-
t bacto tar Mrs. The tobacco heart is
,neee often traceable to free indul-
gence le cigar stnulki,Pg ,than to a
'saillar Indulgence in The -pife dTh
taarett•. Young boys can smoke-
to their great damage, nevertheless--
a coneldt rable number of cigarettes
or even pipes. but an equivalent in
cigars _niers_ than asitiettee- thete-ta-
bare° appetite. so soon WV the toxie
c 'Gess of cigar stroking made appar-
t nt to them. The danger of exces-
sive cigarette innokIng is that though
no marked temptenas may he man--
:ft -led. or expe-rii:nceel, yet in the long,
run deeidect harm is done., and a dan-
gerous habit, akin to "nipping.", is-
'cultivated. 'which is often found very
lhard to abandon.
' Tivellve Things to Itentembor.
The value of tithe. The succesa of
perseverance. The Weasure of work
, it g. The dignity of simplicity. Tie
eorth Of character. The power ot
kindness. The influence of example,
1 The ohligatto_n of duty. The wisdom
lof economy. The' virtu,e of patience.
'The improvement of talent. The Joy
I of originating.
NINETY AND NINE
Just now when some weak
kneed merchants are suffer-
ing of a complication of
buck-ague and timidity, let-
ting up on their efforts to
push business, the man of
action is getting more busi-
ness than ever before. Last
month The Sun increased
its average circulation 99
subscribers. What did it?
Going After It!
•
VE-7—*ANTE 
Young Men and Women for positions of trust:
where intelligent service will be appreciated and
paid for—
Experienced Men and Women for positions re-
quiring ability and tact—
People of All Agee, of all talent., of divers
&With's, for suitable lines of employment—
limed Things-such as Pianos, Organs, Every
Sort of Musical Instrument, Writing Machines,
Cash Registers, Store and Office Fixture., Talk-
ing 'Machines, ;looks, Engravings, Post-Olieffil,
Stamp Collections, Suits, Clarinda, Furniture of
every kind—
Horses and Carriages, trucks, burlineg. wagons,
bicycles, guns, cameras, lishing tackle, autopo-
blies—
Real Estate-lots, plots, acres, leaseholds, equi-
ties, houses, flats, apartments, stores—
Instruction in painting, singing, the violin and
piano, short-hand, accrmnting, et )r respondence,
latiguage. dancing—
Places to Live- homes, apartments, furnished
rooms, hoarding places where life Is Isaitrestiobt•
These are some of the thousands
of people and things that (Sr.
"wanted" in this city just now,
and if you can fin any of these
''ioantt"
I INQUIRE OF THE PUBLIC I
Through a SUN Want Advertisement.
'lam
and up in my ne* store,
le If you want an Easter Suit made
tu e and 104 me a call. I base all
gond workmen awl my work is all
clone in my store. I don't have my
work made out 44 the city. Conn and
see for )(smelt
?
, '
SOLOR1ON, The Tailor
522 !massy OM Moe 522i
A eseskee Verb.
Two or thiee dogs are nearly al-
ways to be found loafing shout ever'
blacksmith's shop. This fact Is so
stel-recognIsed that detectives, when
sent out after valuable dogs that have
been lost. invariably visit first all the,
btickstnithe shops In the neighbor
hood.
The reason why dogs frequent the
biseketniths' shops is that they love
inordinately the odor and the taste of
burning hoofs They sniff the odor
as a woman sniffs a rose, and thet
tee the hoof parings as a gourmet eat.
truffles.
Landes...is the great animal painter.
knew this odd fact well, and In his
famous picture of "The thnith's Shop'
I dog In the foreground Is greedily
munching silvers of toasted hoof.
Wissen fent Alit- had a symposium
to discuss the value of salt in diges-
tion. One of the physicians wrote
that, while salt in moderation is good
for the stomach. and often almolutee,
necessary. it might to be taken apart
from lb. meals, In much the sam,
way as medicine He bases hit Jude
meat on eh, way the artificial diges-
tion proceeds- in the presence of ma-
rine salt.
1 Seeds! Seeds!
Come to the new-
Heed Store for best
Northern (hi-own
Seeds 'that grow.'
Also poultry sup-
plies.
I. J. Yepp Seed Co
124 ion Assell
ii Row $13 In Roo I/7
•J
It1411.V.sT (IAN 'Is.
A clock it is said, will be
the lergest in the world will be finish-
ed soon at Thomaston, Coon, for a
Jersey City soap factory. The clock
will be platted on the company's sign
oi. the tope( the amp factory in Had-
son street. between New York and
Grand streets, Jersey City, and' veil
be visible from tbe river and the New
York pieri. ltiiWIiv.e a diameter
of twenty-eight toot. P011askelphia
_ - 
fire feet. and Wiffigabliter. Iseedeu
One with a 22 1-2 fool diameter.
In Europe &own cars or caravans
are rapidly passing from experimenta'.
making snits for $25.•11 tu-Practic41-41"--- Ogw tweeter - caront•ths a completely-01u pito& kit t A-
141 and skylug berths for six persons
and has sista On top like the old 14M-
deu batiste.
Don't expect to strike any Insa Lay-
orably- If you aim at his porketbook
•••••••
1 Headquarters
 For  
Everything in the
bicycle line.
S. E. Mitchell
The liveataig toe a Week .321-321 be IVO
